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ABSTRACT
The Third International Cloud Condensation
Nuclei Workshop was held at the Desert Research
Institute, Reno, Nevada, October 6-17, 1980. The
goals of the Workshop were to intercompare CCN
measurement technology and to perform a limited
number of experiments of fundamental scientific in-
terest. A total of 39 scientists representing 20
institutions were in attendance. Twenty-five in-
struments were tested, including size characteriza-
tion devices and two Aitken counters. The test
on-line generation system, thereby eliminating the
need for storage bags. Some of the main conclu-
sions reached during the two-week Workshop were as
follows:
(1) Test aerosols of pure soluble salts,
both monodisperse and polydisperse, can be provided
with stability in output concentration to about +3%
per hour;
(2) Of nine static diffusion chambers (SDC),
the five best units (averaged) agreed to within 20%
of the NRL mobility analyzer and to within I0% at
I% supersaturation;
(3) Four of the five continuous flow diffu-
sion (CFD) chambers agreed with each other to with-
in about 15% at 0.7% supersaturation and about 20%
at 0.3% supersaturation;
(4) The h_st CFD'_ and SDC's agreed to
within about 15%;
(5) Two of four isothermal haze chambers
agreed with each other to within about 40%;
(6) Analysis of the results showed that most
instruments' estimation of the CCN spectral slope,
k, and the known dry aerosol size distribution
slope, B, confirmed the theoretical relationship k=
2/3 B.
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SECTIONI, INTRODUCTION
In 1967 the First International Workshop on
Condensation and Ice Nuclei was convened under the
guidance of Prof. Henri Dessens at his Centre de
Recherches Atmospheriques in Lannemezan, France.
The Workshop provided a unique opportunity for sci-
entists from all parts of the world to exchange
ideas on measurement techniques and to compare in-
struments for observing ice and condensation nuclei.
A number of important lessons were learned
from the first Workshop; principal among them was
the need for improved methods of particle genera-
tion and characterization, and also the requirement
to provide a continuous and stable source of nuclei
to the instruments. Solutions to these problems
were provided by the combined efforts of several
scientists, and at the Second International Work-
shop, held at Colorado State University in Ft.
Collins, Colorado, in August 1970, substantial pro-
gress was made in generating, storing and deliver-
ing aerosols in the desired size ranges to the more
than 25 CCN and Ice Nucleus measuring devices.
In retrospect, the Ft. Collins Workshop was an
enormous success, providing researchers an opportun-
ity to learn about the strengths and limitations of
the then current instruments used for measuring
atmospheric nuclei. At the conclusion of the Work-
shop, it was determined that, since the needs of
CCN and IN counters are so vastly different in
terms of aersol concentrations, separate workshops
would be preferable in the future for comparing
these two major types of instrumentation. Indeed,
this has been the case and, in 1975, an independent
Ice Nucleus Workshop was held at the University of
Wyoming in Laramie, Wyoming. The objective of that
Workshop was to measure and compare methods of ice
nucleus measurement; additional useful experiences
were gained in methods of generating and delivering
ice-forming nuclei to the instrument.
Ten years were to pass before the present
Workshop was convened at the Desert Research Insti-
tute (DRI) in Reno, Nevada. In the intervening
period, progress has been made in instrument design
technology, and several new measurement concepts
have emerged. Notable among them have been the
various types of continuous flow diffusion (CFD)
chambers, the isothermal "haze" chambers which are
able to operate at extremely low supersaturations,
the highly efficient CFD spectrometers and the auto-
mated static diffusion chambers. Detailed dis-
cussions of each of these types of CCN instruments
are provided within these proceedings.
The advances in CCN counter technology have
been more than matched by the growth and improve-
ments in aerosol size characterization technology.
As just one example, electrical aerosol analyzers
are now an off-the-shelf item in use in laborator-
ies throughout the world, whereas at the time of
the Ft. Collins Workshop, only a few groups pos-
sessed prototype devices.
In view of the many recent innovations in CCN
counters, as well as the vast improvements that
have been made in particle characterization technol-
ogy, it was the unanimous decision of the Ad Hoc
Commission of the Nucleation Committee, Internation-
al Commission on Cloud Physics (ICCP), that a high
quality instrument comparison workshop be conduct-
ed. With the support of the National Science
Foundation and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, such a Workshop was conducted at
DRI, Reno, Nevada, October 6-17, 1980, with W.
Kocmond and J. Jiusto serving as sponsor Principal
Investigators. It is the purpose of these proceed-
ings to document the results and activities of the
two-week Reno Workshop.
SECTIONII. OBJECTIVES
In the broadest sense, the Third International
CCN Workshop had two principal objectives:
(1) To intercompare CCN measurement technol-
ogy over a wide range of instrument oper-
ating conditions, and
(2) to perform one or perhaps two fundamental
cloud physics experiments of interest to
the scientific community.
Because of the strong desire to check each
instrument's detection limits and response charac-
teristics under varying operating conditions, most
experiments were directed toward this goal. Delib-
erations by a Workshop Steering Committee (Gagin,
Jiusto, Kassner, Kocmond, Megaw, Ruskin and Radke)
in conjunction with DRI representatives produced
several recommendations with regard to the scientif-
ic details of the experiments that were performed.
The principal recommendations were:
(I) that the composition of the test aerosols
should include NaCl, Agl and (NH4)2SO4;
(2) aerosol concentrations should be in the
range of a few hundred to a few thousand
per cm3 active at O.l to l.O% supersatura-
tion;
(3) ambient air monitoring should be a part
of each day's runs;
(4) on-line continuous generation of aerosols
with high stability (+2%) would be prefer-
red over use of a storage bag to supply
aerosols to the instruments;
(5) aerosol samples should be forced through
a duct, rather than drawn by suction in
order to avoid possible contamination
from negative line pressures; and
(6) both polydisperse and monodisperse aero-
sols should be generated for the intended
instrument checks.
In addition to these recommendations, the con-
sensus _^_
,,:,u that a few steep sioped aerosol distri-
butions should be produced for tests of instrument
responsiveness and also one or two experiments of
very high (> 2QO0 cc-l active at l.O%) and very
low (< 200 cc -a active at I% supersaturation) aero-
sol concentrations should be performed to test each
instrument's limits of detection.
With such a broad range of instrument calibra-
tion checks, there was less opportunity to conduct
specific experiments of fundamental scientific in-
terest. A number of suggestions were considered
which included e.g. tests of Kohler theory for a
range of particle sizes; comparisons of experiment
and theory regarding condensation on particles of
limited wettability; checks of temperature depen-
dence of CCN activity in terms of S^; and attempts
to identify conditions under whlch partlcle multi-
plication may occur.
Partial answers to several of these questions
were obtained from the results of experiments per-
formed during the course of the Workshop. Details
regarding the findings can be found in the individ-
ual summary papers.
SECTIONIll, WELCOMINGREMARKS
Welcoming Address
by
H.W. Georgii
Institut fur Meteorologie und Geophysik
Frankfurt, Germany
Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is a privilege for me to welcome you to the
Third International Workshop sponsored by the Com-
mittee on Nucleation of the International Commis-
sion on Cloud Physics and supported by the National
Science Foundation and NASA. We are here as the
guests of the Desert Research Institute of the
University of Nevada, and my special thanks and
gratitude go to the host, Professor Warren Kocmond
and his associates who provided these beautiful
facilities for us. To all of you, I want to
express our gratitude. This workshop is mainly
devoted to the measurement of cloud condensation
nuclei. As a matter of fact, the Second Interna-
tional Workshop, held during August 1970 at Fort
Collins had to deal, among other goals, with the
following subjects:
(1) Survey of the state-of-the-art in the
field of measurement of CCN, (2) compare the operat-
ing characteristics of various types of CCN count-
ers, and (3) humidity activation characteristics in
various types of CCN counters. While the main
effort of the 1970 Workshop, and also of the 1975
Workshop held at the University of Wyoming in Lara-
mie, was devoted to the measurement of ice nuclei,
six CCN counters were also tested at Ft. Collins.
In the meantime, during the last decade, the impor-
tance of CCN for cloud and precipitation physics
became more evident. We therefore found it appro-
priate to devote this Workshop predominantly to the
measurement of cloud condensation nuclei.
We became aware in the meantime that only
aerosol particles activated at a supersaturation of
about 0.5% are of interest to the cloud physicist.
We have improved our knowledge on the distribution
of CCN in the troposphere and its relation to the
atmospheric aerosol in general. This is important,
since concentration and composition of cloud nuclei
influence directly the average size of cloud drops,
the number concentration of cloud drops, the colloi-
dal stability of clouds and the optical density of
clouds. The importance of sulfate containing par-
ticles as potential cloud nuclei was emphasized
during the last ten years by many investigators,
and it was confirmed that over oceans the sea-salt
particles are only a small fraction of the total
maritime cloud condensation nuclei. It could be
shown that also over the oceans a large fraction of
cloud nuclei is composed of ammonium sulfate or
sulfuric acid.
Not long ago, it was assumed that Aitken nu-
clei are of little importance as cloud nuclei.
According to more recent observations, we have to
assume that a certain fraction of Aitken nuclei is
activated as cloud nuclei. However, the results
are still somewhat controversial. A large concen-
tration of Aitken particles does not always lead to
a large number of CCN. While measurements in the
plumes of large cities in the United States showed
an increase of CCN downwind of pollution sources,
this was not observed in Israel. In general, it
can be said that the concentrations of cloud nuclei
over the continent range from lO0 to lO00/cc while
over the oceans they range from some tens to a few
hundred/cc. These values are in good agreement
with the drop concentrations in continental or mari-
time clouds. From this point of view, it appears
that the cloud nuclei counters used in these inves-
tigations detect the right fraction of the atmos-
pheric aerosol activated in the process of cloud
formation. One problem, still unsolved, is the
possible long-term trend of the cloud nuclei concen-
tration on a global scale. One major source of
cloud nuclei is probably the emission of reactive
gases and the subsequent formation of secondary
nuclei by gas to particle conversion. A long-term
increase of the cloud nuclei population will cer-
tainly influence the efficiency of the rain-forming
process.
During the 1970 Workshop, five CCN counters of
the thermal diffusion principle showed satisfactory
results and good agreement with natural aerosols.
The agreement among the instruments was less satis-
factory for artificial aerosols. In the meantime,
more sophisticated instruments have been developed
and we are looking forward with interest to the
experimental phase of this Workshop. Cloud nuclei
have become a more and more important fraction of
the atmospheric aerosols. I therefore believe that
this Workshop is very timely and provides the neces-
sary international platform to study and to discuss
the progress which had been made during the last
ten years and to give the necessary directives to
researchers in this field.
Welcoming and Keynote Address
by
Sean A. Twomey*
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
A. Historical Perspectives
Early workers _.g., P. Squires) were aware that
there were many more condensation nuclei than cloud
droplets; the realization came that it was impor-
tant to make measurements at low supersaturations
rather than with Aitken counters. Discussions in
the early 1950's turned to the problem of detecting
and counting the small cloud droplets that would be
produced at small, cloud-like supersaturations.
This summary of Dr. Twomey's Welcoming and Keynote
remarks has been composed based upon notes pro-
vided by the author.
Thecreationof small supersaturationsunder
isothermal conditions (rather than by adiabatic ex-
pansion) seemed highly desirable, leading to the
conception of the chemical diffusion chamber. At
that time (middle 1950's), Wieland in Switzerland
had constructed a thermal gradient diffusion cham-
ber and used it to nucleate and grow droplets at
small supersaturations. Detection and counting in
Wieland's chamber was accomplished by examination
of a sticky layer on the chamber floor, into which
droplets fell and were hopefully preserved. Twomey
introduced photographic detection, and soon the
thermal gradient diffusion chamber, with large
diameter-to-height ratio, cooled at the base (for
convective stability and to avoid transient super-
saturations), became the standard device. Photog-
raphy became the standard detection method, al-
though problems such as nominally "fast" film being
sometimes slower than nominally "slower," but less
grainy films, remained to be sorted out. Enough
devices were in operation that an early comparison
workshop could be held at NRL's Chesapeake Bay
Annex in 1965.
Whatever the detection method, it will have a
threshold - a minimum detectable size of droplet,
and it is evidently vital to determine or estimate
that, since otherwise one may be counting inacti-
vated (haze) droplets, or not counting all acti-
vated droplets. At very low supersaturations an
inactivated droplet may be several microns radius
and a clear distinction between "haze" and "cloud"
(in terms of size) no longer exists. Under such
conditions, a simple counting procedure is hardly
sufficient and some method of sizing is required,
essentially calling for a different technology.
At about the same time, NRL's airborne CCN
studies began, and soon investigators were able to
compare CCN counts to cloud droplet concentrations.
The comparison results were, in general, satisfac-
tory.
B. Points Concernin_ the Sizes and Composition of
CCN
An aspect of typical cumulative CCN distribu-
tions fortunate for cloud physics is that there is
found a convenient and simple proportionality be-
tween critical supersaturation and numbers of acti-
vated cloud droplets:
N = CSk,
where k is typically less than unity and often
around 0.5 or so. The parameter k could equally
well have been much larger, or the simple power law
could have been replaced by some less tractable
functional relationship. At very low critical su-
persaturations, k does tend to increase to greater
than unity, creating a more difficult situation
where the number of droplets activated is critical-
ly dependent upon small variations in the ambient
supersaturation, and hence on the detailed time
evolution of temperature before and during the con-
densation processes.
The sizes of natural CCN have been shown by
several experiments to be close to the minimum size
that K_hler's theory (of the critical supersatura-
tion of pure soluble electrolytes) would allow.
Again, it is fortunate that most CCN of interest
seem to be soluble compounds, not simply insoluble,
wettable particles of various contact angles.
It has long seemed that the most likely candi-
dates for these soluble compounds were sodium chlor-
ide, ammonium sulfate, and sulfuric acid. Ammonium
sulfate continues to be regarded as a predominant
constituent.
C. Gaps in the Understanding of CCN
The sources of CCN are not completely under-
stood, although gas-to-particle processes must be a
major contributor. The speaker described observa-
tions of CCN production occurring over several-hour
periods in Arizona, as well as diurnal cycles in
the CCN count at the Robertson site in Australia.
Related observations by J. Hudson and J. Jiusto
were mentioned. CCN are apparently rather transi-
ent in nature, with a lifetime of no more than a
couple of days. Indeed they cannot exhibit a
diurnal cycle if their life expectancy is much
longer.
The region of the size spectrum between Aitken
nuclei and CCN is another unknown; the ratio of
Aitken particle concentrations to CCN concentra-
tions is highly variable, and it seems unlikely
that any simple extrapolation or interpolation to
connect the two will be sufficient. And to complete-
ly understand the progenitors of CCN, it is impor-
tant to obtain information on the size range from
Aitken nuclei on down to molecular clusters, al-
though this region may not be directly relevant to
CCN.
The opposite end of the spectrum - from CCN up
to "giant" nuclei - is sometimes of influence in
cloud droplet growth calculations. It is certainly
the critical range in slow condensation processes
such as many fogs may be.
A critical instrumental shortcoming is the min-
imum detectable size of nuclei; some aerosol work-
ers quote O.Ol um as the minimum sensitive size for
particular expansion counters, too large to be help-
ful in resolving the problems just mentioned.
Welcoming Address
by
Vincent J. Schaefer
State University of New York
Albany, NY
I am very pleased to have the opportunity to
participate in this Workshop on instruments for
measuring cloud condensation nuclei. I am particu-
larly intrigued to see the number of young scien-
tists now involved in this interesting and impor-
tant aspect of cloud physics.
About 25 years ago, Ted Rich of the General
Electric Company and I (then Director of Research
of the Munitalp Foundation) gathered most of the
persons interested in atmospheric nuclei and held a
three-day conference on this fascinating subject.
Only about 20 scientists and engineers could be
found in the United States. During this confer-
ence, we identified most of the problems that are
still with us, but our techniques then were some-
what primitive when compared with the sophisticated
electronic equipment now being used in the labora-
tory, as well as in the field and on aircraft.
I was intrigued with the commentsof Dr.
Georgii, which in his absencewerereadby Dr.DieterStein. I amindeedsorry to learnthat due
to illness Dr. Georgiiwill not be attendingthis
Workshop.I hadlookedforwardto seeinghimand
hopehe is well on the roadto recovery.Several
statementsin his remarkswereparticularly in-
terestingto me,sinceI havespenta greatdealof
time in manyparts of the world in anattemptto
establishthe aerosolconcentrationpatternsin a
widevariety of environments.Myfindingsagree
completelywith the patterns mentionedby Dr.Georgii.
Usingthe portableandhighlyreliable Gard-
ner counterwithwhichmostof youare familiar, I
havefoundconsistentpatternsin the concentration
of bothcondensationandcloudcondensationnuclei
in verycleanaswell as in verypollutedair.
It is well recognizedthat theGardnercount-
er providesa verygoodindicationof theconcentra-
tion of Aitkennucleiwhenusedto providesuper-
saturationsin excessof 300percent. I havefound
that this instrumentcanalso beusedto provide
consistent,as well as semi-quantitativemeasure-
mentsof the numberof cloudcondensationnucleiin
anair sample.If insteadof using20to 27inches
of mercuryvacuumonly onescaledivision is used,
the Gardnerprovidesa rather goodmeasurementof
the concentrationof particlesactiveaswatercon-
densingnuclei (CCN)at 1 percentsupersaturation.
Thereare severalreasonswhythis methodof
usingthis instrumentis frownedupon!Ted Rich
who,as youknow,inventedthe so-calledGardner
counterwas the first to tell methat sucha
procedurewashighly irregular andmeaningless.He
cited intricate relationshipsin the life cycleof
the cloud droplets formingon nuclei at various
supersaturationswhichhe hadmeasuredduringthe
developmentof his instrument.
Despitethis disapproval,I havemademany
thousandsof measurementsusingthis instrumentin
its low vacuummodeas well as high andmedian
settings. I havefoundthat theresultsprovidean
extremelyconsistentmeasurementof the concentra-
tion of cloudcondensationnuclei in a particular
type of environment.Thusin particle-freeair I
read zeroparticles. In very cleanair, suchas
the stratosphere,mid-ocean,the Fiji Islands,moun-
tain summits,caverns,deepforests, andsimilar
placesfar fromman'sinfluence,mymeasurementsof
cloudcondensationnuclei (CCN)rangefrom0 to 150CCNcm-3whenthe Aitken particle concentration
rangesfrom200to lO00particles percubiccenti-
meter.
At the other extreme,in cities, the plumes
of heavyindustries,largeairports, superhighways,
vehiculartunnels,andthe like, the valuesI find
rangefrom 800to 3000cloudcondensationnuclei
and50,000to 300,000Aitkennucleipe cubiccenti-
meter.
I haveclassifiedthenaturalandanthropogen-
ic aerosolconcentrationmeasuredmostly in the
NorthernHemisphereandhavesummarizedthesefind-
ings in three volumeswhichhaverecently been
publishedby our ResearchCenterandwhichI'll begladto sendto participantsof this Workshopwhile
the supplylasts.
I hastento addthat whatI havejust said
doesnot in anywaysuggestthat theWorkshopwhich
is starting with this meetingis not extremelyimportant. If progressis to bemadein ourcloud
physicsstudies,it is extremelyimportantthat all
measuringinstrumentsusedto establishscientific
facts suchasthe concentrationof atmosphericpar-
ticles shouldagreewith eachother. Only then
will webeableto communicatewitheachotherin a
meaningfulway.
Asmostof youwhohaveworkedin the atmos-
phereknow,the concentrationof airborneparticles
varies overa considerablerange,no matterwhere
it is measured.It is necessarywhenestablishing
anaerosol"climatology"at a givengeographicloca-
tion to determinethe rangein concentrationovera
periodof time, its diurnal patternandtheeffects
that appearwith winddirection andatmospheric
stability. It is also necessaryto measures ason-
al variations.
Onthe westcoastof Ireland, for example,
with a southerlyor southeasterlyflowthe particle
concentrationpatternshowsthe characteristicof
continentalair (lO00CCNcm-3/40,000ANcm-3)
whilewith a northerlyor northwesterlyflow it isPolarMaritime(lO0CCNcm-3/800ANcm-3). Even
in a regionnotedfor highpollution levelssuchas
the LosAngelesBasin,a strongpersistentflow of
oceanicair will drive the Basinpollutionthroughthe mountainpassesandevenoverthe crest of the
Sierra to affect the air quality of LasVegas,
Phoenix,Flagstaff andmoredistant places. Whenthis occurs, the particulate levels whichcould
havebeen3000CCNcm-3/300,000ANcm-3 can drop
to 500CCNcm-3/lO,O00ANcm-3. Whenthis hap-
pens,the visibility is greatly improvedandit is
possibleto seewhata delightful placethe Basin
wouldbe if its populationwasreducedby anorder
of magnitude!
I hopewhenthis Workshopis endedandwe
collectively gaina higherappreciationof the per-formanceof our instrumentsthat extensivefield
measurementscan be mountedso as to establish
confidencein the meaningof our data as they
relate to atmosphericvisibility, the genesisand
natureof storms,the stability of cloudsandthe
formationof precipitation, as well as the basic
causesof suchspecificoccurrencesasacidrain.
I lookforwardto participatingin this Work-
shopandlookforwardto meetingyouall andseeingyourequipmentin satisfactoryoperation.
Havefun_
SECTIONIV, WORKSHOPPROGRAM,PROCEDURESAND FACILITIES
• In developing a plan for the Third Internation-
al CCN Workshop, initial efforts were carried out
by an Ad Hoc Commission of the Nucleation Committee
of the International Committee on Cloud Physics
(ICCP); this Ad Hoc Commission, appointed by Profes-
sor Georgii, Chairman of the Nucleation Committee,
included J. Kassner, J. Megaw, L. Radke, K. Whitby,
and J. Jiusto, Chairman. The Ad Hoc Commission
returned the recommendation that the Desert Re-
search Institute's offer to host the meeting should
be accepted and that a Steering Committee composed
of A. Gagin, J. Jiusto, J. Kassner, W. Kocmond, J.
Megaw, L. Radke, and R. Ruskin should proceed with
the planning of the specific logistical and scien-
tific details of the meeting.
The Steering Committee functioned until the
end of the Workshop on October 17, 1980, as the
principal scientific decision-making body. A group
completely local to DRI, the "Local Arrangements
Committee," handled logistical matters such as par-
ticipant travel arrangements and lodging, the ship-
ping of instruments to and from Reno, and the
creation of suitable laboratory space. Individual
members of the DRI staff took responsibility for
technical matters such as design of an aerosol
generation system which would meet the goals set
by the Steering Committee, determinations of instru-
ment power supply and heat rejection requirements,
and tentative placement of instruments along the
aerosol supply duct.
In the meantime, correspondence between the
offices of the Principal Investigators and interest-
ed individuals, together with announcements in the
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society and
the Joulu_o2 de Rec__e_che_ A__mo_pAesulque_, result-
ed in a tentative list of over 40 participants,
later to be somewhat reduced to the actual attend-
ees as shown in Table I.
As the effort proceeded into the summer months
of 1980, it was decided that some members of the
Steering Committee could meet during the Inter-
national Cloud Physics Conference, Clermont-
Ferrand, France (July 1980). Three Steering Commit-
tee members who attended this meeting held discuss-
ions with a contingent of three DRI representa-
tives; out of the talks came a number of important
recommendations that were incorporated into the
Workshop Objectives (see Section II'}.
At DRI, U. Katz took primary responsibility
for the aerosol generation and distribution system
(Figure l); a more thorough description of the
system can be found in Section V. Aerosol sizing,
also described in Section V, was "officially" pro-
vided by the Naval Research Laboratory at the re-
quest of the Steering Committee.
The final physical and logistical arrangements
were handled by the Local Arrangements Committee,
mainly through Mrs. Jo Janowski and the staff of
the DRI machine shop. Under their supervision, the
large components of the aerosol delivery system
were installed, provision was made for both 50 Hz
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and 60 Hz electricity totalling over 80 kw deliv-
ered to outlets spaced along the entire length of
the aerosol duct, and 12 new laboratory benches
were built. Travel and lodging arrangements were
finalized for 22 participants from the USA and 7
from overseas. A total of 17 instruments of vari-
ous types had to be transported to DRI; in the case
of instruments from overseas, customs inspections
and clearances were involved.
With most participants and instruments in Reno
by October 6, the Workshop opened with welcoming
remarks by Prof. W.C. Kocmond, Prof. H.-W. Georgii
(represented by Mr. D. Stein) and Dr. V. Schaefer.
A keynote address was given by Dr. S. Twomey. Two
weeks of intense activity then began.
The Steering Committee met daily to plan the
test aerosols to be used; generally their delibera-
tions were conducted at the beginning of each day,
while instrument operators readied their devices
and monitored outside ambient aerosol. Table 2
summarizesthe 30 experimentsactually performed.
The specificationsfor eachtest aerosolvariedday-to-day,in responsepartly to earlier sugges-
tions originatingin the SteeringCommitteeor com-
ing fromindividualparticipants:
(a) HighCCNconcentrations(relevantto the
atmospherein areasof high pollution, volcanicplumes,etc.) to establishthe practicalupperlim-
it of applicabilityof variousinstruments;(b) LowCCNconcentrations(e.g., less than
lO0cm-3at I%), to checkinstrumentperformance
in cleanmaritimeor polarenvironments;(c) A bimodalsize distribution (twomono-
disperse,soluble aerosolsof different nominal
sizes), to checkthe ability of instrumentsto
resolveacorrespondinglybimodalCCNactivity spec-trum.
With "feedback"fromparticipants,thesesug-gestionswere incorporatedinto the rather tight
experimentschedule(suggestion"a" is reflectedin
experiments9 and24, "b" in 4 and23, and"c" in
lO). Additionalsuggestionsduring the Workshop
led to experiment21, a test of the ability of
instrumentsto give a consistentandaccurateread-
ing overa prolongedperiodof time, CCNconcentra-
tion beingheldconstant;experiment25,a test of
the "zero" of instruments amplingparticle-free
air, andexperiment29, a test of the possibleCCN
activity of a hydrophobicaerosol,paraffinwax.
equipmentproblems.FutureWorkshopswouldbenefit
from rapid turn-aroundof the data, but better
controlof theexperimenterinputis alsoneeded.
(c) Powerandaerosolsupplywerein reason-
ablygoodshape;ambientheatrejection(air condi-
tioning) and physical spacehad less marginof
comfortbut weresatisfactory. Noiselevel was
highat times;oneparticipantsuggestedthat a vac-
uummanifold(replacingnumerousindividualpumps)
wouldalleviatethis problem.
In summary,mostparticipantsfelt that the
Workshopproceededquite smoothlyandthat the ob-jectives set forth bythe AdHocCommissionf the
NucleationCommitteeweresuccessfullyachieved.
In makingthis determination,specialmentionmust
be madeof the closecooperationbetweenpartici-
pants,SteeringCommitteeandDRIhosts. Several
social eventswereheldduringthe 12dayWorkshop,includinganopenhousehostedbyDr. Cliff Murino,
Presidentof DRI. Thestrongsenseof friendship
andgoodtimesthat developin a workingenviron-
mentsuchasthis will alwaysberemembered.
Daily activities includedfrequentdiscussions
betweenmembersof the SteeringCommitteeandthe
larger bodyof participants. SteeringCommittee
membersa sistedwith the presentationof collected
data after eachexperiment;in addition,partici-
pantspresentedinformaltalks on their equipment
onadaily basis.
At the endof theWorkshop,the SteeringCom-
mittee completedits function by requestingall
participantsto supplya descriptionof their in-
strumentstogetherwithcommentsonperformancedur-
ing theseexperiments;thosereportsareassembled
in SectionV. In addition, variousindividuals
wereaskedto submitreportson specialinterest
topics, suchas reviewsof the CCNcountersbygeneric type; those reports are to be foundinSectionVI.
Thefinal actionof the assembledgroupwasto
provideverbalandwritten responseto the SteeringCommittee'srequestfor criticisms andsuggestions
for improvements.Thefollowingpointsresulted:
(a) Althoughpreviouslydebated,thequestion
of whetheror not to standardizedata-takingsuchthat all CCNcounterswouldmeasureCCNconcentra-
tions at a few, given"set-point"supersaturations
shouldbe reviewedagain. Thepractice at thisWorkshopwasto avoidspecific, standardsettings(becauseof different instrumentrequirements)and
to provideas completea spectrumas possible.
"Set-points"wouldsimplify datacomparisonsbut,
of course,not all instrumentsare designedto
operateat the samesupersaturations.
(b) It wasintendedthat the results of each
experimentwouldbe quickly enteredontocomputer
file. In practice, this effort, which ideally
could have provideddata listings and computer
graphicsin short turn-aroundtime, washamperedbydifficulties in designandplanningas well as
TABLE I. CCN WORKSHOPPARTICIPANTS
Name/Affiliation
Dr. Jeffrey B. Anderson
Space Science Lab
NASA-MSFC
Alabama 35812
Dr. Greg Ayers
CSIRO
Box 134, Epping, NSW 2121
Sydney, Australia
Dr. Darryl Alofs
Graduate Center for
Cloud Physics Res.
Univ. of Missouri-Rolla
I09 Norwood Hall
Rolla, MO 65401
Mr. Randolph D. Borys
Colorado State University
Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences
Ft. Collins, CO 80523
Mr. Jack Dea
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
P.O. Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
Dr. S. Domonkos
University of Washington
Dept. of Atmos. Sciences
Seattle, WA 98195
Dr. L.R. Eaton
General Electric Company
Box 8555
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Dr. J. Fitzgerald
Atmospheric Physics Branch
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Dr. Abe Gagin
Cloud Physics Laboratory
Department of Meteorology
Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel
Dr. Herman E. Gerber
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Dr. Edward Hindman II
Colorado State University
Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences
Ft. Collins, CO 80523
Dr. W.A. Hoppel, Code 4320
Atmospheric Physics Branch
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Mr. Richard Hucek
Florida State University
Dept. of Meteorology
Tallahassee, FL 32306
Instrument
STGDCC
CFDCC
STGDCC
Aero. Gen.
4SS CFDCC
IHC
STDGCC
IHC
Aero. Sizing
CFDCC
Impactor
Duct No.
13
21
25
20
II
26
12
22, 23
Name/Affiliation Instrument
Dr. James G. Hudson CFDCC
Desert Research Institute 3SS CFDCC
University of Nevada System IHC
P.O. Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
Dr. James Jiusto
Atmos. Sci. Res. Center
State Univ. of NY at Albany
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12222
Dr. J. Kassner
Graduate Center for
Cloud Physics Res.
109 Norwood Hall
Univ. of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401
Dr. Ulrich Katz
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
P.O. Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
Dr. Vernon Keller
Space Sciences Lab
NASA-MSFC
Alabama 35812
Mr. Gary Keyser
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
P.O. Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
Mr. Malcolm Kitchen
British Meteorological Office
Cloud Physics Branch, MO-15
Bracknell, Berkshire RGI22ZS
England
Prof. Warren C. Kocmond
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
P.O. Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
Dr. G.G Lala
Atmos. Sci. Res. Center
State Univ. of NY at Albany
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12222
Mr. R. Leaitch
Dept. of Physics
York University
4700 Keele Street
Downsview, Toronto
Canada M3JIP3
Dr. Ray McKenzie
Chemistry Building
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, DC 20234
STGDCC
CFDCC
Aero. Gen.
DRI-NASA
CFDCC
STGDCC
DRI-NASA
CFDCC
STGDCC
Diffusion
Tube
Pollak
TSI
Duct No.
14,16,18
lO
21
15
15
lO
28
Name/Affiliation
Dr. William H. Mach
Florida State University
Department of Meteorology
Tallahassee, FL 32306
Mr. Thomas°R. Mee
Mee Industries, Inc.
1629 S. Del Mar Avenue
San Gabriel, CA 91776
Dr. W.J. Megaw
Department of Physics
York University
4700 Keele Street
Downsview, Toronto
CANADA M3JIP3
Dr. Sherm Neste
General Electric Company
Box 8555
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Ms. Hana Nuzitsa
Dept. of Meteorology
Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel
Dr. T. Ohtake
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Dr. Myron Plooster
Denver Research Institute
7420 Spring Drive
Boulder, CO 80303
Ms. Marsha Politovitch
University of Wyoming
Dept. of Atmos. Science
Box 3038, Univ. Station
Laramie, WY 82071
Dr. Lawrence F. Radke
Dept. of Atmos. Sciences
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
Dr. C. Fred Rogers
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
P.O. Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
Instrument
CFDCC
Impactor
STGDCC
Diffusion
Tube
STGDCC
Impactor/
Photomicrography
STGDCC
Aerosol
Sizing
4SS CFDCC
DRI-NASA
CFDCC
Duct No.
22,23
27
1,2
2O
15
Name/Affiliation
Dr. David Rogers
University of Wyoming
Dept. of Atmos. Science
Box 3038, Univ. Station
Laramie, WY 82071
Dr. R. Ruskin
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Dr. V.J. Schaefer
State University of New York
Albany, NY 12222
Dr. R. Serpolay
Universite' de Clermont
Institut et Observatoire
de Physique du Globe
du Puy de Dome
12, Avenue des Landais
Clermont-Ferrand, France
Dr. Patrick Squires
Convective Storms Division
NCAR
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307
Dr. D. Stein
Institut fur Met. und Geophy.
D6000 Frankfurt a. Main-I
Feldbergstr. 47, Germany
Mr. M. Trueblood
Grad. Center for Cloud Physics
Univ. of Missouri-Rolla
109 Norwood Hall
Rolla, MO 65401
Dr. Sean Twomey
Inst. of Atmospheric Science
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 95721
Mr. C.H. Wilson
NASA Langley Research Center
MS 404B
Hampton, VA 23665
Dr. T. Wojciechowski
Naval Research Laboratory
Atmospheric Physics Branch
Washington, DC 20375
Instrument
STGDCC
Aerosol
Sizing
STGDCC
STGDCC
CFDCC
STGDCC
Duct No.
1,2
17
24
21
17
Table 2. List of Experiments
Aerosol
No'. Date A=Ambient; M=Monodisperse; P=Polydisperse
0 Tues 7 Oct AM
l Tues PM
2 Tues PM
3 Wed 8 Oct AM
4 Wed AM
5 Wed PM
6 Wed PM
7 Thurs 9 Oct AM
8 Thurs AM
9 Thurs AM
lO Thurs PM
11 Thurs PM
12 Fri lO Oct AM
13 Fri AM
14 Fri PM
15 Fri PM
16 Fri PM
17 Mon 13 Oct AM
18 Mon AM
19 Mon AM
20 Mon PM
21 Mon PM
22 Tues i4 Oct AM
23 Tues PM
24 Tues PM
25 Wed 5 Oct AM
26 Wed AM
27 Wed PM
28 Wed PM
29 Wed PM
M - (NH4)2SO 4
P - NaCl - oscillating concentration
P - NaCl ° higher concentration
A - quite fluctuating
M - NaCl - Inw rn&ra._:_4^-
M - NaCl - medium concentration
A
A ° aborted - duct blockage
M - NaCl - slight drift down
M - NaCl - higher concentration
Bimodal - NaCl - "flat k"
A
A
p - (NH4)2SO 4
p - (NH4)2SO 4
M ° (NH4)2SO 4
A
A
M - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4 - time variations
P - (NH4)2SO 4 - medium concentration
P - (NH4)2SO 4 * low concentration
P - (NH4)2SO 4 - high concentration
Filtered air - noise check
A
P - Agl, "insoluble"
M - Agl, "insoluble"
P - paraffin, hydrophobic
lO
SECTION V, INSlRWNT DESCRIPTIONS 
CONTRIBUTION TO CCN WORKSHOP REPORT FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING GROUP 
David C. Rogers and Marcia K. Pol i tovich 
University of Wyoming 
Laramie, Wyoming 
1. APPARATUS 
The University of Wyoming's CCN counter i s  a 
s t a t i c ,  hor izonta l ,  para l le l  p l a t e  thermal gradient  
d i f fus ion  chamber of r a t h e r  conventional design. 
I t s  intended use i s  primarily f o r  f i e l d  measure- 
ments, hence the small physical size and s t r a i g h t -  
forward s impl ic i ty  of operation. The p l a t e  separa- 
t i o n  i s  0.9 cm, and t h e  i n s i d e  chamber dimensions 
a r e  8.5 cm x 10.0 cm; aspect r a t i o  i s  9 .4 : l .  
Activated CCN grow t o  v i s i b l e  s i z e  drople t s  which 
a r e  photographed with a 35 mm camera (Nikon F,  
Micro-Nikkor-P lens  f3.5,55 mm plus M2 extension 
tube, Tri-X f i l m  developed a t  ASA 1600). Illumina- 
t i o n  i s  provided by a Helium-Neon l a s e r  (0.6328 urn 
wavelength, multimode 5 mw) or iented a t  an angle of 
23" from the forward d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  camera's op t i -  
cal  axis .  The multimode charac te r  of the laser  
provides a f l a t - t o p  i n t e n s i t y  p r o f i l e  which serves 
t o  reduce u n c e r t a i n t i e s  about t h e  s i z e  of t h e  i l l u -  
minated volume. The angle of 23" i n  t h e  forward 
d i r e c t i o n  was chosen t o  take  advantage of t h e  f i r s t  
broad peak i n  t h e  Mie s c a t t e r i n g  funct ion f o r  water 
drople t s  which a re  i n  t h e  s i z e  range 3 t o  7 urn 
diameter. The  c i r c u l a r  l a s e r  beam i s  0.18 cm in 
diameter and i s  centered i n  t h e  chamber t o  i l lumi-  
nate  t h e  middle 20% o f  the v e r t i c a l  dis tance.  A 
f ixed  width on  t h e  f i lm i s  used t o  def ine the 
horizontal dimension of t h e  sample volume; t h i s  vol- 
ume i s  .034 cm3, i n  t h e  form of an elongated 
cy1 i nder . 
The temperature d i f fe rence  between t h e  t o p  and 
bottom p l a t e s  i s  measured by precis ion tnermi s t o r s  
which a r e  f 1 ush-mounted between t h e  a1 umi num p la tes  
and t h e  sur face  wicking material ( b l o t t i n g  paper) .  
This temperature measurement i s  displayed t o  +O.l"C 
and i s  a l s o  used by an e l e c t r o n i c  c i r c u i t  To con- 
t r o l  t h e  temperature d i f fe rence .  The measurement 
i s  compared w i t h  a value se lec ted  by the operator ,  
and t h e  d i f fe rence  i s  used t o  control  the current 
t o  thermoelectr ic  modules which cool t h e  bottom 
p l a t e .  The range of temperature d i f fe rences  normal- 
l y  used extends from 3 t o  7°C; t h i s  r e s u l t s  i n  a 
range of supersaturat ions of approximately 0.3 t o  
2%. 
Sample a i r  passes through a temperature precon- 
d i t ion ing  chamber just  before en ter ing  t h e  CCN cham- 
ber. The precondi t i  oni ng chamber i s  maintained 
s l i g h t l y  warmer than t h e  top p l a t e  of t h e  CCN 
chamber. In t h i s  manner, t r a n s i e n t  supersatura-  
t i o n s  a r e  minimized. Air samples a r e  brought i n t o  
t h e  chamber under suct ion and, a f t e r  thorough f lush-  
ing,  t h e  chamber o u t l e t  i s  closed. A time delay of 
several seconds between t h i s  c los ing  time and t h e  
photography allows drople t s  t o  grow la rge  enough t o  
be photographed b u t  not so la rge  t h a t  they f a l l  out 
of the i l luminated volume; t h i s  delay i s  cont ro l led  
and decreases with l a r g e r  supersaturat ions.  
E a r l i e r  c a l i b r a t i o n  experiments using monodis- 
perse  l a t e x  p a r t i c l e s  determined the photographic 
minimum detec tab le  p a r t i c l e  s i z e  i s  l e s s  than 0.7 
um diameter. Aerosol losses  i n  the entrance region 
have been measured a s  negl ig ib le  by comparing s i z e  
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  of various aerosols  before and a f t e r  
passing through t h e  chamber. F ina l ly ,  e a r l i e r  com- 
par isons with theory and other  CCN chambers have 
been performed f o r  monodisperse and polydisperse 
s a l t  aerosols  as  well a s  natural  aerosols .  Compari- 
sons between t h e  Universi ty  of Wyoming's ( U W )  cham- 
ber and t h a t  of the Desert Research I n s t i t u t e  (DRI) 
were made during March 1978. These comparisons a r e  
b r i e f l y  summarized i n  Tables 1 and 2 ,  and Figure 1. 
TABLE 1. CFD-SDL COMPARISONS 
Super- Concent ra t ion  (no .  cm-3) 
Aerosol  s a t u r a t i o n ( % )  SDL CFD CFWSDL 
Room a i r  .2B 95  168 1.77 
.36 207 288 1.39 
. 5 0  164 219 1.34 
.65  243 352 1.43 
1 .02  1310 3596 2.75 
Outside a i r  . 3 5  320 241 0 . 7 5  
Po lyd isperse  NaCl 1 .00  327 497 1 .52  
I 'ulyJIspei 3e AyI I . U U  J I  I b l J  1 .bb 
368 544 1 . 4 8  
Monodisperse AgI 0 . 2  485 750 1 . 5 5  
( 0 . 2  urn d i a . )  1 .0  485 810 1.67 
CFD/SD? 3Yg. ! .57  f .4! 
Omi t t ing  2 extremes,  avg. 1 .53 f .14 
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TABLE2. CRITICALSUPERSATURATION
Critical Supersaturation(%)
Aerosol SDL CFD Theory
NaCl.03_mdiameter .36 .32 .35
NaCl.05_mdiameter .75 .68 .75
AgI-NH41complex <0.2 <.25 .07(0.2 _mdia.)
SDL= StaticDiffusionLiquidCCNChamber(UW)CFD= ContinuousFlowDiffusionCCNChamber(DRI)
I01 -- i01
I0'
O,I
I0_
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CFO
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Figure I. CCN spectra measured tn Laro_vL_, _arch
1978. SOL = 5*a_Lc Dt_fuston LLguid CCN Chember
(UW); &-D = Continuous Flow Oi_usion CCN Chomber
(ZTRJ).
2. WORKSHOP PARTICIPATION
Our main interests in participating in the
International CCN Workshop were to compare the Uni-
versity of Wyoming's CCN chamber with the others
present and to discuss with and learn from the
participants various aspects of CCN measurement
techniques, their current thinking, and advances in
the ten years since the last workshop.
Unfortunately, problems with the electronics
in our device arose during the Workshop and prevent-
ed us from operating the chamber above about 0.3%
supersaturation, so our comparison experiments were
attenuated.
3. DATA USAGE
The emphasis of our work with the CCN counter
has been in the application of CCN data obtained
from it, rather than development of the instrument
itself. We have kept the design simple and the
size small to enable us to transport it to remote
sites for in situ sampling. We include here sever-
a] examples to illustrate the manner in which the
data are used.
Figure 2 shows a C-K plot of measurements
obtained at and near our cloud observation facility
at Elk Mountain in southeastern Wyoming. These
measurements were taken to characterize winter CCN
populations in southeastern Wyoming, particularly
near Elk Mountain. The data suggest a trend of
increasing C-values later in the sprinq while re-
taining similar K-values. There was significant
snow cover in and upwind of the sampling location
during January and February. In later months, snow
cover was sparse if present at all.
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An important use of our CCN data has been in
comparisons of droplet concentrations derived from
the upwind CCN spectra ,(using Twomey_s, 1959, equa-tion I and Young's, 1979 cloud model _) with in
situ measurements from the observatory and instru-
mented aircraft in the Elk Mountain cap clouds.
Figure 3 shows the results of such a comparison on
16 January 1979. The CCN predictions track the
actual measurements from the observatory well.
Droplet concentrations measured by the aircraft
(NIOUW) were higher than those from the observatory
(EMO) on this day, which we attribute to variations
in the vertical structure of aerosol concentrations
in the boundary layer, which were measured by the
aircraft, rather than substantial increases in up-
draft speeds at that level.
These figures are from a paper by M.K. Polito-
vich which is being prepared for publication.
ITwomey, S., 1959: The nuclei of natural cloud
formation, Part II: The supersaturation in
natural clouds and the variations in cloud drop-
let concentration. _eoph_stc._ Puaa. Mppi.,
43, 243-249.
2young, K.C., 1974: A numerical simulation of
wintertime, orographic precipitation. Part I:
Description of model microphysics and numerical
techniques. J. Azmos. 5cL., 31, 1735-1748.
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DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE NRL TGDCC 
W.A. Hoppel and T.A. Wojciechowski 
Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, DC 
The N R I  theymi(! ;r?d<e?t. dif f6; io i i  C:OU; iiiaiii- 
ber (TGDCC) i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  descr ibed i n  the  
Proceedings o f  t he  Second I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Workshop on 
Condensation and I c e  Nuclei  (Grant, 1971). The 
chamber cons is t s  o f  t w o  p la tes  7.5 cm i n  diameter 
separated by 1.25 cm and covered w i t h  sa tura ted  
f i 1 t e r  paper. The cy1 i n d r i  ca l  w a l l  separa t ing  t h e  
p l a t e s  i s  g lass .  The top p l a t e  i s  a t  room tempera- 
t u r e  and t h e  bottom p la te  i s  cooled w i t h  a thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  coo le r .  The temperature d i f f e r e n c e  i s  
measured w i t h  several  se ts  o f  thermocouples. A 
h igh  i n t e n s i t y  mercury arc lamp w i t h  appropr ia te  
lens  and c o l l i m a t i n g  s l i t s  which are imaged i n  t h e  
c loud  chamber def ines an i l l u m i n a t e d  volume 0.15 cm 
t h i c k  and 0.3 cm h igh  by 1.5 cm long. Th is  i l l u w i -  
nated volume i s  viewed a t  90" s c a t t e r i n g  angle by 
an 8 mm camera and a video camera system. 
The video system permi ts  immediate playback 
and stopframe count ing  of t he  c loud d r o p l e t  concen- 
t r a t i o n  i n  t h e  chamber. The 12-inch monitor screen 
i s  marked o f f  t o  i d e n t i f y  t he  v iewing dimensions 
f o r  ease i n  count ing  the d r o p l e t  images. 
A t  the  Workshop, samples f o r  a g iven exper i -  
ment were admit ted t o  the TGDCC d i r e c t l y  from t h e  
sampling duct which was s l i g h t l y  pressur ized. The 
count was recorded both on video tape and on a 
number o f  frames o f  an 8 mm movie f i l m .  The 8 mm 
Bolex camera i s  operated manually w h i l e  v iewing t h e  
chamber through the  camera. The f i r s t  frame i s  
taken one t o  two seconds a f t e r  c los ing  t h e  va lve  
and about 10 t o  15 frames are taken manually u n t i l  
i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  maximum p a r t i c l e  count has 
passed. The photographic r e s u l t s  were n o t  a v a i l -  
ab le  a t  t he  Workshop. The video data were read 
immediately a f t e r  each experiment. The method f o r  
ob ta in ing  the  count suppl ied a t  t he  Workshop i s  as 
fo l l ows :  two ( o r  th ree)  successive samples were 
recorded a t  each supersaturat ion.  The record ings  
from these samples were played back and v i s u a l l y  
examined t o  ob ta in  t h e  succession o f  frames f o r  
each sample where t h e  maximum count occurred. 
Several o f  these frames were counted and t h e  maxi- 
mum count obtained. The maximum counts from two 
( o r  t h ree )  samples were averaged t o  ob ta in  t h e  da ta  
submit ted a t  t he  Workshop. 
The photographic record ings  have n o t  y e t  been 
analyzed bu t  i t  has always been our experience i n  
t h e  pas t  w i t h  atmospher'c aerosols t h a t  t h e  two 
methods t r a c k  very  w e l l  bu t  t h a t  t h e  photographic 
count i s  always about 10 t o  15% higher.  We a t t r i b -  
u t e  t h i s  t o  t h e  smal le r  de tec tab le  s i z e  obtained 
w i t h  t h e  photographic method. The minimum detec t -  
ab le  s i ze  fo r  our photographic system i s  est imated 
t o  be about a h a l f  micron whereas t h e  minimum 
detec tab le  s i z e  fo r  t h e  v ideo system i s  est imated 
t o  be j u s t  under one micron. 
There are  d e f i n i t e  l i m i t s  on t h e  supersatura- 
LIU I I  Iar iye f o r  which t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  TGDCC are 
v a l i d .  The range o f  v a l i d i t y  i s  u s u a l l y  g iven  as 
0.2 t o  1%. However, even w i t h i n  t h i s  range the re  
can be S i g n i f i c a n t  e r r o r s  depending upon t h e  nuc- 
l e i  spectrum ( s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n )  being measured. 
The accuracy l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  TGDCC's i n  general and 
our chamber i n  p a r t i c u l a r  were i nves t i ga ted  by 
Hoppel and Wojciechowski (1976). 
A 1  -. 
The smal le r  p a r t i c l e s  which have c r i t i c a l  su- 
pe rsa tu ra t i ons  about t h e  same as t h e  maximum super- 
s a t u r a t i o n  i n  the  TGDCC are no t  nuc lea ted  u n t i l  t h e  
chamber has reached i t s  steady s t a t e  va lue  and then 
grow more s lowly  than the  l a r g e r  p a r t i c l e s  which 
are nucleated be fore  t h e  chamber has reached equ i -  
l i b r i u m .  The ob jec t  i s  t o  f i n d  a pe r iod  o f  t ime  
when t h e  l ess  a c t i v e  p a r t i c l e s  have grown t o  m i n i -  
mum detec tab le  s i z e  and t h e  l a r g e r  (more a c t i v e )  
p a r t i c l e s  have no t  y e t  s t a r t e d  t o  f a l l  ou t .  A t ime  
which s a t i s f i e s  bo th  c r i t e r i a  may n o t  e x i s t  f o r  a l l  
s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  I f  such a pe r iod  o f  t ime  does 
e x i s t ,  then i t  should evidence i t s e l f  by a p la teau 
i n  the  curve of number detected versus time. A 
we l l -de f i ned  p la teau was no t  found t o  e x i s t  i n  the  
da ta  on na tu ra l  con t i nen ta l  aerosols presented by 
Hoppel and Wojciechowski (1976). A l o f s  and 
Carstens (1976) d i d  a numerical s imu la t i on  o f  t h e  
TGDCC which p red ic ted  l a rge  e r r o r s  depending upon 
t h e  nuc le i  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and minimum detec tab le  s ize .  
Another source of unce r ta in t y  i n  t h e  TGDCC i s  
s t a t i s t i c a l  i n  na tu re  and has t o  do w i t h  the  f a c t  
t h a t  t h e  number o f  p a r t i c l e s  i n  a small  volume w i l l  
dev ia te  from the  t r u e  macroscopic mean w i t h  a stan- 
dard d e v i a t i o n  g iven by t h e  square r o o t  o f  t h e  
mean. The t y p i c a l  number of p a r t i c l e s  i n  our 
v iewing volume v a r i e s  from about 20 fo r  nuc le i  
concent ra t ions  o f  300 t o  200 fo r  nuc le i  concen- 
t r a t i o n s  of 3000 ~ m - ~ .  A t  t h e  lower end the re  i s  
t he re fo re  a standard d e v i a t i o n  ( i n  a l a r g e  number 
o f  measurements) due t o  r e a l  na tu ra l  v a r i a t i o n s  of 
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over 20%. This uncertainty,of course,canbe
reducedby averagingmoremeasurementsfrom the
samemacroscopicsampleof air.
For a monodispersenuclei samplethe plateau
in numberversustime shouldbe muchmorepro-
nouncedthanin thecaseof a steepsizedistribu-
tion as is usuallythe casefor continentalaero-
sols. At the Workshop,wehada uniqueopportunity
to samplenearlymonodispersea rosolsas well as
polydisperseand natural aerosols. TheWorkshop
data, therefore, offereda uniqueopportunityto
lookfor a plateauin numberasa functionof time.
Figuresl through4 showtheresultsof count-ing everytenthframe(everythird of a second)on
the videotapestarting shortlyafter themotioninthe chambersubsided.Therehasbeennoattempto
synchronizethe starting points to the sametime
after the valvewasclosed. Therefore,theremay
bea maximumof a half secondoffset in the plotted
timesfromonesampleto thenext. Thesupersatura-
tion in all four figureswasabout0.72%.
Figuresl and2 arefor monodisperseNaCland(NH4)2SO4 with two andthree runs, respectively.Bothof thesefigures evidencemoreof a plateau
type behaviorthanwehaveseenin thoseambient
sampleswhichwehavepreviouslyexaminedin de-tail. Weassumethat the variationsfromoneframe
to the next after the maximumis causedby the
unequalrates at whichparticles fall into or out
of the sensitivevolume. Anydifferencein the
level of the plateaufromonesampleto the next
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would be due to natural fluctuations discussed
above and should have a standard deviation equal to
the square root of the number of particles counted.
Figures 3 and 4 are for polydisperse (NH4)2SO 4
and ambient air, respectively. Here the curves are
peaked more strongly as would be expected with
little evidence of a plateau. The arrows along the
right side of the figures indicate the values ob-
tained at the Workshop by the method of analysis
indicated earlier.
For many years, NRL has used the standard meth-
od cited earlier for determining the CCN concentra-
tion from the video recording. This procedure of
averaging the maximum count obtained on several
successive recordings at the same supersaturation
results in concentrations which are somewhat higher
than concentrations calculated from an average
across the plateau. We have persisted in analyzing
our data in this manner for several reasons: (1)
the time required to count enough frames to define
a plateau (or lack of one) is prohibitive on a
routine basis; (2) comparison of results using our
photographic system and video system gives values
for the video system which are ]0 to 15% lower than
those obtained with the photographic system, which
has a smaller minimum detectable size; (3) most
importantly, if there is no plateau then the maxi-
mum value should be closest to the correct value;
and (4) our results over many years are internally
consistent since we have not changed this procedure.
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THE CCN COUNTER OF THE I.O.P.G. OF PUY DE DOME: 
M A I N  CHARACTERISTICS AND RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 
Roger Serpol ay 
Clermont-Ferrand, France 
U n i v e r s i t y  de Clermont, I n s t i t u t  and Observa to i re  
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT 
The experimental dev ice used by t h e  I.O.P.G. 
o f  Puy de Dome f o r  count ing CCN d u r i n g  t h e  Workshop 
i s  a c y l i n d r i c a l  s t a t i c  thermal d i f f u s i o n  chamber 
w i t h  h o r i z o n t a l  p la tes ,  7.0 cm i n  diameter and 2.1 
i n  th ickness  (volume V = 80 cc) .  The system i n -  
c ludes a mult imode l a s e r  beam (power > 5mW), i l l u m i -  
n a t i n g  a p a r t  o f  t h e  median volume o f  t h e  chamber 
i n  which t h e  maximal supersa tura t ion  i s  developing. 
A v ideo s e t  (TV camera + mon i to r )  d i s p l a y s  a motion 
p i c t u r e  o f  t h e  d r o p l e t s  generated by t h e  CCN and 
observed i n  a volume V = 7.5 1 0 - 3 ~ ~ .  For  ob ta in -  
i n g  a b e t t e r  s igna l - to -no ise  r a t i o  ( a  b e t t e r  con- 
t r a s t ) ,  t h e  TV tube was se lec ted  so t h a t  i t s  
current-wavelength c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  was i n  good agree- 
ment w i t h  t h e  (He, Ne) l a s e r  r a d i a t i o n .  The TV 
image i s  recorded on a v ideo tape recorder ,  thus 
a l l o w i n g  a n a l y s i s  s h o r t l y  a f t e r  t h e  t i m e  o f  mea- 
surement. 
I n s t e a d  o f  count ing by s igh t ,  a dev ice c a l l e d  
"Image Processing Un i t " ,  o r i g i n a l l y  prov ided f o r  
count ing  i n  r e a l  t ime, i s  used. The upper p l a t e  i s  
e l e c t r i c a l l y  heated and t h e  lower p l a t e  i s  a t  am- 
b i e n t  temperature. Water vapor i s  supp l ied  by a 
wet minera l  paper f i l t e r .  The des i red  temperature 
di f ference AT ( l i m i t e d  a t  5°C) between t h e  hor izon-  
t a l  p l a t e s  i s  d isp layed and then regu la ted  by an 
automatic c o n t r o l  system, which inc ludes  a ser ies  
of e i g h t  d i f f e r e n t i a l  thermocouples imbedded i n  the 
p la tes .  T h i s  mounting has t h e  advantage o f  not 
o n l y  ampl i f y ing  t h e  vo l tage bu t  a l s o  o f  t a k i n g  i n t o  
account an average temperature on each p l a t e .  
The a i r  sample under ana lys is  i s  in t roduced i n  
t h e  chamber a t  a f l o w  r a t e  o f  1.0 e/m, and a 
s e c t i o n  of t h e  a i r  i n t a k e  tube i s  heated, a l low ing  
a i r  sample i n t r o d u c t i o n  i n t o  t h e  chamber a t  a tem- 
pera ture  o f  about 3°C above t h e  lower p l a t e  tempera- 
t u r e .  The supersa tura t ion  range covered by t h i s  
equipment i s  g e n e r a l l y  between 0.1 and 1.5% and t h e  
t i m e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  o b t a i n i n g  a spectrum i n  t h i s  
supersa tura t ion  range i s  approximately 30 t o  40 
minutes. But i n  condi ti ons o f  ambient temperature 
above 25°C (as occurred d u r i n g  t h e  Workshop), i t  i s  
n o t  poss ib le  t o  exceed a supersa tura t ion  o f  0.8% 
because o f  t h e  AT l i m i t a t i o n  (see above). Because 
t h e  dev ice cannot use another g rea ter  va lue o f  
observed sample volume, t h e  accuracy o f  t h e  measure- 
ment i s  poor a t  t h e  low e x t r e m i t y  o f  supersatura- 
t i o n  range (about 50%). 
2. SELECTIVE DATA ANALYSIS 
2.1 Global Survey 
Wi th such a device, 20 supersa tura t ion  spec t ra  
( p l u s  one p o i n t  f o r  Experiment No. 13) correspond- 
i n g  t o  our  complete p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e  Workshop 
have been o u t l i n e d  and c l a s s i f i e d  accord ing t o  
t h e i r  shape and p o s i t i o n  i n  regard  t o  t h e  s e r i e s  o f  
o thers  e s t a b l i s h e d  f o r  each experiment. 
The f o l l o w i n g  main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  our  spec- 
t r a ,  appearing i n  Table 1 w i t h  t h e  same c a p i t a l  
l e t t e r ,  have been d i s t i n g u i s h e d  l i k e  t h a t :  (A) 
s i m i l a r  t o  and w e l l  p laced among t h e  o thers  i n  t h e  
ser ies;  (B) same type of concav i ty  as f o r  t h e  
m a j o r i t y  i n  t h e  ser ies ;  (C) c l o s e  t o  t h e  upper ( o r  
lower)  extremes of t h e  ser ies;  (D) smal ler  CCN 
concent ra t ions  a t  1 ow supersa tura t ion  and/or g rea t -  
e r  CCN concent ra t ions  a t  h igher  supersaturat ion;  
(E) CCN concent ra t ions  abnormally h igh  along t h e  
most p a r t  o f  t h e  spectra, w i t h  some o f  them be ing  
h igher  than those obta ined w i t h  Po l lak  o r  T S I  count- 
ers; (F )  l a c k  o f  p la teau;  and (GI type  o f  concav- 
i t y  d i f f e r i n g  f rom t h a t  of t h e  m a j o r i t y .  
For each supersa tura t ion  spectrum denoted by 
t h e  number of t h e  experiment, one, two o r  three,  
b u t  no more, of these main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  have 
been summarized i n  Table 1 by a cross i n  t h e  
corresponding square. On L i n e  C, we d i s t i n g u i s h  
r e s p e c t i v e l y  by an " s "  o r  "i" index, t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
t h e  spectrum i s  c l o s e  t o  t h e  upper o r  lower envel -  
ope o f  t h e  ser ies .  I n  comparing t h e  measurement 
sheet and t h e  TSI recorded graph corresponding t o  
Experiment No. 16, i t  can be observed t h a t  t h e  
abnormal concav i ty  o f  t h e  spectrum might  corres-  
pond t o  a measurement c a r r i e d  out  dur ing  a peak o f  
aerosol d ischarge (c ross  i n  bracket ,  L i n e  G). 
Through t h i s  analys is ,  Table 1 appears t o  be 
d i v i d e d  i n t o  two p a r t s :  ( A ,  B, C )  - grouping t h e  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  which revea ls  a behaviour n o t  f a r  
from a "supposed mean" behaviour f o r  a CCN counter; 
and (D, E, F, G) - grouping t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
which revea ls  an anomaly o f  behaviour. It i s  
obvious t h a t  t h e  percentage o f  crosses shown i n  t h e  
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first group(A,B,C)is higher than that of the
othergroup,i.e., 62%against38%.
Chorocter - Experiment n °
ization 4 6 8 9 I0 II i2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 2:3 24 26 27 ;'8
c _ _{_ _ _
Table l
Another more realistic analysis consists of
dividing the supersaturation spectra in three cate-
gnries:
I. The crosses pertaining to a given spectrum
are shown in the upper part of Table I. This
situation, corresponding to a good behaviour of the
device, concerns 9 spectra, i.e., 43% of the whole.
2. The crosses pertaining to a given spectrum
are shown in the lower part of Table I. This
situation, corresponding to a frankly bad behaviour
of the device, concerns only 3 spectra, i.e., 14%
of the whole spectra.
3. The crosses pertaining to a given spectrum
are distributed on both parts of Table I. This
situation corresponds to an intermediate behaviour
and concerns the remaining spectra, i.e., 43%.
Moreover, it is possible to point out that:
(a) the number of spectra for which the crosses are
found either on Line C or D is relatively high,
i.e., 13 out of 21; and (b) on Line C, the number
of crosses affected by the "s" index (i.e., 5) is
higher than the number of crosses affected by the
"i" index (i.e., 2). Both factors denote a trend
in the device to overestimate the CCN concentra-
tion, especially in the range of high supersatura-
tion.
2.2 Individual Comparison
Comparisons have been made between our results
and spectra obtained using similar equipment (i.e.,
static diffusion chamber) on corresponding experi-
ments. At times, the spectra were in close agree-
ment, such as: NRL (no 6-11-12-17); CSIRO (n°
9-I0-14-17-28); SUNY (n° 9-]4); Hebrew University
(n° 9-14-17-18-24). However, the comparison also
revealed differences in the spectra, with the con-
centration ratio reaching 2 to 3 with NRL (n° 9);
CSIRO (n° 4-6-8-20); CSU (n° 4-23); SUNY (n° 6-8-9-
10) and Hebrew University (n ° 10-28). The discrep-
ancy with the Wyoming equipment was still larger
(n° 11-12-14-22-23). Surprisingly, for about 62%
of the experiments, a number of our spectra were
found in reasonable agreement with those resulting
from measurements with the DRI continuous flow dif-
fusion chamber (n° 9-12-]4-17-18-19-22-27-28) or
the Missouri-Rolla haze chamber (N° 6-10-11-12-13-
18-19-22-27-28).
2.3 Stability of the Measurements
In Experiment No. 21, which tested the repeata-
bility of the measurements, two runs were carried
out continuously during approximately 16 minutes
and 30 minutes at supersaturations 0.50% and 0.26%,
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respectively. At the same time, the aerosol to be
analyzed was delivered at a stable concentration
level of 860 cc-l (measured with the TSI equip-
ment) or lO00 cc-I (measured with the CCN Pollak
counter). After calculating the corresponding stan-
dard deviation, the average concentration values
were 1210 ± I05 at 0.50% supersaturation for the
]st run and 190 ± 70 at 0.26% supersaturation for
the 2nd run.
Two features are emerging from these results:
(1) a sensible overestimate of the concentration;
and (2) a standard deviation which reaches an accep-
table percentage (9%) of the concentration values
at mean or high supersaturation, while it is not
acceptable (37%) at low supersaturation. This is
mainly due to the fact that the examined volume
cannot be adjusted to discrete supersaturation ran-
ges.
3. CONCLUSIONS
In performing the data analysis of the measure-
ments achieved during the Workshop with our device,
a global approach was preferred rather than an
individual analysis, in order to illustrate some
main characteristics in the behaviour of the device
with respect to a "mean behaviour" resulting from a
general survey of all the equipments involved in
each experiment. In this regard, our device seems
to have a behaviour not unlike a "mean behaviour",
although it tends generally to overestimate the CCN
concentrations measured near the high supersatura-
tions and sometimes underestimates the concentra-
tions close to 0.1% or 0.2% of supersaturation.
Despite the fact that it belongs to a type of
static diffusion chamber, it shows, however, simi-
lar spectra to those obtained with other types of
chambers (continuous flow diffusion chamber and
haze chamber).
In the spring of 1980, at the site selected by
WMO for a possible Precipitation Enhancement Pro-
ject in the area of Valladolid, Spain, the CSIRO
device and our static thermal diffusion chamber
were placed side by side for the purpose of analyz-
ing the same natural air sampling. Although at
that time, the air intake of our chamber was not
yet equipped with a heater, the main difference
between the two devices was the way in which the
AT between the plates was achieved. In fact, in
the CSIRO device the lower horizontal plate is
cooled. The comparison of the results displayed
CCN concentrations from twice to three times higher
with our device, so that our CCN measurements on
the P.E.P. site in 1979 and 1980 were questloned.
Such discrepancies between these devices were
again found in some Workshop experiments; however,
it was possible to observe that, in a number of
other experiments at the least equivalent, the cor-
responding spectra were rather close to each other
(see Section 2.2). Neither the difference in the
methods used to obtain AT nor the differences in
the geometry of the chambers suffice to explain
such variable results. Nevertheless, it is obvious
that the comparisons made during meetings of a
workshop type are able to greatly improve our know-
ledge of the behaviour of the device involved. As
Personal communication of Dr. Warren King from
CSIRO.
for our equipment,it seemsthat the bestwayto
try to reduceits trend to overestimatethe CCN
concentrationsshouldconsist in coolingthe lower
plate instead of heatingthe upperone and in
searchingfor a better diameter-to-depthratio in
orderto improvethe stability insidethe chamber.
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UMR DUAL MODE CCN COUNTER 
(MODES: CFO PLUS HAZE) 
D.J. A l o f s  and M.B. Trueblood 
Graduate Center f o r  Cloud Physics Research 
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  M issour i -Ro l l a  
Rol l a ,  M i  ssour i  
1. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 
Th is  ins t rument  and i t s  performance charac ter -  
i s t i c s  have r e c e n t l y  been descr ibed i n  d e t a i l  
(A lo f s ,  1978; A lo fs ,  et d., 1979). Therefore 
on ly  a b r i e f  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  i t  i s  g iven  here. 
The chamber cons is ts  o f  two v e r t i c a l  p l a t e s  
100 cm long i n  t h e  v e r t i c a l  d i r e c t i o n  and 13 cm 
wide, w i t h  a 0.8 cm spacing between t h e  p la tes .  
The sample f l ows  downward between t h e  p l a t e s  i n  a 
small  diameter stream surrounded by f i l t e r e d  a i r .  
The sample f l o w  i n t o  the chamber i s  usua l l y  0.008 
l i t e r s / m i n ,  determined by t h e  pressure drop through 
a c a p i l l a r y  tub ing  0.25 mm diameter. Th is  f l o w  
branches o f f  o f  a l a r g e r  d e l i v e r y  f l o w  o f  5 l i t e r s /  
min, t o  avo id  d i f f u s i o n a l  losses. 
The d r o p l e t s  formed on the CCN a re  counted and 
s ized  using a C l imet  Model 201 o p t i c a l  p a r t i c l e  
counter (OPC) w i t h  an 8-channel pu lse  he igh t  analy-  
zer (C l imet  Model 2101. An advantage o f  t h e  Cl imet 
over the  Royco 225 i s  t h a t  t h e  response curves 
increase monoton ica l l y  w i th  s i ze  (no d ips  t o  pro- 
duce mu l t i va lue  s i zes  f o r  a g iven  pu lse  h e i g h t ) .  
The Cooke and Kerker (1978) c a l c u l a t i o n s  are used 
t o  c o r r e c t  f o r  index of  r e f r a c t i o n .  A sheath a i r  
i n l e t  was cons t ruc ted  f o r  t h e  Cl imet OPC, s i m i l a r  
i n  design t o  t h a t  used i n  t h e  Royco 225. The r a t e  
o f  f l ow  i n t o  t h e  C l imet  OPC i s  0.35 t o  1.0 l i t e r s /  
min. 
The haze mode i s  used f o r  t h e  nuc le i  a c t i v e  a t  
supersa tura t ions  ( S )  f r o m  0.0133 t o  0.173%. I n  
t h i s  mode t h e  two p la tes  are kept  a t  t he  same 
temperature (25°C). The values o f  S are determined 
from t h e  drop sizes,  us ing  t h e  r e l a t i o n  S = .08/d, 
w i t h  S i n  % and w i t h  t h e  drop diameter d i n  pm. For 
nuc le i  w i t h  .068 < S < .173, t he  t o t a l  chamber 
f l o w  (sample p lus  f i l t e r e d  a i r )  i s  1 l i t e r / m i n ,  
g i v i n g  a residence t ime  o f  39 sec. For lower S, 
t h e  chamber f l o w  i s  0.35 l i t e r / m i n  and t h e  t ime  i s  
110 sec. I n  e i t h e r  case, a l l  o f  t h e  f l o w  i s  drawn 
i n t o  t h e  OPC. 
I n  t h e  CFD mode t h e  supersa tura t ion  i s  de ter -  
mined by t h e  temperature d i f f e r e n c e  between the  two 
p la tes .  Th is  temperature d i f f e r e n c e  i s  c o n t r o l l e d  
by water baths, and i s  measured w i t h  a mercury- 
g lass  thermometer immersed sequen t ia l l y  i n  each wat- 
e r  bath. Separate experiments show t h a t  t h e  temper- 
a tu re  d i f f e r e n c e  a t  t h e  p l a t e  surfaces (measured 
w i t h  thermocouples on the  a i r  s ide  o f  t h e  f i l t e r  
paper) equals t h e  ba th  temperature d i f f e r e n c e  t o  
w i t h i n  5%. 
About 40 minutes i s  requ i red  t o  ob ta in  a spec- 
t rum (5  values o f  S i n  t h e  CFD mode, p lus  7 values 
o f  S i n  t h e  haze mode). About h a l f  o f  t h i s  t ime  i s  
used t o  ad jus t  t h e  temperatures and f lows; t h e  r e s t  
i s  used i n  ac tua l  count ing  o f  t h e  n u c l e i .  Gener- 
a l l y  t h e  measurement begins i n  t h e  CFD mode, w i t h  
t h e  h o t  p l a t e  a t  25°C and t h e  c o l d  p l a t e  a t  20°C. 
The c o l d  p l a t e  temperature i s  r a i s e d  i n  steps ( t h e  
baths heat  very qu i ck l y ,  1000 wat ts  o f  heat ing  
versus about 50 wa t t s  o f  coo l i ng ) .  The chamber 
f l o w  r a t e  i s  u s u a l l y  reduced as S i s  decreased. 
The t ime  f o r  f l u s h i n g  t h e  chamber i s  q u i t e  sho r t  i n  
t h e  CFD mode, bu t  amounts t o  about 5 minutes i n  t h e  
haze mode a t  0.35 l i t e r s / m i n .  
2. PERFORMANCE AT THE WORKSHOP 
The ana lys i s  t h a t  f o l l o w s  was performed based 
on t h e  computer p r i n t o u t s  o f  t h e  data, as supp l ied  
t o  us i n  February, 1981. 
Consider f i r s t  t h e  monodisperse sodium c h l o r -  
i d e  and ammonium s u l f a t e  experiments. L e t  SCU de- 
no te  t h e  c r i t i c a l  supersa tura t ion  determined from 
t h e  s i ze  g iven by U. Katz. On a p l o t  o f  CCN count 
versus S, these aerosols show a plateau. A t  a 
count o f  50% o f  t h e  p la teau  value, l e t  t h e  cor res-  
ponding S be de f i ned  as t h e  measured c r i t i c a l  super- 
sa tu ra t i on ,  SC. Def ine  t h e  parameter X by X = 
(SC - S u)/Scu. Table 1 shows t h e  average (Ti) and 
s t a n d a r t  d e v i a t i o n  ( a )  of X f o r  e i g h t  instruments 
t h a t  we judged t o  be g i v i n g  above average p e r f o r -  
mance. There are two groups of experiments, w i t h  
S > 0.1 shown on the  t o p  6 rows, and SCU < 0.1 
skown on t h e  bottom 4 rows. I n  each group t h e  
ins t ruments  a re  arranged according t o  o, lowest u on 
top. 
I n  t h e  t o p  group of_ Table 1, i t  can be seen 
t h a t  our ins t rument  gave X = +0.0296 and a = 0.107 
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INSTRUHENT EXPERIHENTS
i18, DRI_CFD 4,5,10,15,
Hudson-Squires 18,20
type
#21, UHR 4,5,10,15,
CFD mode 18,20
#17, NRL 4,S,10,18
Twomey type
#12, NRL 4,S,10,15,
elect, cIass. 18,20
I1S, DRI-CFD 10,15,18,
NASA 20
5,10,18
110, SONY
Static,
scatteringj
SCO X - (Sc-Scu}/Sco
RANGE AVERAGEI_ STD.DEV.Io
>0.1 -O.OS6S 0.103
>0.1 ÷0.0296 0.107
>0.1 -0.171 0.125
>0.1 +0.0169 0.156
>0.1 ÷0.0067 0.158
>0.1 -0.0019 O.315
121, UblR 8,9,10,19haze mode
#12, NRI. 8,9,10,19
elect, class.
#14, I}RI 8,9,10,19haze
III, NRL 8,9,10,19haze
<0.I *0.109 0.0453
<0.i +0.0932 0.0897
<0.1 +0.221 0.190
<0.1 *0.184 0.321
TABLE I. Critical Supersaturation (Sc) of Monodis-
perse Aerosols. SCU = Valu_from U. Katz
Electrical Classifier.
which is about the same performance as we have
reported in the literature (Alofs, eZ _., 1979).
Except for instruments #17 (X = -O.171) and #lO (o =
0.375), the other instruments (#18, #12, #15) gave
performance of similar quality, with IX] < 0.06 and
o < 0.16.
Now consider the bottom 4 rows of Table l;
that is, experiments with SC < O.l. A very good
performance is indicated by our instrument in the
haze mode (X = +0.I09, a = 0.0453). The NRL
electrical classifier showed somewhat higher o
(0.089) and the haze chambers of DRI and NRL showed
considerably higher o. These instruments (#14 and
#11) both gave X z 0.4 for experiments #8 and #9,
and JXJ < .05 for experiments #10 and #19. These
instruments also both use Royce Model 225 optical
counters, which have a multiple value response func-
tion for water drops in the range l to 2 vm
diameter (Cooke and Kerker, 1975). Experiments #8
and #9 give haze drops of about 2 vm diameter,
which is within the ambiguous size range of the
Royce and probably explains the decrease in sizing
accuracy.
Table 2 shows another type of comparison. The
concentration ratio (R = ours ÷ other) was comput-
ed for S = 0.03, O.l, 0.3, and l.O. The average
(R) and standard deviation (a) of R were then
computed over the available set of experiments for
each instrument.
In Table 2, consider first the Hudson-Squires
type CFD of DRI. At S = 0.3, R = 1.04 and at S =
l, R = 1.18. Thus our counts were 4-18% higher
than theirs. This is pretty good agreement in our
opinion. However, o/R = 0.275 at S = 0.3, which
is definitely higher than we expected in view of
the l% agreement that Hudson and Squires (1976)
obtained with a pair of their CFD's. At S = l, the
value of o/R is considerably lower (0.132), and is
the lowest value of o/_ in Table 2.
In the haze mode, our instrument compares well
with the NRL haze chamber (R = .974 at S = .03, _ =
1.067 at S = .l) but gives considerably higher
concentration than the DR] haze chamber (R = 2.2)
and lower concentration than the NRL electrical
classifier. The standard deviations at S = .03
and S = O.l are higher than in Table l, but are
still not too bad considering the problems involved
in sizing water drops with optical counters.
Average Ratio, R,
Univ. of No..(#21) + Other
01'llEIt _'_--_ PI_RSAI'URATION
INSTRUMENT _ (I) .03 .1 .3 1.
EXPERIMENTS
#18, DRI-CFD 5,8,9,10,11,12,13,
Hudson-Squires 14,15,16.18,19,20, .... 1.04 1.18
type 22,23,26,27,28
#17, NRL 1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,
Twomey type 11,12,14,15,18,19, -- -- 0.943 0.937
20,2 _ _.,.3,.6,27
5,8,9,10,12,13,14,
#10, SUNY 15,18,19,20,22,23,
static,scattering 26,27,28
#12, NRL 1,2,4,5,8,9,10,13,
8,19,.0,..,elect, class. 14,15,1 _ _ _
23,24
1,2,3,6,8,9,10,11,
#11, NRL,
haze 12,14,15,19,20,22,
23,24,26
#14, DRI 8,9,10,II,12,14,1S,
haze 16,17,19,20,22,23,
24,26
.. 0.88S 1.27
Relative Std.
Deviation o/R
.03 .1 .3 1.
.... 0.275 0.132
-- 0.258 0.215
[
.- 0.221 0.200
0.678 0.b32 0.899 0.915 0.302 0.418 0,284 0.209
0.974 1.067 .... 0.600 0.382 ....
i
0.722 0.333 l, --
t
I
2.17 2.18
TABLE 2. Ratio, University of Missouri ÷ Other Instrument
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A CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEUS SPECTROMETER 
DESIGNED FOR AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS 
Lawrence F. Radke, Stephen K.  Domonkos and 
Peter  V .  Hobbs 
Cloud and Aerosol Research Group 
Atmospheric Sciences Department 
Un i ver  s i t y  o f  Wash i ngton 
Seat t le ,  Washington 
A b s t r a c t  
A por tab le ,  v e r t i c a l  p l a t e  c loud condensation 
nucleus spectrometer, s u i t a b l e  f o r  mounting aboard 
a smal l  a i r c r a f t ,  i s  descr ibed.  Th is  instrument, 
which incorpora tes  severa l  unique des ign features,  
i s  automated and can prov ide  rap id ,  simultaneous 
measurements o f  t h e  concent ra t ions  o f  c l o u d  conden- 
s a t i o n  n u c l e i  a t  f o u r  supersaturat ions.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
I n  1970, a t  t h e  Second I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Workshop 
on Condensation and I c e  Nuc le i ,  a l l  b u t  one o f  the 
c loud condensation nucleus (CCN) counters  were h o r i -  
zon ta l  s t a t i c - d i f f u s i o n  chambers opera t ing  i n  a man- 
ner  l i t t l e  changed f rom those used i n  t h e  1950's 
[1,2]. Only one o f  t h e  s t a t i c  chambers was f u l l y  
automated [3]. A l l  o f  t h e  counters  had s i g n i f i c a n t  
l i m i t a t i o n s  i n  t ime r e s o l u t i o n  ana a i l  r eq l r i i ed  a i i  
opera t ing  t i m e  o f  several minutes o r  more t o  mea- 
sure t h e  supersa tura t ion  spectrum. 
Recently, v a r i a t i o n s  on t h e  cont inuous f l o w  
CCN counters  developed i n  t h e  1960's [4,5,61 have 
produced a number o f  automated and semi-automated 
CCN counters  which use s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e  o p t i c a l  
counters  as de tec tors .  These new devices o f f e r  t h e  
p o t e n t i a l  f o r  b o t h  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  improved accuracy 
and t i m e  r e s o l u t i o n  i n  CCN measurements, a l though 
most have prov ided o n l y  l i m i t e d  improvements i n  
q u i c k l y  measuring t h e  CCN a c t i v i t y  spectrum. 
The CCN spectrometer t o  be descr ibed i n  t h i s  
paper i s  a s imple ex tens ion  o f  t h e  cont inuous f l o w  
d i f f u s i o n  chamber (CFDC) operated i n  t h e  v e r t i c a l  
mode, much l i k e  t h e  inst ruments descr ibed i n  C71, 
[8] and [ S I .  The p r i n c i p a l  new design f e a t u r e s  o f  
our  ins t rument  a r e  i t s  r a p i d  t i m e  response and 
a b i l i t y  t o  r a p i d l y  measure t h e  CCN a c t i v i t y  spect- 
rum. Also, t h e  inst rument  i s  small  enough t o  be 
mounted and operated i n  a research a i r c r a f t  o f  
modest s ize .  
2. PHYSICAL LAYOUT AND AIRFLOW 
The a c t i v i t y  spectrum o f  CCN i n  an a i r  sample 
i s  measured r a p i d l y  by s imul taneously  opera t ing  t h e  
spectrometer a t  f o u r  supersaturat ions.  The CCN 
spectrometer c o n s i s t s  o f  f o u r  e s s e n t i a l l y  indepen- 
dent  CFDC's i n  a p a r a l l e l  a r r a y  (F ig .  1 ) .  Each 
CFDC i s  61 cm long, 10 cm wide, and c o n s i s t s  o f  two 
v e r t i c a l  p a r a l l e l  p l a t e s  1 cm apart,  maintained a t  
d i f f e r e n t  temperatures. Each CFDC has a s i n g l e  
p a r t i c l e  o p t i c a l  counter  loca ted  a t  t h e  center  o f  
i t s  base. 
The ins t rument  operates i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  se- 
quent i  a l  manner: 
i )  An a i r  sample i s  drawn through t h e  duc t  a t  
t h e  t o p  o f  t h e  CFDC's. 
i i )  A f r a c t i o n  o f  t h e  a i r f l o w  e x i t s  t h e  sam- 
p l e  d u c t  through a symmetrical, s t reaml ined s l i t  a t  
t h e  bottom o f  t h e  duct. The r e s t  o f  t h e  sample 
f l o w  i s  d iscarded.  
i i i )  As t h e  a i r  en ters  t h e  t o p  o f  one o f  t h e  
CFDC's, i t  i s  sheathed w i t h  two temperature- 
condi t ioned,  p a r t i c l e - f r e e  " c u r t a i n s "  o f  a i r  ( c a l l e d  
t h e  "sheath f l o w s " ) .  
i v )  The t h r e e  a i rs t reams t r a v e l  i n  laminar  
f low,  w i t h  n e g l i g i b l e  i n t e r m i x i n g ,  down each o f  t h e  
CFDC's where, a f t e r  8 cm o f  t r a v e l ,  they  encounter 
a sa tura ted  f e l t  on t h e  c o l d  p l a t e .  A t  a f u r t h e r  
d is tance downstream, t h e  warm p l a t e  i s  a l s o  covered 
w i t h  wet f e l t .  T h i s  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  a i rs t ream 
becoming supersaturated and CiN are d c t i  vated t o  
fo rm d r o p l e t s .  The t o t a l  l e n g t h  o f  f e l t  on t h e  
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warm plate is roughly inversely proportional to the
supersaturation in the chamber.
v) As the airstreams leave each of the CFDC's
they are split along the vertical, central plane of
the sample air, with half of the total flow being
removed on each side at the base of the CFDC. A
small fraction of the airflow is removed as the
stream is divided by a small tube which extends up
into the airflow. The droplets in this fraction of
the airflow are subsequently counted by optical
counters (see §4).
vi) The position of the airstream with respect
to the inlet to the optical counters can be pre-
cisely adjusted by changing the flow rates in the
sheath flows; this allows the airflow to be exactly
centered on the inlet to the optical counters.
vii) The two halves of the total airflow are
then filtered, dried and reinserted on the back
sides of the warm and cold plates. These two
airstreams travel up the plates and are in thermal
equilibrium with the plates; when they arrive at
the top of the CFDC they form the warm and cold
sheath flows.
3. SUPERSATURATION CONTROL
A novel method is used for providing four
distinct temperature differences between the warm
and cold plates of the four CFDC's. As shown in
Fig. 2, a large aluminum plate is cooled nearly
uniformly by a small mechanical refrigerator. The
warm plate, which is made of copper, is connected
to the cold plate by a brass end plate and at the
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opposite end it is heated by the hot refrigerator
gases. The copper plate is vertically segmented
between each CFDC with a thin insulator. The four
copper segments stabilize at four distinct, and
nearly uniform, temperatures. From measurements of
these temperatures, and the temperature of the cold
plate, the supersaturation in each of the CFDC's is
computed by a microprocessor. Note that the super-
saturations in all four CFDC's are adjusted by a
single control. The four supersaturations normally
achieved are approximately 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0% and
1.5%
4. OPTICAL DETECTION AND DATA PROCESSING
The CCN activated in the CFDC's are detected
as droplets in an optical box (Fig. 2). The opti-
cal box contains a three mW He-Ne laser and four
identical photo-detectors placed beneath each of
the sample outlet tubes from the four CFDC's. The
streams of droplets pass through the laser beam and
are viewed by the photo-detectors at a forward
scattering angle of 45 ° ± 5°. The photometers
readily detect all droplets greater than 0.5 _m in
diameter. The available growth times in the CFDC's
(5-20s) are more than adequate to grow the activat-
ed CCN into droplets that are much larger than any
unactivated haze droplets. Thus, by appropriate
sensitivity adjustments, activated droplets are de-
tected but the unactivated haze droplets are not.
Aircraft Doto ]Recording Sys em
CCN Concentration and
Supersaturation Display
t CCN Spectrometer I
Micro brocessor J Spacer
/
[iResistor.._/ • , oBrass . , .Butt Plote-_=. 61oOptical count
Ch. 4
Ch. 3
Ch. 2
Ch. I
Optical bo_
Expo_ion
Plate
Figure 2. 5chemaZic o_ Zhenmai and elec_Zrtcai
componez_t_ o_ _he CCN 5pec;Lrometer.
During the CCN Workshop the range of supersatura-
tions achieved was limited by a malfunction of the
refrigerator unit.
A microprocessoris programmedto processthe
data in severalways. It candisplaythe super-
saturationandCCNconcentrationsmeasuredin each
of the four CFDC'son commandfromthe aircraft's
central computer.Alternatively, the microproces-
sor can delay output andaccumulatedata until
certainstatistical countingcriteria aremet.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Wehavedesignedandbuilt a compactandrea-
sonablysimpleCCNspectrometerfor airborneuse.In its first full-scale testing, at theThirdInter-
nationalMeasurementWorkshopon CCN,it compared
well with bothconventionalCCNcountersandlarge
continuousflow CCNcountersdesignedfor useon
the ground. This instrumentis currentlyunder-goingfinal laboratorytesting andmodificationbe-
fore flight testing.
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STATIC DIFFUSION CLOUD CHAMBER 
Greg Ayers 
C.S . I .R .O .  
Sydney, A u s t r a l i a  
1. CHAMBER GEOMETRY 
The thermal d i f f u s i o n  chamber i s  based upon an 
e a r l i e r  design o f  Twomey and Davidson, t he  c y l i n d r i -  
c a l  g lass  w a l l s  of which have been rep laced by an 
annular perspex (p lex ig lass )  spacer 12.5 mm i n  
height,  which i s  f i t t e d  w i t h  a very t h i n  s t a i n l e s s  
s tee l  l i n e r  t h a t  contacts both t o p  and bottom 
p l a t e s  so as t o  l i n e a r i z e  t h e  edge temperature 
grad ien t .  Gagin and Te r l i uc  (1968) used a somewhat 
t h i c k e r  l i n e r  f o r  t h i s  purpose. 
The o p t i c a l  arrangement i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  
used by La la  and J ius to  (1977). I n  the  present 
design heated windows have been i n s t a l  l e d  a t  appro- 
p r i a t e  places t o  a l l ow  a wa is t i ng  l i g h t  beam from a 
p r o j e c t o r  - lamp/lens combination t o  pass through 
t h e  chamber. A window i s  placed a t  45" w i t h  
respec t  t o  the  beam t o  view t h e  fo rward  sca t te red  
l i g h t  w i t h  a pho toce l l  and lens. A f u r t h e r  window 
a t  90" t o  t h e  beam al lows the  number o f  drops i n  
t h e  i l l u m i n a t e d  c loud t o  be recorded photographic-  
a1 ly.  
Summary o f  Chamber Geometry: 
I n s i d e  diameter 75 mm 
Height 12.5 mm 
Scat te red  l i g h t  a t  45" recorded w i t h  a peak 
Cloud d rop le ts  recorded photographical  l y  a t  90" 
Sample volume 
de tec t  o r  
10 mm x 3 mm x 3 mm 
2. SAMPLING SYSTEM 
A i r  i s  drawn cont inuously through t h e  equip- 
ment a t  about 1 - 1.25 dm3/min by means o f  a sim- 
p l e  aera tor  (aquarium) pump. The f l o w  bypasses t h e  
chamber u n t i l  a measurement i s  required, a t  which 
p o i n t  a i r  i s  admit ted by t u r n i n g  a four-way SeleC- 
t o r  va lve  t o  t h e  "sample" pos i t i on .  A two-way 
s e l e c t o r  va l ve  i n  the  a i r  c i r c u i t  enables t h e  sam- 
p l e  a i r  t o  be passed throu,gh an abso lu te  f i l t e r  so 
t h a t  p e r i o d i c  zero checks can be made. 
Sampled a i r  en ters  t h e  chamber from s i x  per iph-  
e r a l  holes i n  t h e  underside o f  t h e  top  p l a t e  a f te r  
passing t w i c e  around t h e  edge i n  a g a l l e r y  t o  
a t t a i n  the  same temperature as t h e  t o p  p l a t e .  
The chamber and associated a i r  l i n e s  are sea l -  
ed from the  ambient atmosphere so t h a t ,  i f  r e -  
quired, t he  equipment may be operated a t  pressures 
below ambient. A p ro to type o f  t h i s  design has been 
success fu l l y  operated i n  the  D i v i s i o n ' s  p ressur ized  
a i r c r a f t .  
2.1 Supersa tura t ion  Range 
Readings are taken a t  f i v e  f i x e d  p n i n t c :  
2.2 Detec t ion  System 
L i g h t  source: 
150W - 21V operated a t  approximately 19V, i l l u -  
m ina t i ng  a t  a d is tance o f  45 mm a 2.4 mm square o f  
ground g lass  screen. L i g h t  f rom t h i s  screen i s  
passed through i n f r a r e d  absorbing g lass  and focused 
by means o f  a B e l l  and Howell p r o j e c t o r  lens  (F1.2; 
f o c a l  l eng th  51 mm) t o  g i v e  a beam w a i s t i n g  down t o  
a 3 mm square sec t i on  over a 15 mm l eng th  a t  t he  
cen te r  o f  t h e  d i f f u s i o n  chamber. The c e n t r a l  10 mm 
i s  used f o r  d r o p l e t  de tec t ion .  
0.252,  U.S%,  0.75%, 1.0% and 1.25%. 
Sylvania EJV Pro jec to r  Lamp 
Camera: Canon AE-1 f i t t e d  w i t h  a V i v i t a r  
55 mm Macro F2.8 lens, power-winder and data 
back. F i l m  used i s  T r i - x  (400 A.S.A.) processed 
f o r  600 A.S.A. Photographs are taken a t  1/4 sec. 
and F4, though t h e  e f f e c t i v e  aper tu re  i s  much smal- 
l e r  (h ighe r  F number) s ince  t h e  camera views t h e  
chamber through a small  window se t  i n  a s h o r t  tube. 
Photographs o f  a mm g r a t i c u l e  placed a t  45" t o  t h e  
i n c i d e n t  l i g h t  beam and camera window conf i rmed 
bo th  t h e  beam cross  sec t i ona l  area and t h a t  depth 
o f  f i e l d  was s u f f i c i e n t  t o  encompass t h e  3 mm w id th  
o f  t h e  beam. 
Photoce l l  de tec to r :  An EG and G E lec t ro -  
Opt ics  S i l i c o n  Pho tovo l ta i c  Detector t ype  PV-215 
coupled t o  a two-stage a m p l i f i e r  having an ou tpu t  
ga in  of l oov  per micro-amp of c e l l  cu r r ren t .  
Amp l i f i e r  ou tpu t  i s  f e d  t o  a peak de tec to r  having a 
d i g i t a l  panelmeter readout. A manual r e s e t  i s  
used. The pho toce l l  views t h e  sca t te red  l i g h t  from 
v i r t u a l l y  t h e  same s y p l e  volume as t h e  camera, bu t  
a t  an angle o f  45 , and through an 8 mm f o c a l  
l e n g t h  lens .  A mask i n  f r o n t  of t h e  lens  serves t o  
d e f i n e  t h e  viewed sample volume. 
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3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Temperature of the top and bottom plates is
measured using semi-conductor transducers (National
Semiconductor type LM3911 or similar). The trans-
ducers are coupled to amplifiers to give outputs of
lOOmV per K and have been set to within l or 2
hundredths of a K at ice point and at 293.15K.
Digital panelmeters read the top plate temperature
to O.IK and the top-bottom temperature difference
to O'OIK, though the bottom plate temperature var-
ies by ±.04K due to "hunting" of the controller.
Thermocouples have been built into both plates to
provide an independent check on the performance of
the temperature measurement and control circuitry.
Bottom plate cooling is by means of a Komatsu
thermoelectric cooling element, type KSF-2012. Sim-
ple circuitry uses the temperature transducer out-
puts to establish and maintain automatically the
required AT, regardless of top plate temperature
variations.
4. CALIBRATION
Calibration amounts to relating the peak value
of scattered light intensity to the number of drop-
lets in the sample volume at the time at which the
peak occurred. In the present case, a chart record-
er was used to register, simultaneously, variation
in scattered light intensity and the time at which
photographs of the scattering volume were taken
(usually a series of 5-7 frames at l per second).
It was then a simple matter to determine which
frame corresponded most closely in time to the peak
in the scattered light intensity. In this way,
calibration curves were constructed for each super-
saturation in the form of plots relating "film
count (cm-3) ''to "peak reading".
The simple analysis of a thermal gradient cham-
ber discussed by Lala and Jiusto (1977) suggests
the peak value in scattered light intensity is
dependent on supersaturation and droplet concentra-
tion only and, in particular, that the number of
droplets present in the sample volume at the time
the peak is reached is only two-thirds of the
initial nucleus concentration, independent of super-
saturation. Thus our final estimate of CCN concen-
tration is made by multiplying the "film count" by
a factor of 1-5.
Calibration curves used at the workshop were
derived from room air samples by blending varying
amounts of filtered and unfiltered air to obtain a
range of peak readings.
5. REFERENCES
Gagin, A. and B. Terliuc, 1968: Rec_. A_o_., 3,
73-77.
Lala, G.G. and J.E. Jiusto, 1977: J. /ppi. meteor.,
16, 413-418.
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AN AIRBORNE ISOTHERMAL HAZE CHAMBER 
Edward E. Hindman 
Department o f  Atmospheric Science 
Colorado S ta te  U n i v e r s i t y  
F o r t  Co l l i ns ,  Colorado 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Thermal g rad ien t  d i f f u s i o n  c loud chambers 
(TGDCC) are  used t o  determine t h e  concent ra t ions  o f  
c loud  condensation nuc le i  (CCN) w i t h  c r i t i c a l  super- 
sa tu ra t i ons  (Sc)  g rea ter  than o r  equal t o  about 
0.2% (Hoppel and Wojciechowski, 1976). The concen- 
t r a t i o n s  o f  CCN a c t i v e  a t  Sc ,$ 0.2% can be de ter -  
mined using an isothermal haze chamber (IHC) f o l l o w -  
i n g  t h e  work o f  A l o f s  (19781, Hoppel (1979) and 
Hudson (1980). They have shown t h a t  CCN spec t ra  
over a supersa tura t ion  range 0.01 5 Sc 5 1.0% can 
be obtained from simultaneous measurements w i t h  a 
TGDCC and an IHC.  Their instruments are designed 
t o  operate e i t h e r  i n  the  l abo ra to ry  o r  i n  t h e  f i e l d .  
The I H C  discussed i n  t h i s  paper and operated 
a t  t he  CCN Workshop was designed f o r  use i n  a l i g h t  
a i r c r a f t .  It i s  based on the  I H C  design o f  Hudson 
(1980).  The ob jec t i ves  o f  our p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e  
Workshop were t o  ( 1 )  compare the  response o f  t h e  
a i rbo rne  I H C  t o  the  theo re t i ca l  response (based on 
accurate sizes, numbers and composit ions o f  aerosol  
p a r t i c l e s ) ,  ( 2 )  compare the response of t h e  I H C  t o  
t h e  response o f  t h e  la rger  l abo ra to ry  IHC's, and 
( 3 )  compare the  response of t h e  I H C  t o  the  response 
o f  t h e  CSU-Mee TGDCC (Borys, 1980) i n  t h e  reg ion  of 
over lapp ing  supersa tura t ions .  The Mee instrument 
resembles t h a t  cons t ruc ted  by La1 a and J i u s t o  
(1977). 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CHAMBER 
Hudson (1980) p rov ides  a schematic of t h e  I H C  
and t h e  opera t ing  p r i n c i p l e s .  Here we w i l l  p rov ide  
d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  a i rborne  vers ion  o f  Hudson's chamber 
which we have constructed. The l i n e  drawings f o r  
t h e  chamber are g iven i n  F igure  1. The a i r  f l o w  
and water f l o w  through the  chamber are g iven i n  
F igu re  2. 
The supersa tura t ion  range o f  t h e  instrument i s  
determined by the  s i z e  range o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n  drop- 
l e t s  ( i n  e q u i l i b r i u m  a t  100.0% RH) which t h e  ROYCO 
sensor can de tec t .  The e q u i l i b r i u m  d r o p l e t  s i z e  i s  
rol3+...4 I L I u c c u 2- c v  i t s  . C i - i i i L d i  supersa tura t ion  as fo l l ows :  
-6 rlOO = 4.1 x 10 /Sc 
where r i s  i n  cent imeters and Sc i s  i n  percent, 
a f t e r  Lakt ionov (19721, Hoppel and F i t z g e r a l d  
(1977), A l o f s  (1978) and Hudson (1980). The ROYCO 
sensor la tex-sphere  c a l i b r a t i o n  was rev i sed  f o r  wa- 
t e r  d r o p l e t s  by F i t z g e r a l d  (1980, p r i v a t e  communica- 
t i o n )  f o l l o w i n g  Cooke and Kerker (1975); see F igu re  
3. The sensor was ad jus ted  such t h a t  t he  c r i t i c a l  
supersa tura t ion  th resho lds  corresponding t o  the  
d r o p l e t  s i zes  from (1 )  were 0.15%, 0.11%, 0.041%, 
0.027% and 0.016%, respec t i ve l y .  
The ROYCO Model 225 o p t i c a l  p a r t i c l e  counter 
which i s  descr ibed by L iu ,  e t  al. (1974) was used 
t o  s i ze  and count t h e  s o l u t i o n  drops produced i n  
t h e  I H C .  The ins t rument  was operated a t  a 60 s 
sampling i n t e r v a l .  Consequently, i t  took 1 minute 
f o r  a CCN spec t ra  t o  be obtained. 
The maximum f l o w  F t o  permi t  d r o p l e t  e q u i l i b r i -  
um i n  t h e  chamber was est imated f o l l o w i n g  a proced- 
u re  o u t l i n e d  by Hudson (1980). The r e s u l t s  o f  t he  
v a r i a t i o n s  i n  p a r t i c l e  concent ra t ions  as a f u n c t i o n  
o f  F were s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  r e s u l t s  repo r ted  by Hud- 
son. We found t h e  maximum value o f  F should be 
% 35 cm3s-1. Values o f  F g rea te r  than t h i s  value 
would p rov ide  i n s u f f i c i e n t  t ime  f o r  d rop le ts  t o  
reach e q u i l i b r i u m  s i z e  be fore  passing through t h e  
ROYCO sensor. 
The volume sampled f o r  a CCN spec t ra  cor res-  
ponds t o  t h e  f low r a t e  f through t h  sensor m u l t i -  
p l i e d  by t h e  sample pe r iod :  - 1 cm5s-l x 60 s = 
60 cm3. Th is  r e s u l t  i s  v a l i d  because the  main 
f l o w  F i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  p a r t i c l e  f ree.  
There i s  no c o o l i n g  o r  heat ing  requirements 
fo r  t h e  chamber; t h e  chamber i s  i so thermal .  
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The minimum detectable drop size is 0.62 _m
diameter (see Figure 3). This is the minimum size
setting before electronic noise interferes.
3. RESULTS
During Experiments l through 13, the IHC was
operated in the same fashion (f = 1.3 cm3s "l, F =
35 cm3s-l). It was clear from these early experi-
ments that the concentrations of CCN detected by
the airborne IHC were significantly below the con-
centrations detected by the laboratory IHC's (see
the Table). For example, in the Table, the airborne
IHC detected an average of 94 times fewer CCN
active at Sc _ 0.05% than did the laboratory IHC's.
One reason for the CCN concentration differ-
ences between the laboratory and airborne IHC's was
thought to be a malfunctioning CSU ROYCO 225 sen-
sor. The sensor was checked with the York Univer-
sity ROYCO 225 sensor and no significant difference
was found between the dry particle size distribu-
tions measured by the two instruments. Further,
during Experiments 14 and 15, the spare NRL ROYCO
225 sensor was connected to the CSU IHC and the CCN
concentrations continued to be too low. Consequent-
ly, the CSU ROYCO 225 sensor appeared to be operat-
ing normally.
Another reason for the CCN concentration dif-
ferences was thought to be a subsaturated chamber.
Consequently, a humidifier (courtesy of Dr. Fred
Rogers) was placed in the main-flow air line down-
stream of the filters during Experiment 17. The
humidifier remained in the line from Experiment 18
to the end of the Workshop. The results in the
Table show that the humidification reduced the dif-
ferences in concentrations between the lab IHC's
and the airborne IHC. For example, the factor of
94 difference mentioned earlier reduced to a factor
of 7.5 following humidification. The Table pre-
sents a comparison of the results from theory and
from the airborne IHC. Following humidification,
the airborne IHC measured 9.0 times fewer CCN ac-
tive at 0.05% and 7.9 times fewer CCN active at
0.14% than predicted to occur by theory.
Figure 4 illustrates the results obtained from
the simultaneously operating CSU IHC and CSU TGDCC.
Also plotted are the results obtained using mea-
sured particle sizes and the theoretical relation-
ship between the dry (NH4)2 S04 particle size and
its critical supersaturation from Fitzgerald (1973):
1 _ v In-6 Sc-2/3 '_'rd = .... _ ,_ _I
where rd is in centimeters and Sc is in percent.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the results from
the two instruments tracked the theoretical re-
sponse but with concentrations significantly less
than the theoretical response. Further, the super-
saturation ranges of the two instruments did not
overlap because the lowest value of the TGDCC range
was 0.2% as established by Borys (1980) and the
smallest droplet detected by the ROYCO was 0.62 _m
diameter which is equivalent to a St of 0.13%.
Nevertheless, it can be seen the slopes of the
curves in this region approximate the theoretical
slope.
TABLE
Selected CCN Concentration Measurements for Sc _ 0.05 and _ 0.14%
IE
v
z
_e
v
Humidity? Experiment Theory* NRL UMR DRI CSU Theory/CSU Lab IHC's**/CSU
8 300 120 lO0 80 1.5 200 67
No 9 600 270 250 200 5.0 120 I 48351 94
Humidity 10 66 30 17 8 0.09 733 203
II - 90 26 - l.O 58
Humidity
No
Humidity
No
Humidity
19
20
22
23
24
8
9
lO
II
19
20
22
23
24
llO
0.4
5
l
lO
420
8OO
270
I000
140
150
28
400
65 25 4.0
2 2 2 O.l
l l l 1.4
0.5 1 0.5 0.15
5 7 4 4
290 300 240 120
600 850 350 300
240 210 lO0 30
350 460 - 70
I000 350 250
190 140 58 30
I00 lO0 3O 17
17 13 5 2
170 230 70 50
I
28
4
3.6 9.0
6.7 t2.5
3.5 1
2.7 4.1
g.0 I
4.0
4.7
8.8 7.9
14
8.0
II
2O
0.7
4.4
1.3
2.3
2.0
6.1
5.8
2.7
4.3
4.5
5.1
3.1
I
7.5
4.1
' 3.9
* The dry-particle sizes and numbers were known and their S could be calculated using theoretical
relationships developed by Fitzgerald (1973). c
** The Lab IHC value is the average of the NRL, UMR and DRI measurements.
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exists for the largest solution drops to reach
equilibrium. Insufficient growth times cannot ex-
plain the differences between theory and the mea-
surements.
Could the water droplet calibration for the
ROYCO sensor account for the differences between
the theoretical results and the measurements? To
do this, the droplets with diameters indicated to
be 0.62, 0.82 and 2.0 _m, according to the calibra-
tion in Figure 3, would have had to indicate 1.13,
1.64 and 3.56 um, respectively. These latter val-
ues are a dramatic departure from the calibration.
The calibration works adequately with the NRL ROYCO
225 which is connected to their IHC. Consequently,
it is believed the sensor calibration cannot ac-
count for all of the differences between theory and
measurements.
The only particle losses in the system occur
across the limiting-orifice (Figure 2). The losses
were measured to be at most a factor of 1.3. This
loss cannot account for much of the factors of 3.9
and 7.5 reported in the Table.
What is the possibility that droplets entering
the ROYCO sensor at equilibrium size (RH = I00%)
shrink in size by the time they pass through the
optics? It can be seen from Figure l that the
sensor inlet protrudes into the IHC. Therefore,
the time for a particle to travel from the inle_to
the optics is approximately l.l ms (7.9 x lO-_
x 5.1 cm/37 cmJs-l). Since the sheath air enter-
ing the sensor was slightly warmer and dryer than
air entering the sensor from the IHC, conditions
4. DISCUSSION
How subsaturated must the airborne IHC have
been to account for the differences between the
theoretical results and the measurements? From Fig-
ure 4 it can be seen that if the Sc values were
shifted from 0.1% to about 0.05% then the theoreti-
cal results and measurements would be identical.
The rio0 corresponding to these two Sc values are
0.41 _m and 0.82 _m, respectively, using (1). Conse-
quently, we may have been measuring the concen-
trations of droplets with radii _ 0.41 _m at an
unknown RH. The unknown RH can be estimated from a
graphical representation (Figure 5) of the relation-
ship between Sc, reguilibrium and RH (< I00.0%) p o-
vided by Hoppel (1980, private comm_ication)_rAs
can be seen from Figure 5, droplets _ 0.82 um at
I00.0% RH become droplets > 0.41 _m at 99.1% RH.
So, if the chamber achieved only 99.1% RH, this
subsaturation would explain all of the differences
between theory and measurements.
How long a growth time is required for the
largest solution drop measured (rio0 = 2.5 _m) to
closely approximate its equilibrium size? Hoppel
(1980, private communication) has calculated the
growth times to reach the critical radius (rG); rc.
is greater than rioO. The times are ShOWn _n
Figure 6. Interpolating between his worst case
values (condensation coef. = 0.036) the growth time
to reach 2.5 um is about 280 s. The growth time
• J -I
available in the chamber is about 307 s (35 cm s /
126 cm2 x 83 cm). Consequently, sufficient time
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for droplet evaporation were present. Alofs (1978)
calculated effects of droplet shrinkage on Sc for
different droplet residence times. Applying our
l.l ms time to his worst case situation (95% RH in
the optics) it was found that the effect would be
confined to Sc _ 0.1% and at most would change the
inferred Sc of 0.16% to about 0.15%. Consequent-
ly, droplets will not shrink significantly due to
the extremely short residence time.
(Sc _ 0.2%) do not overlap. Nevertheless, the
slopes of the interpolated data between the bounds
agree favorably with the theoretical slopes.
Slight subsaturations in the IHC plus uncertainties
with the sensor calibration are the most probable
causes for the discrepancies between the measured
and predicted CCN concentrations.
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Finally, errors in the theoretically derived
CCN response should be negligible. Gerber, et a_C.
(]977) demonstrated experimentally the soundness of
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The following conclusions can be made based on
the results obtained from the CCN Workshop. The
CCN concentrations measured with the airborne IHC
were lower than theoretically predicted by factors
ranging between 7.9 and 9.0. The CCN concentra-
tions measured with the airborne IHC were lower
than the concentrations measured with the larger
laboratory IHC's by factors ranging between 3.9 and
7.5. The bounds of the supersaturation ranges of
the airborne IHC (Sc _ 0.16%) and the CSU-Mee TGDCC
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE UK METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE 
CCN COUNTER 
M. Ki tchen and E. S t i r l a n d  
Meteorological  O f f i c e  
Brackne l l ,  Un i ted  Kingdom 
The Meteoro log ica l  ,Office CCN Counter i s  a 
mod i f i ed  Mee I n d u s t r i e s  Model 130 CCN Counter 
which was purchased i n  1977. 
1. THE CHAMBER 
The chamber i s  a thermal g rad ien t  d i f f u s i o n  
t ype  w i t h  t h e  upper p l a t e  a t  room temperature and 
t h e  lower p l a t e  thermoe lec t r i ca l  l y  cooled. The 
l i g h t  f rom a 25W p r o j e c t o r  bu lb  i s  focused i n  a 
beam o f  approximate dimensions 1x3 mm i n  the  cen- 
t r a l  p a r t  o f  t h e  chamber. The l i g h t  sca t te red  by 
drops i s  viewed i n  t h e  forward d i r e c t i o n  (40")  by a 
microscope and a s e n s i t i v e  photodetector. 
Experiments have been performed t o  r e l a t e  the 
peak ou tpu t  f rom t h e  photoce l l  w i t h  t h e  maximum 
number o f  drops i n  the  beam recorded photographical-  
l y .  The microscope i s  used t o  check the  c a l i b r a -  
t i o n  a t  l o w  concent ra t ions  o f  CCN. 
2. ANCILLARIES 
M o d i f i c a t i o n s  t o  t h e  o r i g i n a l  Mee design are 
( a )  I n  order t o  reduce the  t i m e  necessary t o  
ob ta in  an a c t i v a t i o n  spectrum, the  thermal capaci ty 
of t h e  c o o l i n g  system has been reduced by mounting 
t h e  the rmoe lec t r i c  coo le r  adjacent t o  the  bottom 
p l a t e .  I n  o rder  t o  reduce t h e  temperature d i f f e r -  
ence between the  p la tes  (AT)  and hence the  supersat- 
u ra t i on ,  t h e  cu r ren t  i s  reversed through the  coo l -  
e r ,  i ns tead  o f  a separate heater being employed. 
as f o l  lows: 
- 
Mee I n d u s t r i e s  Inc. ,  Rosemead, C A  91770 
(b )  The temperature o f  t h e  top  and bottom 
p l a t e s  i s  monitored us ing  p r e c i s i o n  surface mount- 
i n g  the rm is to rs  (YSI 400) bonded d i r e c t l y  t o  t h e  
back o f  t h e  s i n t e r e d  bronze p la te .  Hor izon ta l  
temperature g rad ien ts  across t h e  lower p l a t e  a re  
minimized by p lac ing  a brass disk,  i n t o  which water 
drainage channels have been machined, d i r e c t l y  be- 
low t h e  p l a t e  and on t o p  o f  t h e  P e l t i e r  coo le r .  
( c )  The new c o n t r o l  c i r c u i t s  enable a sam- 
p l i n g  sequence i n  which an a c t i v a t i o n  spectrum con- 
s i s t i n g  o f  CCN measurements a t  a predetermined num- 
ber  o f  supersa tura t ions  and over any des i red  range 
t o  be made. AT i s  stepped up and back down through 
t h i s  range au tomat ica l l y .  There i s  a l so  a c i r c u i t  
which monitors AT and prevents new a i r  samples 
being taken u n t i  1 t h e  des i red  l e v e l  o f  temperature 
s t a b i l i t y  i n  t h e  chamber has been reached A t  
present, t h i s  i s  se t  t o  d (AT) /d t  5 O . O ~ " C S - ~ .  A 
t y p i c a l  p o r t i o n  o f  t h i s  sequence i s  shown i n  F igu re  
2 below. 
( d )  The c h i e f  use o f  t h e  instrument i s  on- 
board t h e  Meteoro log ica l  Research F l i g h t  C-130 a i r -  
c r a f t .  To make t h e  ins t rument  s u i t a b l e  f o r  t h i s  
use, i t  has been repackaged and i s  powered by a 
115V, 400 Hz a i r c r a f t  supply. 
based f i e l d  p ro jec ts ,  da ta  logg ing  i s  performed by 
an HP9830 c a l c u l a t o r .  
For use i n  ground- 
F i w e  1. A view o{ t h e  chamben; .the contno.4 
d e c t m n i u ,  powen 4uppLe4,  e i c .  aRe in a 4 e p a ~ a i e  
box, n o t  4hown). 
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3. PERFORMANCE
From experience in the operation of the modi-
fied Mee counter at the CCN Workshop and during
field projects, it has become clear that there are
a number of deficiencies in the design which have
yet to be corrected.
(a)
a poor
output.
The low intensity light source results in
signal-to-noise ratio in the photodetector
(b) Calibration is difficult because photog-
raphy of the drops growing in the chamber is hinder-
ed by the low illumination.
(c) The high fa]l speed of the drops viewed
through the microscope is evidence of flow inside
the chamber air sample. This raises doubts about
whether a quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium is achiev-
ed.
(d) The sintered bronze plates are difficult
to clean and may be subject to contaminants.
(e) Condensation occasionally occurs on the
chamber windows, reducing the amount of scattered
light focused onto the photodetector.
4. CONCLUSION
The modifications made to the Mee CCN counter
have improved the temperature control and stability
and also reduced the time taken to produce an
activation spectrum. However, measurements of CCN
concentration using this instrument have shown that
its performance is still affected by design defi-
ciencies.
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CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEUS COUNTER BY 
IMPACTOR SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 
Takeshi Ohtake 
Geophysical I n s t i t u t e  
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
U n l i k e  t y p i c a l  CCN counters, t h i s  dev ice 
counts t h e  numbers o f  water d r o p l e t s  condensed on 
aerosol p a r t i c l e s  sampled on a microcover g l a s s  a t  
var ious  d i f f e r e n t  r e l a t i v e  humid i t ies .  The r e l a -  
t i v e  h u m i d i t i e s  ranged from 75% t o  a c a l c u l a t e d  
va lue o f  110%. A schematic o f  t h e  apparatus i s  
shown i n  F i g u r e  1. The i n d i v i d u a l  CCN can be 
i d e n t i f i e d  i n  an o p t i c a l  micrograph and scanning 
e l e c t r o n  micrograph and may be inspected f o r  t h e i r  
chemical composi t ion l a t e r .  
Sampling i s  made by means o f  an impactor and a 
vacuum pump o f  about 3 l i t e r s  o r  l e s s  a i r  volume 
onto  an area o f  3.35 mm by 0.25 mm o f  a microcover 
g l a s s  (0.2 mm t h i c k ) .  Then t h e  cover g lass  i s  
t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  a smal 1 humid i fy ing  chamber where 
temperature i s  c o n t r o l l e d  by a t h e r m o e l e c t r i c  coo l -  
e r  a t  t h e  bottom o f  t h e  chamber. The chamber has a 
c losed g l a s s  top, and t h e  c i r c u l a r  s i d e  w a l l  o f  t h e  
chamber has a b l o t t i n g  paper soaked w i t h  a sa tura t -  
ed aqueous s o l u t i o n  o f  sodium c h l o r i d e ,  g i v i n g  an 
e q u i l i b r i u m  r e l a t i v e  humid i ty  o f  75% i n  t h e  tempera- 
t u r e  range between 20" and 70°C. 
As t h e  cover  g lass  i s  cooled down by apply ing 
a d i r e c t  c u r r e n t  t o  t h e  thermoe lec t r i c  cooler ,  i t  
i s  c h i l l e d  t o  a lower temperature producing a r e l a -  
t i ve humid i ty  o f  100%. A d d i t i o n a l  c u r r e n t  produces 
r e l a t i v e  h u m i d i t i e s  beyond water sa tura t ion .  The 
exac t  s a t u r a t i o n  p o i n t  i s  i d e n t i f i e d  by t h e  observa- 
t i o n  o f  dew on t h e  cover g lass  which was prev ious ly  
coated w i t h  aluminum, us ing  a vacuum evaporat ion t o  
form a m i r r o r .  Simultaneously, t h e  temperature 
d i f f e r e n c e  between t h e  cover g lass  and t h e  a i r  i s  
observed by means o f  a thermojunct ion ar;d a mic rc -  
v o l t  meter from t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  coo l ing ,  
g i v i n g  t h e  "0" reading. 
Humid i ty  va lues are  determined f rom i n t e r p o l a -  
t i o n  and e x t r a p o l a t i o n  o f  t h e  m i c r o v o l t  read ing  a t  
t h e  p o i n t  dew forms. A usual m i c r o v o l t  read ing  a t  
t h e  dew p o i n t  i s  about 150 m i c r o v o l t s  f o r  a 25% 
humid i ty  d i f fe rence.  I n  t h i s  case, every 6 micro-  
v o l t  change i n d i c a t e s  a 1% r e l a t i v e  humid i ty  
change. Consequently, a 12 m i c r o v o l t  read ing  h igh-  
e r  than t h a t  necessary t o  o b t a i n  t h e  dew p o i n t  
g i v e s  a nominal 2% supersaturat ion.  Due t o  var ious  
c o o l i n g  water temperatures, t h e  read ing  a t  t h e  dew 
p o i n t  has been found t o  change s l i g h t l y .  
The water drops condensed a r e  photographed f o r  
count ing  by a P o l a r o i d  micrograph camera o r  a nor-  
mal microscope camera. Since t h e  s izes  o f  t h e  
water drops on a cover g lass  are  l a r g e r  than 5 
microns, t h e  r e s o l  u t i  on o f  an o p t i c a l  microscope i s  
adequate. 
The g r e a t e s t  advantage o f  t h i s  technique i s  t o  
a l l o w  t h e  i n s p e c t i o n  o f  s izes  and chemical composi- 
t i o n  o f  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  n u c l e i  by an e l e c t r o n  micro-  
scope combined w i t h  an X-ray energy spectrometer 
w i t h  a specimen c o o l i n g  dev ice t o  prevent  p o s s i b l e  
heat ing  on v o l a t i l e  n u c l e i .  Such a n a l y s i s  i s  i n  
progress f o r  t h e  aerosols  sampled over t h e  A r c t  c 
Ocean. The second advantage i s  t h a t  t h e  aeroso s 
sampled can be s to red  f o r  a long t i m e  and t h e  r 
condensation a b i l i t y  can be examined l a t e r .  
\\ IMPACTOR 
F LOW M E T E R vAc 
COVER 
GLASS 
C W E R  MICROVOLTMETER G L A S S  
THERMOELECTRIC 
CONDENSER L F N S  F 
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However, as it has probably been seen, this
technique may not give an accurate absolute concen-
tration of cloud nuclei. The poor collection effi-
ciency on the sampler may limit the collection of
aerosol particles smaller than O.l microns diam-
eter, although this may be improved by use of a
better sampling technique (possibly by a micro-
orifice impactor). If the vacuum or air speed at
the nozzle is reduced, small particles will be
missing from the cover glass. Thermal precipitator
will result in the particles being evaporated. Cool-
ing thermal precipitator using liquid nitrogen will
result in frosting on the substrate.
Another problem is the humidity value on a
substrate where the aerosols were sampled. Water
vapor molecules tend to diffuse to the particles
and some condensed water drops will restrict many
adjacent aerosols from condensing to water drops as
pointed out by Lala and Jiu_to (!972) for the case
of ice nucleation. Effective relative humidity on
substrate may therefore never reach water satura-
tion. For CCN counts at room temperatures, humid-
ity reaches saturation values confirming by observa-
tions of visible dew on a very clean mirror.
However, the actual degree of supersaturation may
not exceed by more than 0.1%, even though the
calculated value of supersaturation may be 2%. The
real supersaturation degrees for calculated humid-
ity values remain unknown. In order to break the
microscale boundary layer over hygroscopic parti-
cles, circulation of humidity-controlled air should
be adequate. Preliminary experiments have confirm-
ed this procedure to be successful.
REFERENCES
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DIFFUSION TUBE 
R. Lea i tch  and W . J .  Megaw 
York U n i v e r s i t y  
Downsvi ew, Ontar i  0 ,  Canada 
1. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
The d i f f u s i o n  tube i s  designed t o  operate be- 
low about 0.25% o f  water supersaturat ion.  It i s  
s imply  a long tube l i n e d  on t h e  i n s i d e  w i t h  a damp 
chamois c l o t h ,  and heated i s o t h e r m a l l y  t o  a few 
degrees cent ig rade above t h e  incoming a i r .  
The d i f f u s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  f o r  water vapour i s  
s l i g h t l y  l a r g e r  than t h a t  f o r  heat, making i t  poss i -  
b l e  t o  supersaturate t h e  a i r f l o w .  Th is  i s  t h e  same 
p r i n c i p l e  by which t r a n s i e n t  supersaturat ions may 
occur i n  p a r a l l e l  p l a t e  c loud chambers. Our elemen- 
t a r y  a n a l y s i s  considers on ly  t h e  d i f f u s i o n  o f  vap- 
our  and heat  f rom t h e  w a l l s  i n t o  t h e  moving a i r .  
The d r o p l e t  sampling tube which i n s e r t s  i n t o  
t h e  main d i f f u s i o n  tube draws t h e  c e n t r a l  4 o r  5% 
of t h e  t o t a l  volume f rom t h e  tube. It i s  on ly  
necessary then t o  compute t h e  supersa tura t ion  f o r  
t h e  a i r  stream i n  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  t h e  tube. A 
t y p i c a l  supersa tura t ion  p r o f i l e  i s  shown i n  F igure  
1 ( s o l i d  l i n e ) .  It i s  dependent upon t h e  r e l a t i v e  
humid i ty  and temperature o f  t h e  incoming a i r  and 
t h e  temperature o f  t h e  tube w a l l s .  The abscissa 
represents  t h e  tube l e n g t h  d i v i d e d  by t h e  t o t a l  
f iow r a t e .  The c u t o f f  i s  chusen a t  2.0 t o  permi t  
reasonably i s o k i n e t i c  d r o p l e t  sampling and because 
t h e  r e l a t i v e  humid i ty  i s  reduced t o  n e a r l y  100%. 
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TABLE 1
Royco Channel NaCl (NH4)2S04 Channel
Channel Threshold DIO0 Value DlO0 Value Used Down
No. Dia. (pm) Cr.S.S.(%) Cr.S.S.(%) to S.S.(%)
l 1.25 0.066 0.088 0.08
2 1.5 0.055 0.073 0.07
3 2.0 0.038 0.056 0.05
4 2.5 0.025 0.037 0.035
5 3.0 0.016 0.024 0.02
In order to define a single supersaturation
from this transient, we average the water in excess
of I00% relative humidity over the period from the
point of reaching I00% to Z/flow equal to 2.0.
This we define as the operating supersaturation.
The dashed line in Figure l indicates this average
for this curve. The validity of this approach has
been investigated numerically. A dry salt distribu-
tion was grown along both paths in Figure I. The
resulting distributions are given in Figure 2.
Studies have indicated agreement between droplet
distributions is good below 0.1% supersaturation
and adequate up to 0.2% at least.
The most serious difficulty occurs with the
interpretation of the CCN. Since the available
growth time (about lO-12 seconds) is short, for
small S.S.°s, the droplets are small (I-4 _m dia.)
and confusion may result with inactivated haze drop-
lets, whose DIO0 values are greater than our thres-
hold. During the Workshop, only one channel on our
Royco O.P.C. was used to count the _roplets. The
threshold level was set at 1.5 _m dia.; as a result
some haze particles were counted at supersatura-
tions below about 0.06%. This was noted in Experi-
ment 22 and particularly during our second run in
Experiment 26. We have tried to overcome this by
evaluating the CCN according to Table I. The CCN
are determined from the counts in Channel l down to
an operating supersaturation of about 0.08%. Chan-
nel 2 is then used to 0.07%, etc.
Experiments with monodisperse aerosols gener-
ated with our own classifier have suggested the
following:
I. Very good resolution is possible at low
supersaturations, down to at least 0.05%.
2. Our estimation of the operating supersatu-
ration is high by about 30% of our value.
3. Results for similar conditions are very
reproducible.
The combination of 1 and 3 are encouraging,
but work must be continued to assess the proper
supersaturations. The high values are thought to
be attributable to free convective activity and a
slight temperature gradient between the wall temper-
ature sensor and the actual wet surface. Both are
being investigated. We expect that at higher super-
saturations the free convection will be a greater
problem because of larger temperature gradients in-
volved. This is in agreement with a general de-
crease in accuracy with increasing supersaturation
noted during our classifier experiments. The prob-
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lem may be s_ewhat alleviated by beginning with
higher initial humidity levels.
The computed operating supersaturations for
different wall temperatures and humidity condi-
tions, with an incoming air temperature of 20.0°C,
are plotted in Figure 3. It is quite obvious the
supersaturation is dependent equally upon the ini-
tial relative humidity as well as temperature dif-
ferences between the wall and air. The dependence,
on both parameters, lessens towards the lower super-
saturations thus indicating better accuracy, in
terms of temperature and humidity measurements, for
the small values.
Inc. AIR
T._MPERATURE '
= 20.0 °C
Ytpure ). Opera_Ln 9 4uper_aturation_ aa a _unc_Lon
o_ the temperekare difference be_een the wall and
ambient, f_or di_f_tCerent tncomin_ relative humidiycJ_es.
2. OPERATION
The total flow rate is 2.55 L/m; there are two
input flows. Humidified filtered air is mixed 3 or
4 to l with the air to be measured. A Royco 225
samples about 250 cc/m from the centre of the air
stream (0.2 of the radius). The sampling tube
extends 12 cm into the tube bottom (see Figure 4),
with the remaining flow (about 2.3 L/m) being drawn
out by two tubes at the very bottom. The residence
time in the sampling tube is no more than O.l
seconds.
The relative humidity of the incoming air is
kept between 65 and 80%. The water bath is heated
to about 8 or 9°C above the ambient. Measurements
are taken in between adding cool water to lower the
wall temperature. Initially it was hoped to vary
the incoming humidity while keeping the temperature
gradients constant but we encountered some difficul-
ty with the response time of the humidity sensor to
large changes.
The temperatures are recorded with YSI precis-
ion thermistors (±O.l°C). There are six located
in the tube walls. The measured temperature appears
stable and quite isothermal, The humidity is mea-
sured with dry and wet bulb thermistors. The wet
bulb thermistor is encased in a cotton wick and
thoroughly wetted.
_num tube
2 thermistors
dr a ina
sampling tube
main draw
ROYCO
Figure _. 5chematLc, in _ectton, o_ di_._ion
£ube. Aiumtm_ _ube is about 100 on i.n i_eh,
piasLi_c enhance tube £_ 30 cm lor_9, and _ampZi.n 9
£ubei_ 16.5 cm.
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AN AUTOMATIC LIGHT SCATTERING CCN COUNTER 
G. Garland L a l a  
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center 
S ta te  U n i v e r s i t y  of New York 
Albany, New York 
1. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
The ASRC c loud condensation nucleus counter i s  
a s t a t i c  thermal d i f f u s i o n  chamber which has been 
mod i f ied  t o  i nc lude  an op t i ca l  system f o r  t h e  de ter -  
mina t ion  o f  d r o p l e t  concentrat ion by the  measure- 
ment of sca t te red  l i g h t .  The p r i n c i p l e  o f  opera- 
t i o n  i s  t h e  same as t h a t  descr ibed by La la  and 
Ji  us to  (1977). The determinat ion o f  concent ra t ion  
i s  made by measurement o f  t h e  peak sca t te red  l i g h t  
s igna l  from t h e  c loud o f  growing d rop le ts  which i s  
a f u n c t i o n  of bo th  the d rop le t  concent ra t ion  and 
chamber supersaturat ion.  Because t h e  fo rmat ion  o f  
t h e  peak i s  r e l a t e d  t o  the  r a t e  o f  growth o f  t h e  
d r o p l e t s  and sedimentation, bo th  o f  which are de te r -  
mined by supersaturat ion,  t he  system c a l i b r a t i o n  
can be un ique ly  determined by comparison w i t h  an 
abso lu te  counter such as a s t a t i c  d i f f u s i o n  chamber 
w i t h  a photographic recording system. Th is  ap- 
proach t o  t h e  measurement o f  d r o p l e t  concent ra t ion  
i n  the  c loud  chamber has made poss ib le  t h e  design 
o f  a compact system w i th  l o w  power requirements 
which can be operated au tomat ica l l y  under e lec -  
t r o n i c  c o n t r o l  t o  provide r e a l  t ime measurement o f  
c loud nucleus concentrat ion.  
2. CCN SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
2.1 D i f f u s i o n  Chamber 
The c loud chamber i s  a c y l i n d r i c a l  volume 
bounded by temperature con t ro l  l e d  wet p la tes  a t  t h e  
t o p  and bottom of a c y l i n d r i c a l ,  p l a s t i c  w a l l .  The 
chamber diameter i s  7.6 cm w i t h  a p l a t e  separa t ion  
o f  1.0 cm w i t h  a volume o f  45.6 cm3. 
The temperature o f  t h e  top  and bottom surface 
o f  t h e  chamber i s  measured by means o f  i n teg ra ted  
c i r c u i t  t r a n s i s t o r  thermometers (Analog Devices, 
Inc.  AD5901 which have a h igh  s e n s i t i v i t y  w i t h  exce l -  
l e n t  l i n e a r i t y  and long term s t a b i l i t y .  The sensors 
a re  embedded i n  t h e  center  o f  t h e  aluminum p l a t e s  
approximately 0.1 cm below t h e  surface. The d i f f e r -  
ence i n  the  p l a t e  temperature, as sensed by t h e  t r a n -  
s i s t o r  thermometer, i s  used as t h e  feedback s igna l  
f o r  a c losed loop temperature regu la to r  which main- 
t a i n s  the  temperature d i f f e r e n c e  a t  a f i x e d  r e f e r -  
ence l e v e l  by c o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  cu r ren t  t o  a thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  coo le r  at tached t o  t h e  lower p la te .  Th is  
system has been designed t o  have a long term s t a b i l -  
i t y  o f  +O.O2"C, w h i l e  having t h e  c a p a b i l i t y  o f  r a p i d -  
l y  changing t h e  p l a t e  temperature by heat ing  o r  
c o o l i n g  (8 sec t o  s t a b i l i z e  t o  w i t h i n  ?O.O5"C f o r  
a 1°C change i n  p l a t e  temperature).  
The mois tu re  supply f o r  hcth t h o  tcp  an:! b ~ t t x ,  
surface i s  p rov ided by water sa tura ted  b l o t t e r  pa- 
per. 
insured  by a connect ion t o  an ex terna l  r e s e r v o i r  
through holes i n  t h e  p l a t e  w i t h  c a p i l l a r y  fo rces  
p rov id ing  t h e  f low of water requ i red .  A water supply 
i s  n o t  p rov ided fo r  t h e  lower surface because once 
wet, t h e  normal ope ra t i on  o f  t h e  chamber maintains 
s a t u r a t i o n  of t h e  b l o t t e r  by the  v e r t i c a l  d i f f u s i o n  
of water vapor f rom t h e  upper surface. 
Complete s a t u r a t i o n  o f  t h e  upper surface i s  
2.2 I 1  1 umi n a t i  on System 
The o r i g i n a l  design o f  t h e  system descr ibed by 
La la  and J i u s t o  (1977) used polychromat ic i l l u m i n a -  
t i o n  from a tungsten halogen lamp. A t  t h a t  t ime, i t  
was thought t h a t  broadband i 1 luminat ion  was neces- 
sary t o  i nsu re  t h e  smoothing of t h e  Mie s c a t t e r i n g  
peaks requ i red  t o  produce a sca t te red  l i g h t  s igna l  
which was monoton ica l l y  inc reas ing  w i t h  d r o p l e t  
s ize .  Subsequent c a l c u l a t i o n s  o f  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  o f  
monochromatic l i g h t  has shown t h a t  t h e  angular i n t e -  
g r a t i o n  over t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  volume and c o l l e c t i o n  
aper tu re  p rov ides  s u f f i c i e n t  smoothing o f  t he  scat-  
t e r i n g  peaks. The present design, t a k i n g  advantage 
o f  t h i s ,  uses monochromatic i l l u m i n a t i o n  from an 
i n f r a r e d - e m i t t i n g  diode (General E l e c t r i c  F5D1) w i t h  
a nominal emission wavelength of 880 mm. I n  order t o  
p rov ide  s u f f i c i e n t  i l l u m i n a t i o n ,  t h e  diode i s  operat-  
ed i n  t h e  pulsed mode a t  6.25 kHz. The d i ve rg ing  
i l l u m i n a t i o n  f rom t h e  d iode i s  co l l ima ted  by a sim- 
p l e  lens  t o  fo rm a c y l i n d r i c a l  beam w i t h  a diameter 
o f  0.4 cm. The p r i n c i p a l  advantages o f  using t h e  
i n f r a r e d  d iode a re  t h a t  i t s  emission wavelength mat- 
ches t h e  peak s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  t h e  sca t te red  l i g h t  
de tec tor ,  t h e  power requirements are smal 1 i n  compar- 
i s o n  t o  t h e  tungs ten  lamp, and the  long l i f e t i m e  of 
t h e  diode. 
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2.3 Scattered Light Detection System
The scattered light detection system is identi-
cal to that used in the previous design. A lens
located at a 45 degree scattering angle forms an
image of the cloud on a slit which serves to
eliminate stray light to define the length of the
scattering volume (I.5 cm). Directly behind the
slit is a hybrid photodetector-amplifier (Bell and
Howell 529) which converts the scattered light to a
voltage signal. The low level light signal is ampli-
fied and converted to a D.C. voltage signal by
means of a synchronous detector. The overall sys-
tem gain produces a sensitivity of 500 _v/droplet
at a supersaturation of 0.5%.
2.4 Measurement and Control System
All data handling and timing requirements of
the system are handled by a single board microcompu-
ter (Rockwell International AIM65). Communication
between the computer system and the temperature
control and light scattering system is performed by
analog to digital and digital to analog converters.
By means of this interface, the computer is able to
control all of the system functions, as well as the
processing and display of the data. All user
control of the system is handled through computer
software, making it possible to alter the system
operating parameters without having to configure
new control circuits for special applications. The
use of computer control allows for the optimization
of the overall system performance, as well as com-
plete flexibility in the application of the system
for CCN measurements.
3. SYSTEM OPERATION
A measurement cycle can be initiated either by
the computer or by an input from the operator.
After receiving the start command, the computer
determines the chamber top plate temperature and
calculates the necessary temperature difference re-
quired to produce the desired supersaturation. By
means of the digital to analog converter, the com-
puter establishes the temperature reference and
waits for the actual temperature difference to set-
tle to within ±0.05°C for two seconds before pro-
ceeding. After temperature stabilization, the com-
puter opens the sample valves and purges the cham-
ber by means of a small pump. During the last
second of the six second sample cycle, an average
value of the background signal is determined. The
sample cycle is terminated by stopping the pump and
closing the valve after a one-half second delay.
During the period which follows, the computer con-
tinuously samples the scattered light signal and
waits for the occurrence of a peak defined by the
signal falling below 80% of the highest previous
reading. At this time, the peak value minus the
background signal is converted to a concentration
and displayed along with the chamber operating con-
dition. The complete cycle is completed in 20 to
45 seconds, depending on the supersaturation used.
4. SYSTEM CALIBRATION
The calibration of the system is obtained by
direct comparison with a second thermal gradient
diffusion chamber equipped for photographic record-
ing. The chamber and temperature control system
for the photographic unit are identical to the
automatic system. The illumination for the photo-
graphic system is provided by a lO0 watt mercury
ss(z) - 1.oo
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arc lamp and a large aperture lens system which
forms a rectangular beam with an 0.2 cm by 0.4 cm
cross section. Droplets in the illuminated volume
are photographed at right angles to the beam with a
modified oscilloscope camera.
The calibration procedure consists of taking a
200 liter sample of ambient aerosol which is used
as a source for both systems during simultaneous
measurements. Concentrations are adjusted by dilut-
ing the sample with clean air and repeating the
measurement after stabilization. Figure 1 shows a
plot of the scattered light signal against the
concentration determined by the photographic system
at a supersaturation of I%. This procedure is
repeated at five supersaturations between 0.25% and
I% which is used to determine the system calibra-
tion in terms of concentration and supersaturation.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE NRL ISOTHERMAL HAZE CHAMBER 
Wi l l i am A. Hoppel 
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory 
Wshington, DC 
The background and r a t i o n a l e  f o r  us ing  t h e  
isothermal haze chamber (IHC) concept t o  extend t h e  
range o f  CCN measurements t o  lower supersa tura t ions  
than i s  poss ib le  w i t h  the thermal g rad ien t  d i f f u -  
s ion  chamber i s  g iven  i n  t h e  overview sec t ion .  I n  
t h e  I H C  t he  c r i t i c a l  supersaturat ion i s  i n f e r r e d  
from the  measurement o f  t he  s i ze  o f  p a r t i c l e s  which 
have grown t o  t h e i r  equ i l i b r i um s i ze  a t  exac t l y  
100% RH. Here the  Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) 
isothermal haze chamber w i  11 be described, and the  
reason f o r  i t s  unique design w i l l  be explained. 
There are th ree  major design c o n s t r a i n t s  which 
had t o  be met: 
1. Ca lcu la t i ons  o f  t h e  e q u i l i b r i u m  s i z e  as a 
f u n c t i o n  o f  r e l a t i v e  humidity show t h a t  t he  humid- 
i t y  i n  t h e  I H C  must be w i t h i n  about 0.01% o f  
s a t u r a t i o n  i f  t h e  i n f e r r e d  c r i t i c a l  supersa tura t ion  
i s  no t  t o  be s i g n i f i c a n t l y  i n  e r r o r .  
2. The smal ler  the c r i t i c a l  supersa tura t ion  
o f  t h e  p a r t i c l e ,  t he  l a rge r  i s  i t s  e q u i l i b r i u m  
s ize .  The l a r g e r  i t s  equ i l i b r i um size,  t h e  longer  
i t  takes t o  reach tha t  s ize .  Over 100 sec o f  
growth t ime  i s  needed f o r  a p a r t i c l e  w i t h  a c r i t i -  
ca l  supersa tura t ion  o f  about 0.015% t o  reach 95% o f  
i t s  e q u i l i b r i u m  s i z e  a t  sa tu ra t i on .  Much longer 
t imes are necessary f o r  p a r t i c l e s  w i t h  smal le r  c r i t -  
i c a l  supersa tura t ion .  The second design c r i t e r i a  
was t h a t  t h e  chamber must p rov ide  over 100 sec of 
residence t ime a t  h igh  humidi ty.  It i s  t h i s  l i m i t a -  
t i o n  which places t h e  lower l i m i t  o f  about 0.015% 
on the  c r i t i c a l  supersa tura t ion  o f  our IHC.  
3. The commercial o p t i c a l  counter (RoyCO) 
which was ava i l ab le  has a sample f l o w  r a t e  of 47 cc 
per sec. Our dec i s ion  t o  s t i c k  w i t h  t h e  manufactur- 
e r ' s  f l o w  r a t e  determined t h e  t h i r d  major design 
c o n s t r a i n t  . 
The NRL I H C  has c y l i n d r i c a l  symmetry as i s  
shown schemat ica l l y  i n  F igure  1. The design i s  a 
two-tube design. The sample f i r s t  en ters  a small  
tube l i n e d  w i t h  ceramic sa tura ted  w i t h  water. The 
pressure drop across the  small  i n l e t  o r i f i c e  i s  
l e s s  than a quar te r  o f  an i nch  o f  water and t h i s  
pressure drop i s  used t o  monitor t h e  sample f l o w  
r a t e .  The sample f l o w  r a t e  which i s  about 3 cc per 
sec was r e c a l i b r a t e d  a t  t he  a l t i t u d e  o f  t h e  Work- 
snop p r i o r  t o  i t s  s t a r t .  k i i t e r e d  a i r  en ters  
through f o u r  p o r t s  on t h e  ou ter  c i rcumference o f  a 
h u m i d i f i e r  which cons is t s  o f  passages 'between con- 
c e n t r i c  c y l i n d e r s  l i n e d  w i t h  saturated, sponge- l ike 
ma te r ia l  (see F igu re  1 ) .  The f i l t e r e d  a i r ,  a f t e r  
l eav ing  t h e  humid i f i e r ,  f l ows  downward through the  
annular ceramic- l ined  passage between two tubes and 
forms a sheath f l o w  around t h e  sample f l o w  beyond 
the  p o i n t  where t h e  sample emerges f rom t h e  small  
tube. A t  t he  bottom o f  t h e  I H C  t h e  sample, togeth-  
e r  w i t h  sheath f l o w  (47 cc per sec), en ters  t h e  
o p t i c a l  p a r t i c l e  counter where t h e  humid i f i ed  p a r t i -  
c l e s  are s ized  i n t o  f i v e  s i z e  channels between 
about 0.25 and 3 pm rad ius .  
The d is tance requ i red  f o r  a i r  passing through 
a wet-wal l e d  tube t o  reach sa tu ra t i on  depends on ly  
on t h e  volume f l o w  r a t e  and leng th  o f  tube and no t  
on t h e  rad ius  o f  t h e  tube. The reason f o r  us ing  
the  small tube f o r  i n i t i a l  h u m i d i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  
sample i s  t o  b r i n g  t h e  sample t o  h igh  humid i ty  i n  
t h e  sho r tes t  d is tance possible.  Th is  can best be 
accomplished by keeping t h e  sample f low,  which i s  
very  smal l ,  i s o l a t e d  from the  l a r g e r  sheath f l o w  
u n t i l  bo th  are f u l l y  humid i f ied .  The small  tube i n  
our I H C  i s  45 cm long, has a diameter o f  1.27 cm 
and a volume f l o w  r a t e  of 3 cc per sec. So lu t ions  
t o  t h e  d i f f u s i o n  equat ion  show t h a t  a sample en ter -  
i n g  a t  50% RH i s  w i t h i n  0.004% o f  sa tu ra t i on  by t h e  
t ime  i t  has passed 10 cm down t h e  tube. The r e s i -  
dence t ime  i n  t h e  small  tube i s  about 20 sec. 
When the  sample j o i n s  the  sheath a i r ,  t he re  i s  
an inc rease i n  t h e  c ross-sec t iona l  area o f  about 36 
and an inc rease i n  f l o w  o f  about 15, r e s u l t i n g  i n  a 
n e t  inc rease i n  residence t ime  per  u n i t  l eng th  o f  
2.3. The t o t a l  residence t ime  i n  the  l a rge  tube i s  
about 90 sec, g i v i n g  a t o t a l  residence t ime  f o r  
growth a t  h igh  r e l a t i v e  humid i ty  o f  about 110 sec. 
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The value of the filtered sheath flow is multi-
ple: (a) the filtered sheath flow helps prevent
gravitational fallout by confining the sample to
the central region of the chamber; (b) sheath air
is necessary for dilution. The large number of
small particles which swell to optically detectable
sizes at high humidities will swamp the optical
detection system and cause coincidence counting
problems if the sample is not diluted with sheath
air; and (c) the total air flow required by the
optical particle counter is supplied with the mini-
mum overall length by introducing the humidified
sheath air after the sample has already reached
high humidity.
During a measurement period, the optical coun-
ter was on a one-minute counting cycle controlled
by its internal timer. However, resetting, start-
ing and reading the BCD output was accomplished
with the same HP 9825 computer used to control the
NRL mobility analyzer described elsewhere. During
each size distribution taken with the mobility ana-
lyzer, 12 individual one-minute readings of the NRL
IHC were taken and printed out and, at the end oF
the size distribution, the average of the 12 read-
ings for each size channel was printed out. For
most experiments, it was the average of the 12
one-minute samples that was supplied to the Work-
shop.
The factory calibration of the optical counter
was done with latex spheres which have a much
different index of refraction than does the water
droplets. A size calibration for water droplets
was estimated from the factory calibration and the
work of Cook and Kerker (1975).
It is our opinion that the NRL IHC functioned
well throughout the Workshop with only a minor
problem created by the failure of one of the meter-
ing pumps which wet the ceramic. This failure
required periodic, partial disassembly and manual
wetting on a schedule less frequent than would have
been done if the pump had been functioning.
The absolute accuracy of the measurement is
difficult to assess. The biggest source of possi-
ble error in our system is thought to be the
stability and accuracy of the calibration of the
optical particle size spectrometer.
The largest size channel corresponds to a cri-
tical supersaturation of 0.014%. The growth time
required for particles of this size to reach their
equilibrium size exceeds the llO second residence
time in our IHC. Since the supersaturation spectrum
is always very steep in this region, the contribu-
tion of these larger particles which have not yet
attained their equilibrium size to smaller size
channels is negligible. However, failure of these
particles to reach their equilibrium size could
result in a significant lowering of the count in
the size channel corresponding to the smallest cri-
tical supersaturation.
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MODIFIED MEE INDUSTRIES STATIC THERMAL 
GRADIENT DIFFUSION CLOUD CHAMBER 
Randolph D. Borys 
Department o f  Atmospheric Science 
Colorado S ta te  U n i v e r s i t y  
F o r t  Co l l i ns ,  Colorado 
1. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
The purpose o f  at tending t h e  CCN Workshop was 
t o  c a l i b r a t e  and determine t h e  usable opera t ing  
range o f  t h e  c loud chamber. The instrument cons is t -  
ed o f  a Mee Model 130 Cloud Condensation Nucleus 
Counter ( S e r i a l  #3). The o r i g i n a l  o p t i c a l  bench, 
l i g h t  source, and de tec t ion  components were removed 
and replaced w i t h  a simple l a s e r  i l l u m i n a t i o n -  
photographic count ing system. The purpose o f  t h e  
m o d i f i c a t i o n  was t o  permit d i s c r e t e  d r o p l e t  count- 
i n g  r a t h e r  than t h e  o r i g i n a l  method o f  sca t te red  
l i g h t  de tec t i on  and t o  extend t h e  minimum concentra- 
t i o n  de tec t i on  l i m i t  t o  approximately 10/cm3 f o r  
use i n  remote areas where aerosol  concent ra t ions  
were expected t o  be low. The system cons is ted  o f  a 
5 mw HeNe lase r  w i t h  an opera t ing  wavelength o f  
0.65 microns. The laser  beam was inc iden t  t o  the  
camera f i e l d  o f  view a t  a 40" angle, t he  same angle 
used i n  the  o r i g i n a l  instrument con f igu ra t i on  u t i l -  
i z i n g  a photo diode as a sca t te red  l i g h t  de tec tor .  
I n  bo th  arrangements, the de tec tor ,  i n  t h i s  case 
t h e  camera, sensed the  forward sca t te red  l i g h t  a t  
t h e  given angle from the center o f  t h e  p a r a l l e l  
p l a t e  thermal g rad ien t  d i f f u s i o n  chamber. The f i l m  
used was Kodak 2475 recording f i l m  developed a t  
3000 ASA. Photographs were made a t  1/2 second 
exposure through a microscope attachment t o  the  
chamber producing a magn i f i ca t ion  o f  3.47 x on the  
f i l m  negat ive.  The observed volume was 0.011 cm3. 
Temperature and A T  were c o n t r o l l e d  by thermoelec- 
t r i c  coo l i ng  o f  t h e  bottom p l a t e  w i t h  the  upper 
p l a t e  a t  ambient temperature. 
The opera t ion  procedure cons is t s  o f  f l u s h i n g  
t h e  chamber f o r  10 seconds a t  a sample f l o w  r a t e  o f  
4 l i t e r s  per minute. An observa t ion  i s  then made 
through t h e  eyepiece t o  determine t h e  t ime  requ i red  
f o r  maximum d r o p l e t  number concent ra t ion  t o  occur. 
Th is  t ime i s  then used f o r  subsequent measurements 
a t  t h e  same se lec ted  chamber cond i t ions .  One t o  30 
exposures are made on each frame t o  ob ta in  50-100 
d r o p l e t  images per  frame, depending upon t h e  CCN 
concent ra t ion .  Th is  produces u n c e r t a i n t i e s  of 10- 
15% i n  t h e  CCN concent ra t ion  determinat ion.  A t  t h e  
upper l i m i t  o f  30 exposures used, concent ra t ions  of 
10 cm-3 can be determined w i t h  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  o f  
50%. The t ime  t o  determine a f o u r - p o i n t  CCN spec- 
t rum o f  low concent ra t ions  (<500 cm-3 a t  0.5% S S )  
i s  90 minutes. A t  h igh  concent ra t ions  t h e  t ime  
reduces t o  about 30 minutes. Since t h e  d r o p l e t  
count ing  i s  f rom images o f  d rop le ts  on f i l m ,  t h e  
minimum detec tab le  concent ra t ion  and unce r ta in t y  
can be se lec ted  by the  operator w i t h  t h e  subsequent 
loss or  ga in  o f  t ime  reso lu t i on .  The instrument i n  
i t s  present form can on ly  be operated manually. 
2. RESULTS OF THE WORKSHOP 
The experiments performed a t  t he  Workshop were 
undertaken t o  con f i rm  t h e  ca l cu la ted  sample volume, 
determine the  usable range o f  supersaturat ion,  and 
minimum detec tab le  s ize.  
Problems w i t h  chamber leaks were discovered 
f o r  the  experiments 0-10. Hence t h e  da ta  from 
these experiments cannot be used f o r  comparison. 
Comparison o f  abso lu te  CCN concent ra t ions  w i t h  o th -  
e r  s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t  continuous f l o w  d i f f u s i o n  cham- 
bers  a t  supersa tura t ions  near 1% ind i ca ted  t h a t  t h e  
volume used produced CCN concent ra t ions  we1 1 w i t h i n  
t h e  range o f  CCN concent ra t ions  determined a t  t h e  
Workshop. Th is  agreement i s  i n t e r p r e t e d  t o  mean 
t h e  sample volume was co r rec t .  D i r e c t  measurements 
o f  t h e  beam geometry done i n  t h e  l abo ra to ry  i n d i -  
ca ted  a f a c t o r  o f  4-5 e r r o r .  Th i s  e r r o r  i s  appar- 
e n t l y  due t o  t h e  l a r g e r  apparent v i s i b l e  beam diam- 
e t e r  versus t h e  ac tua l  usable beam diameter given 
t h e  d r o p l e t  i l l u m i n a t i o n ,  chamber o p t i c a l  geometry, 
microscope o p t i c s  and f i l m  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  It i s  
t h e r e f o r e  suggested t h a t  t h e  on ly  way i n  which t h e  
sample volume should be determined i s  by experimen- 
t a t i o n  w i t h  known d r o p l e t  s izes  and numbers v i a  
known aerosol  genera t ion  and sampling. 
By comparison o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  from experiments 
19 and 15, i t  was determined t h a t  t h e  minimum 
usable supersa tura t ion  f o r  t h i s  chamber was between 
0.09% and 0.22%, respec t i ve l y .  By us ing  t h e  d r y  
aerosol  da ta  from experiments 15, 18, 19 and 20, 
and t h e  number o f  d r o p l e t s  detected a t  i n d i c a t e d  
supersa tura t ion  o f  0.1%, t h e  minimum supersatura- 
t i o n  t h e  ins t rument  was ab le  t o  achieve was O . l l % ,  
0.17%, 0.09%, and 0.19%, respec t i ve l y .  Therefore, 
0.20% was determined as the  lowest usable supersatu- 
r a t i o n .  
A minimum detec tab le  s i z e  o f  about one micron 
r a d i u s  was determined, based upon the  smal l e s t  ob- 
served image on t h e  f i l m ,  t h e  known magn i f i ca t i on  
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of the imagebythe microscopeattachment,andthe
artificial enlargingof the imagebydiffraction ofthe relatively longwavelengthmonochromaticlight
throughthe small diameterlensesof the micro-
scope. This agreesroughlywith a dropletsizeof0.7 micronsradius at whichthe maximumin light
scattering efficiency occurs for the wavelength
light used.
Thechamberresponseto knownaerosolat dif-ferent supersaturationscomparedfavorablyto the-
ory, both in the predictedslopefor polydisperse
aerosolandthedeterminationof thecritical super-
saturation for monodisperseaerosol. However,
there appearsto besometendencyto undercounta
mid-rangesupersaturationsgivingananomalouscon-
caveupwardappearanceto thecurvefor somexperi-
ments,but not all. Thecauseof this effect is
unknown.Furthertestingwill berequiredto look
morecloselyat this effect.
TABLEI. INSTRUMENTPARAMETERS
Detection System:
Laser light source
Photographic counting
Minimum detection size
Sampling:
Flow rate
Sample volume
Time for spectra
(4 pts)
Chamber Specifications:
Aspect ratio
Temperature control
Usable supersatura-
tion range
5 milliwatt
0.65 micron wavelength
2475 recording film
ASA 3000
_l _m radius
4 Ipm for lO sec
O.Oll cm 3
30-90 min
4.6:1
Thermoelectric cooling
of lower plate
0.2 - 2.0%
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SIMULTANEOUSOPERATIONOFTHREECCNCOUNTERS
ANDANISOTHERMALHAZECHAMBERATTHE
1980INTERNATIONALCCNWORKSHOP
JamesG.Hudson,C.F.Rogers,andG.Keyser
DesertResearchInstitute
Universityof NevadaSystem
Reno,Nevada
I. INTRODUCTION
TheDesertResearchInstitute (DRI)operatedfour devicesfor the detectionandcharacterization
of cloudcondensationnuclei (CCN)andfog conden-
sation nuclei (FCN)duringthe InternationalCCN
Workshop,Reno,Nevada,October6-17, 1980. In
chronologicalorderof development,the CCNdevices
aretheconventionalcontinuous-flowdiffusioncham-
ber (CFD),the rapid-cycleCCNspectrometer,and
the instantaneousCCNspectrometer.TheFCNdetec-
tion deviceis an isothermalhazechamber(IHC).Thesefour instrumentswill be discussedin se-
quence,andgeneralcommentson their performance
at theWorkshopwill begiven.
2. CONVENTIONALCONTINUOUS-FLOWDI FUSIONCHAMBER
2.1 Instrument Description
One of the DRI Continuous Flow Diffusion (CFD)
Chambers (Hudson and Squires, 1973, 1976) was used
in this Workshop. Since this instrument is largely
unchanged since 1976, only the more important fea-
tures will be described here, along with the values
of some of the operating parameters used during the
Workshop.
The CFD was operated in the vertical mode;
that is, the parallel plates were vertical although
the sample traveled in a horizontal direction. The
plate separation was 1.3 cm while the width of the
plates (this is actually a vertical distance when
the chamber is operated in the vertical mode) is 30
cm. The sample enters the working volume of the
chamber through a slit in a transverse tube which
is at one end of the chamber midway between the
plates. It is confined to a l mm thick zone about
the central plane by the two particle-free air
flows which go around each plate. The sample slit
is about one-third of the chamber width so that in
the other dimension, the sample comes no closer
than lO cm from the "side" walls of the chamber.
This allows a minimum aspect ratio of 8. The
length of the plates is 40 cm which is the total
distance the sample travels through the instrument
while the length of the wet paper on the cold plate
is 38 cm which allows a 2 cm dry space for the
sample after its introduction. The wet paper on
the warm plate does not begin for another lO cm as
it is 28 cm long.
2.2 Operation
The main flow of particle-free air enters the
chamber at two ports on the backsides of the diffu-
sion plates. These flows then pass over the plates
and then turn 180 ° at their ends where these two
flows merge with each other and with the sample
flow. By this time, the air should have attained a
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reasonably complete temperature equilibrium with
each plate. The total flow of air then moves
between the plates to the end of the chamber where
all of the air is pulled through an optical parti-
cle cnunter (OPC). It is actually the pump in the
OPC which produces the air flow through the chamber
and the slight underpressure (_8" of H20) within the
chamber. A valve on the flowmeter which measures
the main flow, F, can be adjusted to change F
which, during the Workshop, varied from 20 to 58
cm3/sec. Thus the velocity in the central plane of
the chamber was v = 3/2 F/A, where A = 39 cm 2 is
the cross-sectional area. Thus, v ranged from 0.77
to 2.23 cm3/sec so that the time which the sample
spent in the supersaturated volume of the chamber
varied between approximately 12 and 36 seconds.
The lower flow rates (longer times) were generally
used for the lower supersaturations where longer
growth times are necessary while faster flows or
shorter times were used for the higher supersatura-
tions where fallout could be a problem.
The sample flow rate is controlled by a glass
capillary tube which restricts the flow to specific
values depending on the pressure difference across
the tube. The rate of flow through a given capil-
lary _as calibrated for the pressure differences to
be used while it is in operation. For most of the
Workshop experiments, the sample flow rate was
about 0.6 cm3sec -1 although it varied from 0.I
cm3sec -! to l cm3sec -! during the course of the
Workshop.
Supersaturations in this chamber during the
Workshop ranged from 0.02% to 1.5%. Although super-
saturations below 0.1% are normally beyond the use-
ful range of the instrument, certain monodisperse
aerosols may yield useful results at such low super-
saturations. The time required to complete a spec-
trum depends on how many supersaturations are used.
Although a smaller number of steps generally re-
quires less time, if more steps are used, the time
required to change plate temperatures is reduced
since the steps are smaller. Typically, it takes
at least five minutes to change plate temperatures
and at least three minutes to acquire useful data
at a given supersaturation.
The drops exit the chamber along with the
total air flow. All of this passes through the
active volume of the Royco 225 optical particle
counter (OPC). In this instrument, the drops (or
particles) are counted individually as they scatter
light when they pass through an incandescent light
beam. The scattered light is gathered by a PM tube
which produces a signal which is roughly proportion-
al to the amount of light scattered which is some-
what proportional to the particle size. Since the
light beam is larger than the cross-sectional area
of the particle stream, all particles which enter
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Fi_e 1. Ptuat_icai 5ch_Jnatic of- the Rapid C_.cie EC.N 5peclrornet_r.
I. Carrier _iow _ntrance
2. Entrance manifold
3. Cold plate wic_tn 9 surface
#. Di_uAer screen
5. Cold thermal plate
6. Sample t_ec_ion tube
Di_ension_ :
the OPC scatter light. The chances of more than
one particle being within the beam simultaneously
are insignificant unless the OPC count is more than
lO0,O00/min so the drops are usually counted and
sized individually. When count rates were higher
than this, lower sample flows were used.
The plate temperatures are controlled by circu-
lating fluid from constant temperature baths.
Plate temperatures are monitored by stainless steel
thermisters which are imbedded in the plates just
below the wet filter paper on its surface.
This instrument participated in and yielded
valid data for all of the Workshop experiments.
3. RAPID CYCLE CCN SPECTROMETER
7. _armthe4mai plate
8. Wain plate wic_in 9 surface
9. Exhaust mantfold
10. Op2J_cal particle counter
11. 5hea__h t_ow enYcaance
12. (]'PCp_pchozz_t
This instrument was built as a prototype for
the NASA low gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Labo-
ratory (ACPL). Rapid changes in supersaturation are
accomplished by injecting a surge of fluid into the
temperature-controlled plates. This displacing
fluid is at a temperature different from the origin-
al plate temperatures. Thus the change in tempera-
ture of the plates is accomplished by proper mixing
of an appropriate amount of fluid from a reservoir
at an extreme temperature. A hot and a cold reser-
voir are on hand for this purpose. Microprocessor
control is used to inject the fluid into the plates
so that a smooth cycle of supersaturations can be
obtained. Thus four or five supersaturations can
L = #0.05 on
LI = 10 on
W.i.d;Lh= 29 cm
Plate spacin 9 = 1.6 cm
be examined within a period of 5 to I0 minutes,
depending upon the desired accuracy and the parti-
cle concentration. This same period of time is
required just to make one change in supersaturation
with the conventional CFD's.
Figure l is a schematic diagram of the rapid
cycle CCN spectrometer. It is quite similar even
in dimensions to the earlier versions of the CFD's.
A notable exception to this is the elimination of
the flow around the back sides of each plate. In
this version, the carrier flow enters the chamber
at the opposite end of the chamber from the optical
bench (Royco 225) unlike the previous CFD's, where
the carrier flow entered at the optical bench end
of the chamber behind both plates only to flow
toward the other end of the chamber around the
plates and back between the plates. The laminar
flow so accomplished is obtained in the spectromet-
er by the use of a diffuser screen. A stainless
steel wicking surface is used instead of filter
paper as the wet surface on the inside of the
plates.
A hypothetical experiment is shown in Figure
2. Each supersaturation can be maintained as long
as desired; each subsequent supersaturation can be
established and stable within about 30 seconds.
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Each thermal plate is accurately controlled in
temperature such that the temperature difference
between the two plates is stable and known to
#-
_TABILIZATION
PERIOD
WARM PLATE TEMPERATURE
"LWAIT"
MEAN TEMPERATURE
t
T STEP
"LWAIT"-_f_Z_
Tw
TM
F"
COLD PLATE TEMPERATURE
t sT STEP T
¢ c
FZpure 2. Temperature control o_ the thermal plate_ c_ the rapid c_cia CCN _pec_roma_er t_ programmed
to _oiiow the _a_uance _ho_n b_Zow.
Evan_ Sequence=
1. 5tab£1isatton: _15-20 rain ia required to al-
low the &-O to become equilibrated at the int-
_Lai tempera_zre aa_tLn9_.
2. "L_AJT" Pe_Lod: The axperiman_ ta initiated by
a manual command at the atart o_ "LWAJT". Thi.J
period i_ ion 9 enouph to allow _u_tcienk _ime
_or coun;LLn9 par_Lcle_ in the OPC.
3. "TSTEP": Coun_-n 9 _tops at the end o,C ,the
"LI,PAJT" period. TSTEP i_ a temp. parameter
required _or reachin 9 the next _uper_aturakion
ieve_ in the expenimenk protocol. The computer
control _ervo_ around the value Tw defined by
thi_ variable. Time required _or _]_L_ _tep t_
_2-5 sac.
"PAUS£": Aiiowo time _or _Wtem to _tabi,,LLSe
at new temp. _e_CLng_. Thi_ has been a period
of- "_)0 sac tn pr_liminar_ e penimen_. The end
of- "PAUSE" LniYctata._another "Z#YAJT" pe_Lod at
a new _uper_a_urakion. The instrument conttn-
ue_ to sequence until AT reaches a prede_temnin-
ad minimum.
within about ±O.OI°C for each supersaturation.
Figure 3 is a schematic of the hydraulic circuit
for the warm thermal plate. A centrifugal pump
circulates water through the thermal plate and a
housing containing four electrically resistive immer-
sion heaters in a coolant flow of about 60 cm3/sec
The coolant is also circulated over a small glass
bead thermistor just downstream of the pump; this
method of temperature measurement provides an accur-
ate estimate of the average temperature because of
the thorough mixing present at the pump exit. The
thermal plate consists of a covered channeled metal
surface with large distribution manifolds at both
ends. The large manifolds assure that flow through
each of the 18 water channels is uniform. Placing
the exit and entrance ports on the same side of the
thermal plate assures kinematic mixing of the water
in the primary circuit. The time require for a
parcel of water to flow completely around the pri-
mary circuit is one to two seconds.
Temperature control is provided by a secondary
hydraulic circuit consisting of a thermoelectric
module (TEM) powered "cold source" heat exchanger
aqd a small gear pump. Since this is a close_
hydraulic system, operation of the gear pump (trick-
le pump) displaces cold water into the primary
circuit and returns warmer water to the cold source
heat exchanger. By correctly metering the proper
water flow, any equilibrium temperature of the ther-
mal plate above the cold source temperature can be
maintained. Very fine temperature control can be
achieved by metering slightly more cold water than
is required (slightly overcooling the primary cir-
cuit) and adding electrical energy with the use of
the immersion heater. Both immersion heater output
and flow of water through the trickle pump are
under servo control of the control computer.
A second pump is included in the secondary
hydraulic circuit in order to provide rapid changes
of thermal plate temperature during the "TSTEP"
period shown in Figure 2. The surge pump is oper-
ated full on for a period ranging from about l to 7
seconds, depending upon the magnitude of the de-
sired temperature decrease in the warm plate. A
relatively large parcel of cold water fs displaced
into the primary circuit during this period, caus-
ing a rapid drop in temperature. A period of about
lO-30seconds is required for temperature equilibri-
um. The surge pump is not used again until another
change in plate temperature is desired. The hydrau-
lic circuit for the cold plate is similar to that
described above except that the surge pump for the
cold plate is attached to a separate TEM-powered
heat exchanger (Hot Source), controlling the tem-
perature of the water abov_ the mean temperature of
the experiment. Operation of the surge pump for the
cold circuit raises the temperature of the cold
plate, such that the temperature difference between
the plates is reduced in steps as the experiment
progresses.
The AT measurement is accomplished with the
use of a ten-element thermopile mounted on the back
surface of each thermal plate. The thermocouple
junctions are chromel-constantan and are potted in
good thermal contact with an aluminum-base with
thermally conductive epoxy. The thermopile is as-
sembled in the form of a yoke; the thin thermo-
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Figure 3. Schematic repre_enta_on o_ hgdraultc
circudA or the rapid c_cie CCN _pec_rome_er.
I. The_ prate
2. Thermistor
3. Cen_rt_u_at pump
4. Servo heater
5. T,'d-chd_e purap
6. Surge pump
7. Coid _ource heat exchanger
8. FhermoelecZrLc moduie
g. _ater _ache_
10. ffJa.Jte heat radiator
11. fan
couple leads are sandwiched between two layers of
grounded copper foil tape for support and electri-
cal shielding. The entire bundle is mounted on a
thin (0.04 cm x 2.5 cm) strip of fiberglass that
forms a yoke around the two thermal plates. The
base of the yoke mounts on the thermopile amplifi-
er, located at the bottom edge of the CFD chamber,
reducing the lead length of the thermocouples to a
minimum. The resolution of measurement is 0.0024°C.
Carrier flow and sample flow rates are similar
to those used in the earlier model CFD's. The high
degree of precision and accuracy achieved with the
earlier models is preserved in the spectrometer.
In fact, the increased temperature uniformity and
measurement sensitivity allows for increased accur-
acy. Moreover, this accuracy holds true during the
supersaturation cycles of the spectrometer. Thus,
the entire spectrum can be monitored with precision
and accuracy limited primarily by statistics.
Figure 4 displays an example of an F-plateau
in the rapid cycle CCN spectrometer. This shows
that the nucleus concentration is independent of
the time the sample is exposed to the supersatu-
ration. Thus all particles are allowed to activate
but not fall out. This is more fully explained in
Hudson and Squires (1976). Figure 4 also displays
a comparison in particle concentration between the
rapid cycle spectrometer and the earlier model
CFD's. Agreement was within 3% which is about the
same as the experimental uncertainty.
+
+ 4- -I-
' _o ' _ ' " ' _ ' "
cm3 141c-I
Figure 4. Rala:tive concentration of- COV detected
b_  she rapid c_cie spectrometer v_. carr/er (main)
Flow through the chamber. Here the count t_ noamai-
tsed to the deduced concenvtratton in a convenytionai
CFD operatin9 .Jide-b_z-_tde. The _uper.Jcvt_ura;CLoni
both instrumenAs u)a_ f.d_xedat O.80%.
The rapid cycle CCN spectrometer operated very
well during the International Workshop; during many
of the experiments, it was actually operating under
computer control with no operator present. There
were three problems, two of which were instrument-
related, and a third which may be classified as
operator error. First, the chamber had been newly
cleaned and reassembled at the time of the Work-
shop, and was op_rating with a background count of
order I0-20 cm-3 (at I% supersaturation). This
count is about an order of magnitude higher than
the normal background for this device; after the
Workshop it was found to be entirely due to a
slightly loose fitting on the carrier flow inlet.
Second, the losses of CCN in the sample inlet
system were higher than designed for, due in large
part to the presence of charged aerosols in many of
the experiments. This problem is discussed in
greater detail by Hudson and Alofs in a companion
paper discussing CFD design and performance. Fin-
ally, due both to occasional, necessary operator
absences and operator unfamiliarity with CFD opera-
tion at low supersaturations, the main, carrier air
flow was not always adjusted properly as the micro-
processor stepped the chamber through its range of
supersaturations. The result generally manifested
itself in a tendency to undercount.
4. INSTANTANEOUS SPECTROMETER
4.1 Equipment Description
This instrument was built along the same lines
as the DRI continuous flow diffusion (CFD) chamber
(Hudson and Squires, 1976). The most important
feature of this instrument is that it uses the
sizes of the drops detected by the optical counter
to deduce the critical supersaturations of the nu-
clei. Since several size thresholds can be used,
this allows the possibility of simultanously deter-
mining the number, N, vs. critical supersaturation
Sc, for several Sc's. This is difficult in a
conventional CFD where the drops usually achieve a
nearly monodisperse size distribution regardless of
the range of Sc'S in the sample aerosol (Hudson,
1976).
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4.2 Theory of Operation
The instantaneous spectrometer, however, con-
tains three supersaturation steps which disperse
the drop spectrum over a wider size range. This
range is further widened since the sample is expos-
ed to these supersaturations in ascending order.
The device, which is shown in Figure 5, is a series
of three CFD's inside one chamber. It contains a
sequence of three pairs of temperature controlled
plates so that a sample aerosol can be exposed to
three separate supersaturations (Sl, S2, $3). This
means that in the first zone only the largest
nuclei become activated drops. That is, only those
nuclei with Sc'S below Sl grow into droplets while
the remaining nuclei remain as unactivated haze
drops. After being exposed to this constant super-
saturation, these drops approach a monodisperse dis-
tribution.
CK_ "_ _ _ t__"_I_I _ ,_
®
Figure 5. Schematic of the tnstanZaneous CCN spec-
£rometar.
8.# cm (1_ supersaturation £one- 31, T3,
TO); L 5 -- 12 cm (2nd super_cu_ro_ALon ozone - 52,
T2, TS); L6 = 8 cm (3rd super_a_U_Lon £ona - 53,
rl, r6J.
5up_rsa_ura_ton: 51<52<53
Plata Tamp= TI<T2<T3<T#<Ts<T 6
(1) Carrier _iow entrance; (2) DtfDJ_ar _craan; (3)
5empia in_actton tube; (#) Cold plata wtcktn 9 _ur-
_ace; (5) Warm plate wtc_tn 9 _ur_ace; (6) Ftrs_
warm section, T#; (7) Ftr_ cold section, T3;
(8) S_cond u_cuunsecJ_Lon, [5; (9) 5econ_ co_d Mac-
_Lon, T2; (I0) Third wcu_n _ecY_Lon, [6; (11) Third
cold sac_Lon, T1; (12) Tempera/cure ba/cha_ T#; (13)
Temperature ba_h at T3; (1_) Temperature ba_h a_
TS; (15) Temperature baf_h at T2; (16) Te_para-
_J_re bath a_ T6; (17) Temperature bath a_ T1; (18)
£xhau_t _o OPC.
In the next zone nuclei with S]<Sc<S 2 become
activated and grow into cloud droplets with similar
sizes. In the meantime the drops which were al-
ready activated in the first zone grow even larger
in the second zone. In fact, their growth rate is
speeded up due to the higher driving supersatura-
tion in zone two. Thus, the nuclei with Sc<Sl grow
even larger and somewhat more monodisperse and at
the end of the second zone a bimodal drop distribu-
tion should result. Finally, the third zone acti-
vates the smallest nuclei (largest Sc) with S2<Sc<
S3 and a trimodal distribution should result.
The most significant result is not the trimod-
al distribution but the fact that the drop size
spectrum has a wider spread than it has in a CFD.
In the spectrometer the drop concentration is less
sensitive to drop size and it is easier to discrimi-
nate nucleus Sc's based on drop sizes. Therefore,
a small change in the drop size thresholds results
in a smaller change in apparent concentration than
would be the case with the monodisperse distribu-
tion in a CFD. Thus it is much more feasible to
relate drop sizes to Sc and to establish size
thresholds which correspond to certain Sc's. If
there were no other factors than Sc affecting drop
size, then a trimodal drop distribution with clear
separations between modes would always result. In
that case, size discrimination could be made bet-
ween the modes an_ a definite N vs. Sc spectrum
could be made which would correspond to the three
supersaturations used in the chamber. In such a
case, a cumulative distribution would have three
plateaus where the number concentration would be
constant over a range of sizes. In the CFD there
is one drop size plateau which ensures that all
nuclei are activated but that none fall to the
floor so that a direct determination of N vs. Sc can
be made with Sc being the applied supersaturation in
the chamber. There are some situations when the
instantaneous spectrometer has three drop size pla-
teaus which then allow direct determinations of N
vs. Sc for the three Sc's. However, in most situa-
tions the modes are not completely separated (Fig.
6) and instead of plateaus in the cumulative distri-
bution, we find decreases in the slope of N vs. r
(Fig. 7). Although this is a much better situation
than in the CFD, the lack of a plateau limits the
accuracy of direct measurements of N vs. Sc.
Accuracy can be increased by setting the voltage
thresholds so that the number concentration in the
spectrometer matches that in a CFD monitoring the
same sample at a specific supersaturation.
INSTANTANEOUSSPECTROMETER
NUMBER VS SIZE
SUPERSATURATIONS
0.93% 0.60% 0?-3%
Ftgura 6. Relative number o_ drops vs. relative
stSas (voX_apes) _or £he instantaneous _pectromayt-
ar. No£a _ha_ this is a di_arentia_ and not a
cumulaZiva pioZ.
Although this can also be done with two CFD's
(Hudson, 1976) (where one of the CFD's takes the
role of the spectrometer and the other one is used
to calibrate the first CFD), the process works much
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better with the instantaneous spectrometer where
there is nearly a constant concentration over some
parts of the size range. This considerably reduces
the requirement for stability of the various operat-
ing parameters. With the instantaneous spectromet-
er it has been possible to keep the operating
parameters constant enough that voltage settings
can be Used for many days or weeks with continued
good accuracy.
4.3 Description
Figure 5 shows most of the dimensions of the
instantaneous spectrometer. The plates are separat-
ed by 1.6 cm while the plate width is 29 cm. This
chamber was also operated with the plates vertical
and sample moving horizontally. The main flow
through the chamber Was 50 cm3 sec-l throughout
the Workshop. This resulted in a particle velocity
of v = 1.62 cm sec-l so that the sample spent
about 31 sec in the chamber; 18.6 sec at Sl, 7.4
sec at S2, and 5 sec at S3.
As with the DRI CFD, a Royco 225 optical
particle counter is used as the detecting device
for the instantaneous spectrometer. In addition a
512 channel analyzer (MCA) (Northern Scientific,
Inc.) is also interfaced to the Royco to increase
particle size resolution so that greater detail in
the concentration vs. size spectrum can be display-
ed.
The plate temperatures were roughly the same
for the entire Workshop so that the supersatura-
tions were nearly constant at Sl = 0.30%, S2 = 0.55%
and S3 = 0.90%. The droplet size thresholds were
set by matching the number concentrations in the
instantaneous spectrometer with the concentrations
measured with the CFD set at the three different
plate temperatures in the instantaneous device. The
largest drops corresponded with the lowest super-
saturations, etc. All of the drops which could be
detected down to the smallest sizes (_0.2 _m radius
water drops) corresponded to the number of CCN
active at the highest supersaturation in the spec-
trometer.
Channel 2 was set for about 1.42 um radius
water drops while Channel 3 was set for 1.75 _m
radius water drops. A slight number vs. drop size
plateau was observed here and the concentration of
CCN in the CFD at 0.55% supersaturation (which was
S2 in the spectrometer) was found to be always less
than the number of drops in Channel 2 but more than
that found in Channel 3 of the instantaneous spec-
trometer. This meant that nuclei with Sc of 0.55%
produced drops within the size range of 1.42 _m and
1.75 _m radius in that particular configuration of
the instantaneous spectrometer. Thus, the average
of Channels 2 and 3 were used to deduce the number
of CCN active at 0.55% in the spectrometer. Chan-
nel 4 was set at 2.77 pm radius water drops and
Channel 5 was set for 3.0 _m water drops. In a
similar fashion, these corresponded to 0.30% Sc. It
was found necessary to make a small adjustment in
the size thresholds only once during the Workshop.
The sample flow rate was usually the same as
the CFD, 0.60 cm3sec -l, although it was at times
as low as O.l cm3sec I. The plates were also
controlled by the same regulator baths and the same
types of thermisters were embedded in the plates.
This chamber differed from the CFD in three other
respects: (1) There were no flows of particle-free
air around the backside of the plates. Instead, a
diffuser screen was used to eliminate any turbu-
lence; (2) A metal mesh screen was used instead of
filter paper for the moist plate surfaces; and (3)
Instead of dripping water onto the plates as in the
CFD's, water was fed to the metal screens by capil-
lary action from a reservoir of distilled water.
4.4 Operation
Several tests can be performed to check the
performance of the instantaneous spectrometer.
When the upstream lowest supersaturation, Sl, is
increased, the larger sized droplet peak increases
and becomes larger as it should. When the higher
downstream supersaturation, S3, is increased, the
magnitude of the smaller sized peak is increased
and there is an increase in its size. Under these
conditions, the larger sized peak is only shifted
to a slightly larger size. These observations are
all in keeping with the operating principles.
Thus, sizes which allow separations between the
peaks can be chosen. Moreover, the Royco voltage
thresholds can be set so that certain size channels
can be used to monitor the concentration at specif-
ic supersaturations. The size channels can be
adjusted so that an individual drop size plateau
can be obtained for each supersaturation (see Hud-
son and Squires, 1976). This assures that all
drops which should have been activated at a certain
supersaturation were activated and counted.
Changes in the downstream supersaturation, S3, do
not affect the detected concentration active for
instance at Sl or S2.
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The spectrumof three supersaturationswas
availablesimultaneouslyassoonastheOPCcounted
andprinted out the numbers.Agreementwith the
DRICFDwasverygoodandconsistenthroughoutthe
Workshopasshownbytheresults.
5. ISOTHERMALHAZECHAMBER
Themeasurementof CCNcanbe extendedto
lowervaluesof supersaturationby usingthe iso-thermalhazechamber(IHC)first describedbyLak-
tionov (1972). Thebasicoperatingprinciple of
the IHCrelates to thefact that the equilibrium
sizeof a hazedroplet,rlnN, at I00% RH (supersatu-
ration = O) is uniquely-_elated to the critic'al
supersaturation Sc of the nucleus. Following Lak-
tionov (1972) and Alofs (1978), at T = 20°C the
relationship is
1 v in -6
= ' • , ,, ,_
rlO0 --_cc (l)
where r is in centimeters and Sc is in percent.
According to Hoppel and Fitzgerald {1977), this
relationship is unique if the particle is at least
I% soluble. Eq. (1) can be applied if drops are
grown to their equilibrium sizes in a saturated
environment and then counted as a function of size.
The Desert Research Institute IHC is a device
which subjects sample aerosol to I00% relative humid-
ity for I00-200 s. In most cases, this is enough
time to allow the drops to attain their equilibrium
sizes at which time they are counted and sized by
an optical particle counter (OPC Royco 225). The
size is then related to the critical supersatura-
tion Sc so that an N vs. Sc curve can be drawn.
This instrument was built along the same lines
as the continuous flow diffusion (CFD) chamber (Hud-
son and Squires, 1976), in that the sample occupies
only a small volume of the cloud chamber which is
made up mostly of particle-free air. Figure 8 is a
schematic diagram of the DRI IHC. The geometry, of
course, is different from the CFD in that the IHC
is a right circular cylinder, while the CFD is a
rectangular parallelepiped. In the IHC, the sample
travels vertically downward (the sample always trav-
els horizontally in the DRI CFD) so that fallout of
the large drops still carries them into the optical
counter instead of onto the walls where they would
be lost.
As with the CFD the total flow F of air can be
changed without altering the sample flow f. This
allows the capability of changing the time which
the sample spends in the saturated volume of the
chamber. Therefore, like the CFD, it is possible
to give the sample nuclei various growth times
before counting and sizing by the OPC which is
attached at the outflow end of the cylinder which
is the bottom of the chamber.
Using this device, it is possible to experi-
mentally determine whether the drops have had suffi-
cient time to reach their equilibrium sizes. If a
plateau exists in the relationship between F and
the number of drops larger than specific threshold
sizes (Fig. 9), then it is reasonable to assume
that these drops have reached their equilibrium
sizes rio0. According to calculations made by
Laktionov (1972), lO0 s are required to grow nuclei
with Sc = 0.02% to within 95% of their rio 0 which
_NOI
Ii
I
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is 2 _m. The available time in the DRI IHC usually
approaches 200 s. The existence of an F plateau
ensures that drops have enough time to grow to
their equilibrium size and that they do not evapo-
rate in the OPC.
Various flows of air through the IHC imply
various velocities through the optical counter. In
theory, this should not affect the size calibration
of the instrument which should only depend on pulse
height and not pulse width. Although Alofs (1978)
has found that this dependence is not always true
at extremely low flows, the flows used in the DRI
IHC were never that low. In fact, the size calibra-
tion was found to be the same within experimental
error for the various flows which were used.
The response of the Royco OPC depends on the
index of refraction of the particles. The instru-
ment is calibrated with latex spheres which have an
index of refraction of 1.59. Calculations for
various OPC's including a Royco have been made by
Cooke and Kerker (1975). Although this is probably
the best treatment of the subject, it has many
shortcomings in this application. The limits of the
scattering angles are slightly different for the
Royco 225's used in this study and the values for
the Royco 245 referred to by Cooke and Kerker. The
largest discrepancy is the angle B (the upper lim-
it of the scattering cone) which Cooke and Kerker
refer to as 25° for the Model 245; the manufacturer
quotes a value of 28 ° for the Model 225 while the
author measured 27.4 ° on one of the 225 instru-
ments. This discrepancy may or may not be enough
to change the results of the Mie scattering calcula-
tions. Moreover, Cooke and Kerker did not perform
a calculation for index of refraction 1.59 which is
the index of refraction of the latex spheres used
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to calibrate the device. The best one can do is to
interpolate between the 1.54 and 1.7O curves and
compare this with the response curve for index
1.33. A correction curve can then be developed so
that the instrument calibration performed with lat-
ex spheres can be applied to water drops. This
index of refraction correction was then applied to
the IHC.
This device operated fairly well during the
Workshop, but there are indications that the small-
est droplets, those grown on FCN of highest criti-
cal supersaturation, may have suffered evaporation
in the Royco OPC. The consequence of evaporation
of this sort is that the IHC tends to undercount in
the region of operation overlapping CFD chamber
operation, or about 0.1% to 0.2% supersaturation.
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STEADY GENERATION OF AEROSOLS WITH AN IMPROVED CONSTANT OUTPUT ATOMIZER
Jack Y. Dea and Ulrich Katz
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
Reno, Nevada
I. INTRODUCTION
It is common practice to generate laboratory
aerosols of soluble materials with pneumatic atomi-
zers. In a typical device, a solution of the sub-
stance to be aerosolized is injected into a jet of
air and the liquid is broken up into very small
droplets. After forced evaporation, a dry aerosol
of the solute is produced. In most atomizers, a
solid surface is placed into the droplet-laden jet
such that the larger droplets are impacted and a
narrower size distribution is produced.
In preparation for the Workshop, a number of
commercially available devices were tested that op-
erated on the above principle. Devices included
the DeVilbiss No. 644*, the Nano-Mist** and oth-
er inhalation nebulizers, and the TSI*** Model 3076
Constant Output Atomizer (COA), specifically intend-
ed for laboratory use. The schematic example (Fig-
ure I) shows a vertical cross-section of the TSI-
COA which amounts to a slightly modified version of
the Collison Atomizer (May, 1973). Its distinctive
feature is the ducted portion of the jet within
which the liquid is injected, in contrast to the
open jet mostly used in various other inhalation
nebulizers (as shown schematically in Figure 3).
Despite differences in design, all the atomiz-
ers tested suffered from short- and/or long-term
fluctuations of their output particle number concen-
trations. Some of the devices displayed a constant
unsteady behavior while others, such as the TSI-
COA, occasionally performed well but then flipped
into a very unstable mode for prolonged periods.
For many types of laboratory investigations, espe-
cially where several instruments are involved as in
the case of the CCN Workshop, it is essential that
temporal stability of test aerosols be maintained
within a few percent. The aim of the present study
was to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for
atomizer instabilities and to find methods for al-
leviating these problems.
2. STUDY OF OUTPUT INSTABILITIES
In most atomizers, it is not possible to
observe the critical nozzle area during operation
nor can the nozzle geometry be modified to effect
changes in the performance. In order to overcome
these difficulties a variable geometry atomizer
(VGA) with a transparent housing was designed.
Using this device, the relative position and the
size of the air jet, liquid feed tube and impaction
surface could be varied. Atomizer performance was
DeVilbiss Company, Somerset, PA.
Eastfield Corporation, Noroton, CN.
TSI Incorporated, St. Paul, MN.
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assessed by analyzing its output in an electrostat-
ic classifier (EC, TSI Model 3071) and an electri-
cal aerosol detector (EAD, TSI Model 3068) the
signal of which was recorded on a stripchart.
Initially, it was thought that build-up of
electric charges on non-conductive components of
the aerosol flow system were responsible for the
sometimes very abrupt changes in aerosol output.
However, this interpretation had to be ruled out on
the basis of experiments with systems that were
made totally conductive.
A series of tests in conjunction with other
aerosol measuring devices and with various atomiz-
ers confirmed that the observed output fluctuations
were not artifacts of the aerosol instruments but,
indeed, originated in the atomizer system. The
same tests also indicated that the output varia-
tions occurred over the entire particle size range,
though not necessarily to exactly the same extent.
In the case of the TSI-COA, the average output in
the unstable operating mode contains a considerably
higher proportion of larger particles than in the
steady mode as Figure 2 attests.
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Visual observation of the VGA in operation
uncovered several phenomena causing unsteady aero-
sol outputs. By monitoring the impact area of the
jet on a transparent plate, it was found that the
size and position of that area was fluctuating in
correlation with the particle output fluctuations.
Measurements, on the other hand, showed a strong
dependence of the output from the mutual position
of jet and liquid feed tube. Closer scrutiny (by
stereo microscope) indicated:
(a) that in case of wide (_l mm diameter)
liquid feed tubes, the jet and associated turbu-
lence Caused the liquid surface to oscillate and,
as a consequence, to release liquid at irregular
intervals into different portions of the jet, thus
generating output irregularities as observed, e.g.,
in the DeVilbiss nebulizer. This is schematically
depicted in Figure 3a, while a narrow tube as in
Figure 3b alleviates the problem;
(b) that salt deposits at the rim of liquid
feed tubes were forming after a period of operation
- sooner when working with concentrated solutions,
later for dilute solutions. Both the liquid dis-
charge into the jet as well as the jet itself are
influenced by the presence of the salt accumulation
resulting in erratic output behavior. Removal of
the minute salt obstacle immediately restored a
steady output; and
(c) that gradually accumulated solution from
spray droplets being whirled around between nozzle
and impaction surface or solution directly from the
liquid feed tube is periodically entrained, or
drips into, the jet resulting in temporary output
maxima. Concentrated solutions aggravate the prob-
lem due to their tendency for foaming, as fre-
quently observed in the TSI-COA where the narrow
vertical cavity promotes this undesirable effect.
3. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF THE IMPROVED CON-
STANT OUTPUT ATOMIZER (ICOA)
With temporal stability being the main criter-
ion, a new atomizer design was considered essential
in order to eliminate or minimize the above mention-
ed causes of fluctuations found in other units.
Thus in a succession of test models, a geometrical
arrangement of air jet, liquid feed tube and impac-
tion surface evolved that showed none of the pre-
viously described problems.
The top of Figure 4 depicts a cross-section
and face-view of the air nozzle and liquid feed
combination that evolved. By allowing the liquid
to travel in a short, open channel from the tube
end to the air nozzle (aided by capillarity and
Venturi effect), the formation of salt deposits as
well as entrainment of spilled-over liquid was elim-
inated. A sufficiently large housing (typically
_l _ volume) and the impaction surface positioned
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several (_4) centimeters from the nozzle provided
enough space for the spray to dissipate without
forming deposits that would drip into the jet. The
exit cone of the 0.41 mm nozzle allowed the liquid
to enter the jet from all sides and thus further
prevented accumulation of liquid near the nozzle.
By operating the unit with a liquid metering
pump (such as FMI-RHOCKC*) as shown in Figure 4,
bottom, at a rate of 0.05 to 2.0 ml min-l, size
spectra as shown in Figure 5 could be obtained at
less than ±1% deviation from the average particle
number concentration for periods of one hour or
more. An illustration of this can be seen in
Figure 6 which shows concentration data for the
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beginning and end of a six hour run. Occasional
minor long term drifts of the output (typically
under 2%) have tentatively been traced to the liq-
uid metering pump. The atomizer has been operated
successfully at air pressures between lO and lO0
psi; below lO psi, the output is slightly less
stable.
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ABSTRACT
Nine CCN counters of the static diffusion
(SDC) type were compared with one another and with
continuous flow diffusion (CFD) chambers. The nine
SDCs showed a considerable amount of variation,
largely attributable to newness and/or lack of
prior calibration of some units. The five more
consistent instruments agreed quite Well, to within
at least 20% of the NRL mobility anlayzer and to
within 10% at I% supersaturation. There was satis-
factory agreement between the more reliable SDC and
CFD chambers.
I. INTRODUCTION
At the first International Workshop on Cloud
Nuclei in Lannemezan, France (1967), it was not
necessary to distinguish between types of instru-
ments for measuring CCN concentrations. Only a few
were in existence and present, and all were of the
Twomey-type (1963), based on a method of Wieland
(1956). In these thermal gradient diffusion cham-
bers, nucleated droplets were detected individually
on photographic film. Even at the second Workshop
in Fort Collins, Colorado (1970), five of the six
units present again were of the thermal diffusion
(static) chamber type.
As is evident from the instrument descrip-
tions, a whole host of CCN counters were represent-
ed at this Workshop in Reno. They may be classi-
fied by type as static diffusion chambers (SDC),
continuous flow diffusion chambers (CFD), and low
supersaturation "haze" chambers. In this prelimi-
nary analysis, we will concentrate on the perform-
ance of the static diffusion chambers, although
some brief reference to the other instrument types
may be appropriate.
At the 1970 Fort Collins Workshop, the five
thermal diffusion chambers (excluding one commer-
cial unit) agreed quite well, to within ±30% of the
mean (Ruskin and Kocmond, 1971). Chamber operation
and expansions were essentially at three super-
saturations S: 0.3, 0.75 and 1.0%. By contrast we
operated at Reno over a broader supersaturation
range, included more S points, and did not pre-
scribe standard S values. In retrospect, the fat o
ter was unfortunate and made the data analyses from
computer printout data quite laborious and time
consuming. The inclusion of many S levels did
enhance the data base and allow for, among other
things, consideration of CCN supersaturation spec-
tra shapes (e.g., Jiusto and Lala article).
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Some of the basic questions that such an analy-
sis can address are as follows:
a. How well did the SDC units intercompare?
b. Where discrepancies occurred, were there
logical explanations?
c. Was there general agreement between SDCs
and the more sophisticated CFD units?
d. Has the science of CCN concentration mea-
surements advanced during the past decade?
Clearly in light of the wealth of data pro-
duced and time limitations involved, we will only
touch on some of these complex questions. Hope-
fully, more definitive answers will emerge after
further analyses of the data and future experiments
stimulated by this International Workshop.
2. CCN INSTRUMENTS
The static diffusion chambers operated at the
Workshop are listed in Table I. Of the nine
instruments, only one - the NRL counter - was essen-
tially the same as that used at Fort Collins. This
instrument has been used extensively over the years
in field programs and in comparisons with other
counters. Thus it is considered a useful reference
for intercomparisons. The Hebrew University count-
er was present at all three workshops, though at
Reno it employed a different detection method.
As is evident, there has been a trend in re-
cent years away from individual droplet counting in
static diffusion chambers to measuring the total
scattered light from a sample volume of droplets
and transformation to CCN concentrations. Some of
the advantages and disadvantages of each approach
are discussed in Section 3.4.
Five of the nine SDCs employed a scattered
light principle. A related approach apparently was
first used by Radke and Hobbs (1969) but with
"side" scatter detection over a broad angle, nec-
essary recording of the Mie peak, and a sizable
chamber geometry. The commercial unit of Mee, Inc.
introduced near-forward light scattering which al-
lows for considerable counter size reduction and
portability. Lala and Jiusto (1977) established
the theoretical relationship for forward scatter
chambers linking supersaturation (drop growth),
light scatter intensity and drop concentration;
full automation and data reduction via microproces-
sor control were achieved.
TABLE I
CCN Counters - SDC Type
Instrument Figure
No. Symbol Organization
2 0 U. of Wyoming
5 B British Met. Office
8 E M_e, Inc.
9 H Hebrew U.
i0 S SUNY
13 I CSIRO
17 N NRL
24 F France
25 C CSU
Operator
Rogers/Politovitch
Kitchen
Mee
Gagin/Nuzitsa
Lala/Jiusto
Ayers
Serpolay
Borys
Droplet (Nuclei)
Detection
Photographic
Light Scatter
Light Scatter
Light Scatter
Light Scatter
Light Scatter
Video Camera
Video Camera
Photographic
Light
Source
He-Ne Laser (5 mW)
25 W Tungsten
25 W Tungsten
lO0 W Halogen
I.R. Emit. Diode
(25 mW)
150 w Tungsten
200 W Mercury Arc
He-Ne Laser (5 mW)
He-Ne Laser (5 mW)
In essence the CCN instruments of SUNY, Hebrew
University and CSIRO are reasonably similar in prin-
ciple and all incorporate a back-up standard photo-
graphic method for calibration. The British Met
Office and CSU units are modified Mee, Inc. commer-
cial counters. The instrument from France employs
a laser light beam and a video camera detector,
while the Wyoming counter utilizes laser illumina-
tion and records droplet images with a 35 mm camera.
Several of the SDCs had undergone recent re-
design or modification, partly in preparation for
the Workshop. Others were newly assembled and
admittedly brought to the Workshop to test their
performance and obtain first-time cross calibra-
tions. This was counter to the original plan of
comparing "proven" instruments, but the more open
approach undoubtedly added to the overall learning
process, under such circumstances, one might ex-
pect a fair spread in the data obtained, and indeed
it occurred.
The NRL mobility analyzer (electrical classi-
fier) provided accurate aerosol size information
from which supersaturation spectra could be com-
puted with aerosols of known chemical composition
(see Hoppel article). These derived spectra also
served as a useful reference for instrument com-
parison.
3. RESULTS
3.] Overall SDC Performance
One method of evaluating the data was to ex-
amine the CCN concentration measurements made with
all SDC instruments on all experiments at desig-
nated supersaturations. The supersaturations con-
sidered were 0.2%, 0.5% and 1.0%. As noted pre-
viously, not all counters operated at these spe-
cific S values, so a good deal of judicious extrapo-
lation was necessary. The 0.2% supersaturation is
at the lower bound of reliability for static diffu-
sion chambers because of problems associated with
haze discrimination, non-uniform drop sizes (light
scatter method), and temperature control. As one
approaches 0.5 to 1.0%, higher reliability should
be expected.
Table 2 lists by experiment the coefficient of
variation, and the average CCN concentration N of
all SDCs (5 to 9) participating in a given experi-
ment compared with the NRL SDC, the NRL mobility
analyzer (MA), and the UMR continuous flow chamber.
The coefficient of variation V is a dimensionless
function of the standard deviation and the arithmet-
ic mean, i.e.,
V = o/N or V(%) = I00 o/N.
V is a relative measure of the dispersion of the
data and, in a very loose sense for these data, can
be thought of as the percentage to each side of the
mean that will encompass most of the CCN concentra-
tion values.
Table 2 reveals a number of noteworthy items:
I. The three classes of experiments - involv-
ing polydisperse salts, monodisperse salts, and am-
bient air - were not too dissimilar in terms of the
presented variables. Thus for simplicity one can
concentrate on the overall averages of the bottom
row.
2. o/N values of about 0.5 at 0.2% and 0.5%
S were comparable and not overly satisfying. At I%
S the degree of dispersion had reduced to 0.32.
3. The concentration ratios (N divided by the
count of each of the three indicated instruments)
show that, on average, the SDCs were under-estimat-
ing CCN concentrations. This was graphically evi-
dent at the Workshop where certain instruments were
obviously registering low counts. Inadequate light
intensity or an inefficient optics system are usu-
ally the sources of such difficulties. Possible
calibration error, depending on the standard used,
can also introduce discrepancies.
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a. Polydispers e Salts
Exps. i, 2, i0, 13,
14, 22, 23, 24*
TABLE 2
Average Performance of All SDC Instruments
(Coefficient of Variation and Concentration Ratios vs. S)
0.2% S 0.5% S
o/N N/NRL N/MA N/D_4R o/N N/NRL N/MA N/UMR
0.51 0.80 0.84 1.01 0.50 0.70 0.58 0.72
1.0% S
o/N N/NRL N/MA N/UMR
0.33 0.86 0.73 0.79
b. Monodisperse Salts
Exps. 4, 5, 8, 9,
15, 18, 19, 20*
0.46 0.75 0.69 0.87 0.54 0.70 0.80 1.02 0.31 0.87 0.91 0.95
C* Ambient Air
Exps. 3, 6, ii, 12
16, 17, 26
0.54 0.67 - 0.91 0.57 0.76 - 0.71 0.33 0.85 - 0.84
Overall Average 0.50 0.74 0.87 0.93 0.54 0.72 0.69 0.82 0.32 0.86 0.82 0.86
*0.25% S rather than 0.20% S
a. Polydisperse Salts
Exps. i0, 13, 14,
22, 23, 24*
TABLE 3
Average Performance of Five SDC Instruments:
NRL, CSIRO, SUNY, Hebrew University, and France
(Coefficient of Variation and Concentration Ratios vs. S)
0.2% S 0.5% S 1.0% S
O/N N/NRL N/MA _IU_R o/N N/NRL N/MA N/UMR o/N N/NRL N/MA N/UMR
0.42 0.79 0.95 1.09 0.29 0.77 0.68 0.84 0.19 0.85 0.83 0.89
b.
c.
Monodisperse Salts
Exps. 5, 8, 9, 15,
18, 19, 20*
0.36 0,84 0.98 0.97 0.30 0.84 0.90 1.08 0.31 0.93 0.99 0.97
Ambient Air 0.48 0.74 - 1.03 0.35 0.91 - 0.89 0.22 0.94 - 0.99
Exps. 6, ii, 12,
17, 26
Overall Average 0.42 0.79 0.97 1.03 0.31 0.84 0.79 0.94 0.24 0.91 0.91 0.95
*0.25% S rather than 0.2% S
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Because of problems with some instruments, a
degree of smoothing was in order. Table 3 presents
identical information for just five of the SDC
counters whose performance was considered more reli-
able at the Workshop; these were the units from
NRL, CSIRO, SUNY, Hebrew University and France.
Even these units on certain experiments registered
values that were out of the mainstream. For inclu-
sion of an experiment in this analysis, at least
four of the five instruments had to be participat-
ing.
The coefficient of variation (Table 3) im-
proved considerably, decreasing to 0.42, 0.31 and
0.24 as supersaturation increased from 0.2 to 0.5
to 1.0%. _/N was somewhat better (smaller) for
the laboratory aerosol tests than for ambient air,
due largely to greater ambient aerosol fluctua-
tions. Such temporal fluctuations (even with lab
aerosols at times) can introduce misleading scatter
in the data because the CCN counters possessed
different sample processing times and also could
not readily be synchronized in time to common S
levels.
The overall concentration ratios of Table 3
present a similar but more consistent picture than
Table 2 data. At 0.2% the SDC's appeared to
underestimate (0.79) with respect to the NRL count-
er but were within 3% of both the NRL mobility
analyzer (0.97) and UMR CFD (I.03). At 0.5% the
SDC's apparently underestimated concentrations by
about 6 to 20%. At the higher I% supersaturation,
the concentration ratios were all quite respect-
able, reaching 0.91 to 0.95 values. In general,
the SDC's were in somewhat better agreement with
the UMR counter than with the other two references.
Note that similar agreement would have been obtain-
ed with the DRI CFD (instrument #15) which tracked
very closely with the UMR counter.
3.2 Individual Experiments and Comparisons
Figures I-5 depict some representative SDC ex-
periments (not necessarily the best nor the worst
cases, but ones that were reasonably well control-
led with many participants). The CCN concentra-
tions vs. S data were taken from the printout
sheets provided each participant after the Work-
shop; then averaged where appropriate if several
runs were made; and plotted by computer in the
fashion shown. The solid lines represent CCN-S
spectra computed by NRL from particle size data
obtained with the NRL mobility analyzer. Refer to
Table l for instrument symbol designation.
In the monodisperse aerosol experiments shown
in Figures l and 2, the critical supersaturations
were <0.2% so that CCN concentrations should be
unifor_ over the indicated S range. Indeed, most
data points were within 20% of the plateau. In
three other monodisperse aerosol experiments, Sc
fell within the SDC operating range of 0.2-1% S. A
glance at the Workshop data indicates that most
instruments were capable of detecting Sc to with-
in ±0.1% S.
It should be noted that in Figure l the Brit-
ish Met Office instrument data were not plotted and
in Figure 2 the CSU data were ignored. Both
instruments were experiencing difficulties and
undercounting. While the Mee, Inc. instrument is
represented in Fig l (E symbols), it was periodi-
cally malfunctioning during the limited days it was
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at the Workshop. It was a new factory unit and
reportedly rushed to the Workshop without the custo-
mary time for checkout.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate polydisperse aero-
sol experiments. Most points in these two experi-
ments lie below the mobility analyzer curve, with
considerably more data spread in Experiment 24 (Fig-
ure 4). In these and several other cases, the NRL,
CSIRO and SUNY instruments tracked reasonably close
to one another, with the Hebrew University unit
also close at the higher supersaturations. Overall
the consistent NRL chamber data matched most clos-
ely the NRL mobility analyzer data.
An ambient air case is shown in Figure 5 with
considerable data spread. Both the "B" and "C"
point instrument are presumably in an early stage
of development. The remaining data points cluster
reasonably well.
3.3 SDC and CFD Chambers
Figures 6-8 represent CFD chamber data for
three of the same experiments just described.
Instrument symbols are as follows:
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n 15
d 16
D 18
M 21
W 20
Y 7
Grou_
DRI (NASA unit)
DRI (Spectrometer)
DRI
UMR
Univ. of Washington
York University (different
concept/see Leaitch
and Megaw)
One cannot help but be impressed by the re-
latively small degree of data spread, particularly
in the ambient air case (Figure 8). The fact that
only five CFD instruments are involved, that three
of these were developed at one institution, and
that all have benefitted from extensive engineering
and intercomparisons certainly are constructive fac-
tors. The results perhaps contain an instructive
message for those wishing to develop CCN units.
Comparing Figures 6 and 7 with Figures l and
4, it is seen that most CFD points were also just
below the NRL classifier curve. By carefully ex-
amining these figures (and the ambient case), it is
evident that the CFD data and more reliable cluster
of higher SDC data points overlapped quite well.
In short, we sugest that a well-designed SDC and a
well-designed CFD will both perform well. That is
evident from the concentration ratios of Table 3
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(five SDC'svs. UMRCFD)andfromAlofs' determina-
tion (describedelsewherein this report)that the
UMRCFDandNRLSDCsystemsagreedonaverageto 6%
at 0.3 and1.0%S.
3.4 SDC Types
As mentioned previously, SDC_ instruments now
take two principal forms: individual droplet imag-
ing and counting via TV monitors and regular camer-
as or total light scattering from an ensemble of
droplets. The results from this Workshop are not
definitive in terms of whether either class is
inherently superior. At least one or two of each
type appeared to give above average performance
while others did not.
An objection to the light scattering method is
that at the lower supersaturations, drop sizes are -
less uniform and less apt to yield accurate concen-
tration data. Similarly with individual droplet
detection methods at low S, it is very difficult to
discriminate haze from activated droplets. Also
with low nucleus concentrations, some subjective
judgement can enter as to what frame or portion of
a sample volume to count. With either type system,
very small sample volumes (light beams) can produce
erratic results in low concentration aerosols.
new and untested previously. By contrast, four of
five CFD units present showed closer agreement with
one another, in part for just the opposite reasons
cited above as well as for indispensible long-term
engineering. The above-average SDC's agreed most
satisfactorily (within about I0-15%) with the UMR
and DRI CFD's over their common S range.
We began by posing the general question as to
whether the science of CCN concentration measure-
ments has advanced over the past decade. We be-
lieve it has! Certainly the capability of measur-
ing at supersaturations lower by about an order of
magnitude with haze chambers and certain CFD's is
an all-important achievement; now virtually all
cloud and fog condensation nuclei can be discrimi-
nated. CFD instruments have ushered in a high
degree of engineering sophistication and accuracy
for many applications. The Twomey-type counter, as
represented by the NRL SDC, continues to maintain
an enviable level of performance. It will undoubt-
edly remain a useful standard for SDC units. The
introduction of light scattering techniques for SDC
performance, while not necessarily adding to accur-
acy, provides for much simpler operation and data
processing. The net result may be CCN information
with a time and spatial resolution heretofore un-
available.
Allowing that Twomey-type chambers with an ex-
perienced operator may possess higher inherent ac-
curacy, there is much to be said for the light
scattering technique. The latter approach lends
itself to more miniaturization, portability, and
automatic operation and recording of data, This
facilitates field studies of CCN concentrations
(and spectral slopes k) on fine time and spatial
scales that otherwise would be formidable. A flexi-
ble compromise configuration, in evidence at the
Workshop, is an SDC that incorporates both the
optical and light scattering concepts with the cam-
era operation used at least for periodic cali-
bration.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, the International CCN Workshop pro-
vided a wealth of data and information on different
classes of instruments and their performance. In
view of the massive quantity of data available,
much of which could not be thoroughly,covered, this
report contribution should be considered prelimi-
nary.
In general, the more reliable SDCs performed
acceptably most of the time. Some are clearly in
need of modification and further development. Even
those with above-average performance were occasion-
ally out of the mainstream and improvements were
undoubtedly suggested to their instrument develop-
ers.
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The combined average CCN concentrations from
five SDC's agreed to within at least 20% with the
NRL mobility analyzer, and to within I0% at I%
supersaturation. Agreement between the NRL SDC and
the mobility analyzer was even closer. The coeffic-
ient of variation (o/N) of the five instruments was
0..42 at 0.2% S, 0.31 at 0.5% S and 0.24 at 1.0% S.
The spread of SDC data was considerable and in
excess of that at the prior Fort Collins Workshop.
We largely attribute this to the greater number of
instruments present, many of which were relatively
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CCN-SUPERSATURATIONSPECTRASLOPES(k)
JamesE.JiustoandG.GarlandLala
AtmosphericSciencesResearchCenterStateUniversityof NewYork,Albany,NY
ABSTRACT
Theoreticallytheslopek of a CCN-supersatura-tion spectrum(N = cSk) should equal two-thirds
of the slope of the total (soluble) aerosol size-
distribution. Workshop results tended to verify
this relation. As has been noted before, the k
values are markedly different depending on whether
one is measuring ambient CCN cnncentrations at su-
persaturations S above or below _0.I-0.2%. The
larger k values for S _0.1% is consistent with the
greater decrease in large particle concentration
with increasing size. Over the S range of 0.02% to
2%, two power fits (and k values) may sometimes
suffice for a reasonable approximation of the CCN
distribution. At other times, and with laboratory
generated aerosols, such an approach is inadequate
and requires refinement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of cloud condensation nuc-
leus measurements, it has been observed experi-
mentally that nucleus concentration N versus super-
saturation S can be expressed reasonably well by
the power function
N = cSk (Twomey, 1959). (1)
With thermal gradient diffusion chambers operating
above _0.2%, slope values k typically range from
about 0.4 to l.O. Early indications were that
lower values are associated with maritime aerosols
and the higher values with continental aerosols
(Twomey, 1959; Kocmond, 1965; Jiusto, 1967). Two-
mey and Wojciechowski (1969) in an extensive air-
craft measurement program over various parts of the
world reported average k values aloft of 0.5 and
0.7 (0.2 to several % S) for continental and mari-
time air, respectively.
From K6hler theory for droplet growth, it is
evident that the critical supersaturation and size
of soluble nuclei are related by S_ - r-3/2. Simi-
larly a Junge power-function relation exists bet-
ween particle size and cumulative particle con-
centration: Ncum _ r-B. Combining these relations
with expression (I) above lead to:
k : 2/3 B (2)
where B is the slope of the total soluble aerosol
size distribution. Junge and McLaren (1971) demon-
strated that the shape or slope k of a CCN super-
saturation spectrum is more dependent on aerosol
size distribution than on aerosol composition, pro-
vided the particles are at least 10% soluble. Added
confirmation was provided by an analysis of data
from the 1970 Fort Collins Nucleus Workshop (Fitz-
gerald, 1973).
Because Junge total aerosol size distributions
often have slopes B _ 3 for particle radii >O.l _m,
CCN k slopes of 2 are sometimes mentioned. This
misconception is occasionally encountered in the
literature. At chamber supersaturations of 0.2-1%,
nuclei much smaller than O.l _m radius are activat-
ed as well. Because of their much greater abun-
dance, the resultant k values should be weighted to
the flatter portion of the Junge curve and hence
yield values less than 2 and generally less than I.
Conversely, at low supersaturations <0.I-0.2%,
where larger condensation nuclei are activated, one
should expect higher k values. Such evidence was
first reported via direct measurements by Laktionov
(1973). Subsequently, the development of "haze"
chambers operating at low supersaturations con-
firmed the trend (e.g., Hoppel, 1978; Hudson, 1980).
Clearly, the topic of CCN spectra shape over a
broad range of supersaturation deserves further res-
olution. This International CCN Workshop, with its
variety of chambers, offered an opportunity to ex-
plore such questions as:
a. Is the relation k = 2/3 B generally valid?
b. Over what S range can one safely apply the
empirical function N = cSK with a single k value?
c. For ambient air, will two k values suffice
for the respective supersaturation ranges less than
or greater than about 0.2%?
2. APPROACH
Detailed particle size distributions were ob-
tained at the Workshop by NRL with their highly
advanced mobility analyzer. (See section by Hoppel
and 23 size spectra so produced). From the NRL
cumulative size distributions, one can readily cal-
culate slopes (Bi) between two size increments and
also average B over any desired size range. Fig-
ure l illustrates the equivalent k (2/3 B) values
versus size for the polydisperse NaCl aerosol gene-
rated during Experiment 2. The critical supersatu-
ration Sc scale corresponding to NaCl dry particle
size is also shown. For the two salts employed at
the Workshop, the approximate function relations
between critical supersaturation and dry particle
size are:
Sc = 1.31 x I0-ll rd-3/2 (NaCl)
(3)
Sc = 2.01 x I0-ll rd-3/2 (NH4)2SO 4
For experiments with ambient air, it was tentativ-
ely assumed that aerosol composition could be ap-
proximated by ammonium sulfate particles.
CCN spectra values of k were calculated for
selected instruments and experiments, based on fi-
nal Workshop data printouts provided each parti-
cipant. Slopes k were determined for rather narrow
supersaturation increments (three successive S val-
ues) as dictated by each instrument's operating
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levels. Alsok wascaluclatedfor broadSranges
over which each instrumentnormallyfunctions,
i.e., _0.2-I.5%for static diffusionchambers(SDC)
and continuousflow diffusion chambers(CFD)and
_0.01-0.2%for hazechambers.
Listed in Table l are the CCNinstruments
consideredin this preliminaryanalysis.
TABLEl
CCNInstrumentNumbers,Types,
andOrganizations
Instru- Chamber
mentNo. Group Operator Type
lO SUNY Lala SDC
II NRL Hoppel Haze
13 CSIRO Ayers SDC14 DRI Hudson Haze
15 DRI Rogers CFD
17 NRL Wojciechowski SDC21 UMR Alofs DualCFD
andHaze
3. RESULTS
3.1 CCN Slopes Above and Below 0.2% S
Table 2 presents the k values for broad S
ranges above and below _0.2%. Theoretical values
computed from NRL particle size data (k = 2/3 B)
are indicated followed by actual measured values (N=
cSk) for given CCN chambers.
Overall, the comparisons between CCN instru-
ments and between calculated and measured k values
are quite respectable. This is particularly true
when one considers that the instruments were not
operated over identical S ranges or time intervals.
The former diluting effect can be appreciated from
Figure l, where it is evident that a modest shift
in the S range covered would lead to differing k
averages, particularly at the large particle (low
S) end of the spectrum. Also, time variations in
ambient aerosol concentrations were considerable
and would influence the comparative results from
different instruments requiring anywhere from lO
minutes to 30 minutes, respectively, to complete a
CCN spectrum. The NRL mobility aerosol (size)
analyzer data represent the smoothed average of
typically 2 to 4 size spectra (_25 min each) over
the duration of an experiment.
While the number of cases is limited, one may
note that for ambient aerosols, the slope values
for S > 0.2% were typically less than l, and for S
< 0.2% were much steeper (k _ 2 to 3). This is
consistent with prior field measurements and with
Junge type aerosol distributions. Laboratory-
generated aerosols also showed a steeper slope k at
low S, reflecting an analogous greater decrease in
large particle concentration with increasing size.
If k values for ambient aerosol monotonically
increased with size over, say, the O.l-l.0% S range
as shown for a lab aerosol (Figure l and others to
follow), then a single k value would hardly suffice.
3.2 CCN Slopes over Narrow Size (S) Increments
Finer increments of the size and supersatura-
tion spectra were examined in terms of their asso-
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ciated k values. The results are shown in Figures
2-6 for laboratory and ambient aerosols. Again the
solid line represents k values constructed from the
NRL MA particle size distributions. Superimposed
are measured k values as obtained with the four
indicated CCN chambers. Some observations are as
follows:
With the possible exception of Experiment 17
(Figure 6), the agreement between theoretical and
measured k values is considered good for S > 0.2%
for both ambient and laboratory aerosols. Agreement
is also reasonably good for S < 0.2% for labora-
tory aerosols (Figures 2 and 3), but not for am-
bient air (Figures 4 and 5). In ambient air, the
typically higher measured k values for S < 0.2% may
be due to sample time and concentration variations
or to inherent accuracy limitations of sparse data.
However, it may be that particles larger than _O.l
um with suitable fractions of soluble material to
serve as effective CCN have steeper aerosol distri-
bution slopes than the total (Junge-type) aerosol
distribution. Evidence is accumulating (e.g.,
Meszaros, 1968; Winkler, 1970) to the effect that
large particles > O.l _ have considerably lower
solubility ratios than smaller particles.
In the 0.2-I.0% S range, the ambient aerosols
tested do seem to possess a reasonably flat k plat-
eau. This generally was not the case in the .02 to
0.2% S range.
Experiment 17 (Figure 6) was a case in which
the ambient aerosol concentration_ _1.._u_ua_ed_great-
ly with time. A good deal of the scatter in the
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TABLE 2
CCN Supersaturation Slopes k
Instrument Number and Type
SDC CFD Haze
i ! _ ! !
Experiment NRL NRL
No. Aerosol MAt lO 13 17 15 2l MAt II 14 2l
2 NaCl 0.69 -o 0.50 0.49 -- 0.79 2.48 1.78 2.57 1.63
14 (NH4)2SO 4 0.89 0.63 0.71 0.67 0.67 l.O 2.47 2.81 3.31 2.66
23 (NH4)2SO 4 0.96 0.66 1.49 1.07 0.93 1.33 2.62 4.80 4.61 4.16
23 (NH4)2SO 4 1.21 0.90 ].Of ].Of 0.93 1.60 3.91 4.82 5.22 3.85
6 Ambient 0.83 0.75 0.74 0.85 0.91 -- 2.28 3.08 3.76 1.83
II Ambient 0.62 -- 0.37 0.39 0.44 0.51 2.02 2.60 2.29 3.80
17 Ambient 0.93 1.08 0.83 0.63 ].27 2.32 1.95 2.98 2.14 2.71
For SDC and CFD Chambers - S range from _0.2 to 1.5%
For Haze Chambers - S range from _.Ol to 0.2%
+NRL Mobility Analyzer (MA), sometimes referred to in other Workshop
data as the NRL Electrical Classifier (EC).
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datacanundoubtedlybeattributedto this factor.
Undersuch circumstances,CCNinstrumentswith
short time constantsare distinctly advantageous.Otherwisea storage vessel for "grab samples"
shouldbeemployed.If the NRLmobilityanalyzer
curveis truly representative(andnot also influ-
encedbytemporalaerosolvariations),it is evi-
dent that a single k valuein the 0.I-1%S range
wouldbequestionable.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Muchmoreis knownaboutCCNconcentration
variationsthan aboutthe shape(k) of the CCN
supersaturationspectrum.Whileexperimentsat the
Workshopwerenot specificallydesignedto focusonk values,somerelevantinformationwasobtainedas
a byproduct.Somepreliminaryinsightsgainedwere
asfollows:
a. FromKShlertheoryandambientaerosoldistributions, it is predictedthat k =20/3,where
Bis the slopeof the (soluble)total aerosolsize
distribution. Workshopresults tendedto verifythis relation.
b. Overthe typical S range(0.2 to I%) of
manyCCNcounters(SDC'sandCFD's),the CCNspec-
trumslopein the ambientair caseswasgenerally
uniform;suchis necessaryfor applicability of a
single-valuedpowerfunctionof the formN = cSk.
A uniform k does not hold for the laboratory gener-
ated aerosols, and is not always an accurate ap-
proximation in ambient air.
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d. At supersaturations from _0.01-0.2%, k val-
ues were much larger and seemingly less constant
over the S range of interest. Future measurements
will help determine whether a single power fit is
adequate in this range.
e. The measured k values for ambient air in
this low S range were typically larger than those
calculated from an assumed soluble aerosol size
distribution. This may merely reflect insufficient
data and lack of suitable experimental control.
However, another hypothesis to examine is whether
these larger CCN particles, with suitable effective
solubility ratios, decrease in number more rapidly
with size than the total aerosol distibution.
f. CCN concentrations can change quite rapid-
ly with time in ambient air. Unless fast-response
CCN counters are used or large point-sample contain-
ers e_p!oyed, erroneous k values and power func-
tions can result.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE AEROSOL S I Z E  DISTRIBUTION 
WITH NRL'S MOBILITY ANALYZER 
Wi l l iam A. Hoppel 
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, DC 
ABSTRACT 
The s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  aerosol  sample 
generated a t  t h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  CCN Workshop was 
measured w i t h  t h e  NRL mobi 1 i t y  ana lyzer /s i  ze spec- 
t rometer  i n  t h e  s i ze  range between 0.0057 and 0.57 
urn rad ius .  A d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  ins t rumenta t ion  and 
da ta  ana lys i s  i s  given, together  w i t h  the  measured 
s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  ca l cu la ted  f o r  each o f  23 exper i -  
ments c a r r i e d  ou t  a t  t h e  Workshop. 
The s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  aerso l  p a r t i c l e s  be- 
tween0.0057 urn and 0.57 urn rad ius  was measured w i t h  
NRL ' s mobi 1 i t y  analyzer. The bas ic  instrument i s  
shown i n  F i g u r e  1. The aerosol  sample i s  f i r s t  
brought t o  charge e q u i l i b r i u m  by passing t h e  sample 
through a r e g i o n  o f  b i p o l a r  i o n i z a t i o n .  The sample 
a i r  en ters  t h e  m o b i l i t y  analyzer through a s l i t  i n  
t h e  ou ter  c y l i n d r i c a l  w a l l  where i t  i s  conf ined t o  
a t h i n  laminar l a y e r  along t h e  w a l l  by f i l t e r e d  
sheath a i r .  A smal l  amount o f  f i l t e r e d  a i r  i s  
ex t rac ted  through a s l i t  i n  t h e  i nne r  e lec t rode.  
When a vo l tage  i s  app l i ed  t o  t h e  i nne r  electrode, 
those p a r t i c l e s  which are  charged and l i e  i n  a 
narrow m o b i l i t y  range w i l l  be withdrawn w i t h  the 
ex t rac ted  a i r .  By measuring t h e  p a r t i c l e  concentra- 
t i o n  i n  t h e  ex t rac ted  a i r  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  vol tage, 
t h e  m o b i l i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  charged f r a c t i o n  
can be obtained. From t h e  m o b i l i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of 
t h e  charged f r a c t i o n  ( o f  one p o l a r i t y )  and the 
e q u i l i b r i u m  (Boltzmann) charge d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  the 
s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  can be ca lcu la ted .  The theo ry  of 
t h e  analyzer and t h e  a n a l y t i c a l  Drocedure f o r  ob- 
t a i n i n g  t h e  s i z e  d i s t r i b c t i o n  has been g iven by 
Hoppel (1978). 
The concen t ra t i on  o f  p a r t i c l e s  i n  t h e  e x t r a c t -  
ed a i r  i s  much lower than i n  t h e  sample a i r .  The 
f i r s t  da ta  ob ta ined w i t h  t h e  m o b i l i t y  analyzer was 
taken by measuring t h e  concent ra t ion  i n  t h e  e x t r a c t -  
ed a i r  w i t h  a Po l l ak  counter.  Although t h e  long- 
tube Po l l ak  counter i s  probably t h e  most sens i t i ve  
o f  t h e  l i g h t  s c a t t e r i n g  CN counters, i t s  use i m -  
posed r a t h e r  severe l i m i t a t i o n s  on t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  
o f  t h e  system. Useful  s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  cou ld  be 
ob ta ined i n  atmospheres which had h igh  concentra- 
t i o n s  o f  p a r t i c l e s  b u t  when t h e  t o t a l  count dropped 
below about 1000 p a r t i c l e s  per  cm3 t h e  system cou ld  
no t  be used. Even a t  h igher  concent ra t ions  t h e  
s e n s i t i v i t y  was n o t  adequate t o  de tec t  p a r t i c l e s  i n  
a l l  s i z e  channels over t h e  s p e c i f i e d  range. 
I n  an attempt t o  inc rease t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  
t h e  system, a s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e  condensation nucleus 
counter was developed a t  NRL, which now a l lows much 
g rea te r  s e n s i t i v i t y  and has made i t  poss ib le  t o  
automate the  system. While t h i s  new cont inuous 
p a r t i c l e  counter i s  c u r r e n t l y  used as p a r t  o f  t h e  
m o b i l i t y  analyzer system, i t  i s  novel and w i l l  
poss ib l y  have o ther  app l i ca t i ons  i n  regard t o  CCN 
and CN. F igu re  2 shows t h e  design o f  t h e  segmented 
thermal g rad ien t  CN counter f o r  s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e  
count ing.  The sample a i r  en ters  along t h e  ax i s  o f  
t h e  chamber and i s surrounded by f i 1 tered, humi d i  - 
f i e d  sheath a i r .  The w a l l s  a re  water sa tura ted  
w i t h  a l t e r n a t i n g  segments maintained a t  a l t e r n a t i n g  
temperatures. The bas ic  p r i n c i p l e  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  
t h a t  employed i n  t h e  TGDCC where a supersa tura t ion  
e x i s t s  between h o r i z o n t a l l y  o r i en ted  ho t  and c o l d  
p l a t e s  w i t h  sa tura ted  wa l l s .  The TGDCC i s  l i m i t e d  
t o  measuring p a r t i c l e s  ac t i va ted  i n  a narrow range 
o f  supersa tura t ions  between about 0.2% and 1.0% due 
t o  we1 1-documented reasons r e l a t e d  t o  f a l l - o u t  dur -  
i n g  t h e  t ime  requ i red  t o  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  e q u i l i b r i u m  
supersa tura t ion  i n  t h e  TGDCC. The advantage o f  t h e  
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segmented chamber is that particles falling verti-
cally are not lost and the segmented geometry sup-
presses large scale convective motions which would
occur between vertically oriented hot and cold
walls. The criteria in designing the segmented
chamber is that the air flow rate must be such that
the residence time in a single segment is short
compared to the time required for moisture or heat
to diffuse in from the walls to the center; whereas
the residence time of the sample in the entire
chamber must be longer than the diffusion time.
When this criterion is met, the air along the axis
will reach a temperature and vapor pressure which
is approximately midway between the temperature and
vapor pressure of each segment. Along the axis the
asymtotic supersaturation will be the same as ex-
ists in the center of a TGDCC working at the same
temperature difference. Figure 3 shows the develop-
ment of the supersaturation within the chamber.
Details of the design and analysis of the chamber
are given by Hoppel, Twomey, and Wojciechowski
(1979, 1980). The particles are nucleated and
grown to optically detectable sizes in the segment-
ed chamber and then transmitted directly into an
optical counter for single particle counting. When
the segmented chamber is used with the mobility
analyzer, a small portion of the output sample from
the mobility analyzer is passed from the analyzer
to the segmented chamber for counting. At the
Workshop, the chamber was operated at a temperature
difference of about 20°C which results in a super-
saturation of about 20 percent.
The system (mobility analyzer and segmented
chamber) has been operated using either 21 or II
size channels to cover the specified range. After
considerable experience with atmospheric measure-
ments, it was decided to standardize to II channels
when the system was automated. The reason for
using fewer channels is that it takes about 18
minutes to cover l] channels and about twice that
long for 21 channels. In the atmosphere the in-
creased resolution offered by 21 channels is less
important than making the measurement as quickly as
possible because of temporal changes in concentra-
tions. On those occasions at the CCN Workshop when
very stable nearly monodisperse particles were gen-
erated, it would have been helpful to have had the
added resolution of 21 channels.
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The system is automated with the aid of Hew-
lett Packard 9825 desktop computer with a real time
clock. The voltage is changed every 84 seconds by a
16 bit word written to a 16 bit parallel port which
controls the output of the high voltage power sup-
ply. Sixty seconds are allowed for flushing and
stabilization at which time the single particle
counter (Royco) is reset and two 12 second counts
are recorded, averaged, and stored. The Royco is
controlled through a binary port and read with a
BCD interface. At the end of the cycle (12 voltage
steps including zero volt background count) the com-
puter calculates the mobility distribution and size
distribution by an iterative procedure (given by
Hoppel, 1978) which corrects for the effect of
multiply charged particles according to the Boltz-
mann charge distribution. A computer controlled
plotter then produces real time plots of the differ-
ential and cumulative size distribution. These
size distributions were available immediately after
each experiment. Usually several (two to four)
individual size distributions were taken during
each experiment.
After the Workshop, the raw data from the
individual runs were examined and averaged. An
average size distribution was then calculated for
each experiment for which data was available. It
is believed that the averaged size distribution is
preferred to the individual distribution in all
experiments for the following reasons: (l) tempor-
al variations in the concentration may occur bet-
ween voltage steps and this will distort the size
distribution. The more data there is to be aver-
aged, the less will be the distortion due to tempor-
al variations; (2) even if the temporal variations
are small, variations due to counting statistics of
the samples are reduced by averaging; (3) there are
occasions when the high supersaturation in the seg-
mented chamber results in the formation of a drop-
let at the mouth of the Royco. When this droplet
is drawn through the Royco a large spurious count
is encountered. This spurious count is easily
recognized by examining the count in the different
Royco channels recorded as raw data. The spurious
reading caused by the droplet results in a large
disparity between channels which is easily detect-
ed. When the system is working correctly, the
count is nearly the same in all Royco channels. In
the averaged data, the spurious points are removed
before averaging.
The size distributions calculated from the av-
eraged data for each experiment are shown in the 23
figures given at the end of this contribution.
Experiments 27 and 28 were for silver iodide
aerosol. The accuracy of the size distribution for
these experiments cannot be trusted but the distri-
butions are included for sake of completeness.
Sivler iodide is quite insoluble and therefore many
of the particles may not have been nucleated at the
20% supersaturation in the segmented chamber. Some
compensation was made by increasing the supersatura-
tion during these runs by an unrecorded amount. The
raw data from the optical counter did not behave
normally in that the number of particles was not
the same in all channels, i.e., the particles did
not appear to grow in the manner expected for
nucleated droplets.
It should be pointed out that the largest
channel is uncorrected for multiple charging. In
order to correct a channel for the presence of
larger particles with multiple charges, some know-
ledge of the concentration of larger particles must
be available. It is therefore impossible to make
this correction in the largest channel on the basis
of analyzer data. However, if the size distribu-
tion is decreasing very rapidly at the largest size
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(as is nearly alwaysthe case), this correction
will besmall. Sincethe largestchannelis uncor-
rectedit mustbeviewedwithsuspicion.
Also, whenthe cumulativecountdropsbelowa
few particles per cc, the countcannotbe trusted
becausethis correspondsto a rawcountwhichis
closeto backgroundlevels. (Thisis notaninher-
ent lower limit since this lower limit can be
easily decreasedfurtherby increasingthedilution
ratio in the segmentedchamber.Thedilution ratio
is presentlyaboutl to 15.)
Theaccuracywithwhichthe boundariesof the
size channelsare determinedis moreeasily evalu-
atedthanthe accuracywith whichthe total number
of particles in that channelcanbeevaluated.The
sizing accuracyis relatedto the accuracywith
whichthe mobilities aredetermi'ned.Themidpoint
mobility of an interval is given by
.IkI = _ (esu) : (mks)
Where ¢ is the volume flow rate of the sheath air,
C the electrical capacity, and V the voltage. The
accuracy of C and V are not in question. The
airflows were remeasured by the "bubble" method at
the altitude of the Workshop and are calibrated to
within 3%. The accuracy to which the airflows are
set and maintained throughout a given run is about
5%. A 5% error in flow results in a 5% error in
mobility. A 5% error in mobility translates into
approximately a 5% error in radius at the larger
sizes and a I0% error in radius at the smaller
sizes. The Stokes-Cunningham-Millikin relationship
is used to calculate the radius from mobility. If
this relationship introduces no further errors,
then the maximum error in the size boundary is
certainly less than 15%. It should be pointed out
that the radius in the size measurement is the
equivalent drag radius which may be slightly differ-
ent than the "mass" radius required in the Kohler
theory.
The accuracy with which the number concentra-
tion of particles in a given size channel is known
depends on several factors: (1) the detection
system, (2) the shape of the size distribution and,
(3) the validity of the Boltzmann charge distribu-
tion. The nucleated droplets are detected by the
Royco particle counter which, in this application,
is used as a single particle counter and not as a
sizing device. It is generally acknowledged that
the absolute counting accuracy of optical counters
is much better than their sizing ability. The er-
rors due to counting are believed to be s_aa11
compared to factors (2) and (3). The method of
extracting the mobility distribution assumes that
the distribution is nearly linear across any given
channel. This assumption is not justified in the
case when the distribution is strongly peaked in a
single channel as was the case for many of the
monodisperse experiments at the Workshop. Since
the transmission function is the greatest at the
center of the interval and drops to zero at each
extreme, it would appear that if the peak in the
monodisperse size distribution occurs at the center
of one of the (preset) channels, then the total
number of particles would be overestimated, whereas
if the peak occurs near the boundary of the chan-
nel, the total number would be underestimated.
Below a radius of about 0.02 _m the validity of the
Boltzmann distribution is in doubt. There are
experimental results which indicate that the Boltz-
mann law hold down to O.Ol _m (Lui and Pui, 1974
and Servaas and Krider, 1977), but on the other
hand, there is theoretical justification to indi-
cate that the real distribution departs from Boltz-
mann below about 0.03 _m and that the ratio of
charged to uncharged particles is larger than pre-
dicted by the Boltzmann law.
As a result of these three factors, it is
difficult to quantify the accuracy of the total
numbers of particles measured with the mobility
analyzer. However, we believe that the second
order mobility analyzer is the most accurate method
of measuring the size distribution presently avail-
able.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE
CONTINUOUS FLOW DIFFUSION CHAMBERS
ABSTRACT
A brief comparative description is made of the
five continuous flow chambers which participated in
the Workshop. Overall, comparisons for the various
types of experiments monodisperse, polydisperse
and ambient aerosol showed agreement among these
chambers to within 15% in most cases. A careful
analysis of the results indicated that a proper
accounting of certain parameters would bring about
much closer agreement among four of these instru-
ments.
I. COMPARATIVE DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS
James G. Hudson
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
Reno, Nevada
Darryl J. Alofs
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri
supersaturation was adjusted for maximum perform-
ance by using suitable lengths of the wet zones and
by adjusting the total flows. The times used in
each of the chambers seemed to be consistent when
similar supersaturations were considered. The wet
surfaces were filter paper for the C and M cham-
bers, metal for the N and I chambers, and felt for
the W CFD.
There were five continuous flow diffusion cham-
bers in the Workshop. Three of these were from the
Desert Research Institute (DRI), one was from the
University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR), and the other
was from the University of Washington. One of the
DRI chambers was the conventional continuous flow
diffusion (CFD) chamber, designated C. The second
DRI chamber was the rapid cycle spectrometer built
for NASA, designated N. The third DRI chamber was
the instantaneous spectrometer, designated I. The
UMR instrument acted in a dual capacity since it
also was used as an isothermal haze chamber. This
article will be restricted to analysis of its opera-
tion in the CFD mode. The designations M and W
will, respectively, denote the UMR and University
of Washington instruments.
All of these chambers moved samples of aerosol
through parallel plate diffusion chambers after
which the drops which formed were detected by opti-
cal particle counters. The parallel plates in all
five chambers were vertically oriented although the
original design of CFD chambers called for the
plates to be horizontal to suppress convection.
However, the widespread acceptance of vertical
plates seems to indicate that this convection is
not a serious problem. The direction of the sample
flow was not the same in all chambers since the
sample moves horizontally in the three DRI chambers
(C, N and I) and vertically downward in the M and W
chambers. In all five chambers, the sample was
confined to a plane midway between the plates by
particle-free air. The sample was spread out into
a lamina in the plane midway between the plates for
all chambers except UMR where the sample was an
axial stream. The sample was thus confined in
these chambers to keep it in the zone of maximum
supersaturation which is approximately midway bet-
ween the plates. In the DRI and UMR chambers, all
of the sample which entered the chambers was de-
tected by the optical particle counters (OPC's),
whereas the Washington chamber detected only a
small fraction of the sample which was carried
through a central tube to an optical box. In all
of the chambers, the time of exposure to each
Plate temperatures in the C and I chambers
were controlled by water baths whereas the W cham-
ber had refrigeration coils in direct contact with
the cold plate. The warm plate of the W chamber
was heated by the exhaust gases from the refrigera-
tor along one edge of the warm plate. The N
chamber also used circulating fluid but the regula-
tion of that fluid was done with computer-
controlled thermoelectric modules.
The M plate temperatures were monitored by
checking the reservoir temperatures with mercury
thermometers. The C and I CFD's used thermistors
imbedded in the plates whereas the N CFD used a
thermopile to measure AT. The W chamber also used
thermisters to monitor the plate temperatures.
The M, C and N chambers obtained spectra by
changing plate temperatures. The former two were
changed manually while the N CFD changed tempera-
tures according to a prearranged computer program.
The I and W chambers did not normally change plate
temperatures. The I chamber simultaneously main-
tained three supersaturations by using three cham-
bers in series and using the droplet distributions
from one OPC to deduce the concentrations for three
supersaturations. The W instrument had four cham-
bers in parallel and four detectors to monitor the
concentrations at four supersaturations.
The DRI chambers (C, I and N) all used Royco
225 optical particle counters while the M chamber
used a Climet 2010PC. The W chamber used four non-
commercial OPC's using a single laser for illumina-
tion and four photodiodes for detectors. This
system does not give as much size discrimination as
the commercial OPC's, but accurate sizing is not
usually necessary at the higher supersaturations
where the W instrument was normally operated.
2. PARTICIPATION AND EXPERIMENT TYPES
Of the 29 experiments, five did not yield data
suitable for comparison purposes. Experiments 3, 7
and 17 were ambient aerosols which were not con-
stant enough in time to permit useful comparisons.
Experiment 25 was a noise test which all of the
participating CFD's passed. Experiment 29 was a
truly insoluble aerosol (paraffin) which did not
show activa_eu-__ urv_,e_s_^ I _ in any of the continuous
chambers.
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Ofthe 24usefulexperiments,theMinstrument
participatedin all exceptExperiment21whereitshazechambermodewasusedexclusively. TheC
chamberwasinvolvedin all 24experiments.TheDRI
spectrometers(N andI) participatedin 20 of the
24 experimentsas they missedthe first 4 (No.1,2,4and5). TheWinstrumentparticipatedin lO
experiments.
Themostimportantdivisionof theexperiments
is betweenthe monodispersea rosolson the one
handandthe polydisperseandambientaerosolex-
perimentson the otherhand. Thesetwo distinct
typesof aerosolsrequireseparateanalysis. One
conventionalwayof describingthe CCNspectraof
aerosolsis bynotingthe concentration,C, at one
referencesupersaturation(e.g. I%) andthe slope,
K, of the distribution. Sucha characterizationis
not applicableto someof the Workshopaerosols,
becausethe slope of the distribution sometimes
varied greatly over the rdnge of supersaturations.
3. MONODISPERSE AEROSOL EXPERIMENTS
A monodisperse aerosol is an extreme CCN spec-
trum because there is a very steep slope over a
narrow range of S and a flat distribution over
other parts of the spectrum. Hence, this type of
spectrum would not be characterized very well by C
and K. Instead, a monodisperse aerosol should be
characterized by the total number of drops active
on the plateau and by the supersaturation (Sc) in
the very steep region.
Experiments with a monodisperse aerosol allow
a determination of the counting ability of the
instruments because, as long as the chamber can
attain a supersaturation greater than Sc, the con-
centration should be constant. Thus this concentra-
tion is insensitive to supersaturation levels in
the chambers. In fact there should be agreement
between the CFD's and Aitken particle counters for
monodisperse aerosols. On the other hand, Sc, the
second parameter which characterizes the monodis-
perse aerosols should be a very sensitive test of
the supersaturations in the chambers.
3.1 Total Concentration
There were lO monodisperse experiments, Nos.
4,5,8,9,15,18,19,20,21, and 28. An examination of
the experimental plots shows that the M, C, I and N
chambers always exhibit a constant concentration
for supersaturations above the critical supersatura-
tion, Sc of the aerosol when the chambers operated
at high enough supersaturations. The W chamber
observed a flat distribution for only one (No. 9)
of the four monodisperse experiments in which it
participated.
Table l shows the total CCN concentrations for
each instrument; that is, the concentrations at and
above the flat portion of the distribution beyond
which no more nuclei are detected. Also listed is
the percentage count compared to the M chamber. At
the bottom is the average and standard deviation of
the comparison with M. The data in Table l is
averaged over the entire duration of the experi-
ment. Although the aerosol generator was usually
quite constant, this data is subject to error due
to the fact that the instruments may have been
operating at the high supersaturations during dif-
ferent time periods over which the concentration
may have changed.
Table 2 was devised in an attempt to cover the
above shortcoming. It was derived by choosing time
periods during the monodisperse experiments when
there was simultaneous data from at least two cham-
bers. Simultaneous Pollak and TSI Aitken (CN)
nucleus data is also presented. These should be in
agreement with the CCN counters since these are
monodisperse aerosols. Also listed in the table is
the percentage difference of each CCN counter from
the Pollak counter (or TSI when the Pollak data was
not available). The last row shows the average and
standard deviation of the comparison with the CN
counters. These tables are quite consistent show-
ing that Table 2 is fairly representative of the
discrepancies between the chambers. This is in
spite of the fact that the data in Table 2 is
incomplete and rather unequally distributed. Simul-
taneous times could not be found for some instru-
ments for some experiments while more than one case
could be found for some experiments and instru-
ments. Hence Table 2 is more precise, while the
data from Table l is more representative.
Table l shows that the three DRI instruments
were in excellent agreement with each other but
that they were about 15% lower than the UMR cham-
ber. Since the DRI instruments are so similar,
this would seem to represent a systematic error
between the UMR and DRI instruments, especially
since the standard deviations for the DRI instru-
ments are about equal. As pointed out above, this
discrepancy in concentration for monodisperse aero-
sol reflects actual differences in counting rather
than a problem with supersaturation. Either the
sample volume or the counting efficiencies are dif-
ferent or the same sample is not being seen by each
chamber.
Exp. No. M
TABLE I. MONODISPERSE TOTAL COUNT
C
N cm-3
4 260
5 1300
8 310
9 _610
15 1630
18 1080
19 1030
20 1030
21 no data
28 430
Averages
220 85%
950 73%
295 95% 260 84% 295 95%
490 79% 540 89% 535 88%
1290 79% 1290 79% 1290 79%
900 83% 920 85% 900 83%
990 96% 990 96% 990 96%
900 87% 910 88% 970 89%
880 880
370 80% 330 77% 380 88%
400 129%
440 72%
I080 I00%
I020 99%
85% + 7% 85% + 6% 88% + 6% I00% + 23%
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TABLE2. MONODISPERSETOTALCOUNT,SIMULTANEOUSCASES
Exp.No. Time Pollak TSI M C N I
4 I010-I026 262+ 2 275-280 269 I03%
I141-I156 282+ 6 300 230 82%
5 1428-1440 [_1304] 2800 1405 I08%
1537-1553 1241 2750 968 78%
8 I005-I037 273 300-270 308+ 22 I13% 284+ 17 I04% 304_ Ill% 297 I09%
9 1207-1221 572 570-550 649 I13% 642 I12% _616 I08%
1245-1247 510 544 *
1247-1302 510-470 504 530
15 1510-1529 1683 3200-3300 1810 I08% 1509 90% 1564 93% 1563 93%
18 lOl4-1021 Ill2 2400 I168 I05% 965 87%
I044-I053 I190 2500 971 82% 968 81%
19 I145-1206 I057 910-890 I125 I06% I009 95% I047 99% I020 96%
20 1400-1425 I068 900-910 I137 I06% I040 97% 990 93%
1427-1429 " 910 Ill7 I05% 961 90% 966 90% 976 91%
1513-1516 [1081] 900 900 84% 926 86%
28 1532-1548 392 210 438 I12% 400 I02% 392 I00% 408 I04%
Averages I08 + 3.6 89 + 9.2 98 + 9 96 + 9
• = Haze Mode
= Abbreviated Experiment
Figures I-4 were plotted to see if the discre-
pancies were dependent on particle size. Data from
Table 2 was used because of its superior precision.
The data from the three DRI chambers (Figs. 2-4) is
quite similar and shows a definite size dependence
whereas the UMR chamber (Fig. l) shows only weak
size dependence. Loss of particles due to diffus-
ion is a size dependent process which could be
responsible for some of the discrepancies between
these continuous flow chambers and the TSI. Diffu-
sion loss also depends on the sample flow rate and
the distance which the sample has to travel. Since
these quantities were nearly identical for the DRI
chambers, and the DRI chambers yielded similar
data, loss by diffusion seems to be a good possibil-
ity. Furthermore, diffusional losses for the UMR
chamber are expected to be smaller, because the
smaller sample flow branched off of a larger de-
livery flow. Thus the UMR data reflects this fact
(Fig. l).
Figures 5 and 6 show the theoretical diffusion
loss rate for the UMR and DRI chambers, respective-
ly. The agreement between the experimental and
theoretical curves indiFates that diffusion losses
can account for the size dependent relationship
between the CFD's and the TSI and thus the differen-
ces between the UMR and DRI chambers. However, the
data seems to show a linear relationship whereas
the theory shows a parabolic relationship. Another
possible cause of size dependent particle loss is
by electrostatic effects. Since the monodisperse
particles were produced from an Electrostatic
Classifier, they are all charged particles. It has
been found that just touching the plastic tubing or
even the conducting tubing through which the sample
aerosol passed caused reductions in the apparent
concentration. This is especially true for the
smaller particles which have higher mobilities.
These results indicate that, if theoretical
diffusional losses were accounted for, the agree-
ment between the UMR and DRI continuous flow cham-
bers would be much better than Table l would indi-
cate. With such a correction, it would appear that
the UMR and DRI chambers agree to about 5 percent
on the plateau concentration for monodisperse aero-
sols.
3.2 Critical Supersaturation, Sc
The other parameter used for the monodisperse
aerosols is Sc, the critical supersaturation, cor-
responding to the peak in the differential aerosol
size distribution. The measured value of Sc was de-
fined as the supersaturation which yielded one half
of the concentration found at the high super-
saturations where the concentrations were constant
(and presumably all particles were being counted).
These one-half values for each chamber and for each
monodisperse experiment are listed in Table 3.
Also listed are the theoretical values, based on
the size from the TS! electrostatic classifier used
to generate the aerosols. As to the theoretical
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TABLE 3. MONODISPERSE S CUTOFF
Exp. Size/Com o Theoreti- M C N I W
No. position cal Sc
4 0.036 NaCl 0.50 0.52 I04% 0.52 I04%
5 0.036 Nacl 0.50 0.54 I08% 0.52 I04%
8 0.18 NaCl 0.045 0.052 I16% 0.084 187%
9 0.18 NaCl 0.045 0.05 Ill% 0.065 144%
15 0.092 Amon 0.18 0.21 86% 0.17 81% 0.2 95%
18 0.04 Amon 0.64 0.62 85% 0.61 84% 0.54 74%
19 0.14 Amon 0.091 O.ll I00% 0.12 I09% 0.I3 I18%
20 0.08 Amon 0.22 0.20 69% 0.18 69% 0.22 85%
28 Agl 0.33 0.40 0.38
Averages 97% + 16% llO% + 38% 93% + 18%
[Excluding Exp. 8,9] 92%¥ 15% 92%¥ 16% 93% ¥ 18%
0.70 96%
0.40
0.33 45%
0.30 I15%
relation between dry size and Sc, we note that
various sources disagree somewhat. For example,
for ammonium sulfate at 20°C, Hanel (1976) lists Sc
values of 1.91% and 0.0532% at dry diameters of
0.02 _m and 0.2 _m respectively. Jiusto and Lala
(their equation 3, this proceedings volume) give
approximate relation which, for the corresponding
conditions give higher values of Sc (2.01% and
'O.0635%,respectively). For sodium chloride, the
two sources agree much more closely. In Table 3,
we have used the values from Hanel.
It can be seen in Table 3 that the M, C and N
chambers showed excellent agreement with theory and
each other. The I chamber was really not par-
ticipating in this aspect of the experiment since
it was always operating at three fixed supersatura-
tions throughout the Workshop. Experiments 8 and 9
were actually below the range of the DRI chambers
and within the haze mode of the UMR chamber.
Exclusion of these two experiments reveals a more
realistic test of the diffusion chambers.
The agreement of the UMR and DRI chambers on
Sc, indicates that these chambers were sensing the
same supersaturations. The agreement with theory
shows that the deduced supersaturations were probab-
ly accurate.
4. POLYDISPERSE AND AMBIENT EXPERIMENTS
These CCN distributions were more conventional
so they could usually be characterized by more
typical parameters such as C and K from N = CSK,
where C is the concentration at I% supersaturation
and K is the slope of the log-log distribution.
However, the calculation of K rests on the assump-
tion of a constant slope and even when this condi-
tion is fulfilled, the calcuation of K is one step
removed from the data. For these reasons, we
decided that a better method of analysis of this
data would consist of direct comparisons of all of
the chambers at the two most extreme supersatura-
tions which can be used. This would test C and K
in a more direct manner without the necessity of a
straight line distribution. The two supersatura-
tions chosen were 0.70% and 0.30%.
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of this analy-
sis. There is not a standard instrument to relate
the measurements to but, since there are so many
similarities between the three DRI instruments, we
have again chosen to relate all measurements to the
UMR chamber. The fact that the DRI chambers show
better agreement with UMR at 0.30% is consistent
with the results of the monodisperse experiments.
Thus the smallest CCN seemed to be undercounted in
the DRI chambers, suggesting that once again diffu-
sion losses or electrostatic charging is a problem.
The magnitude of the discrepancy is also quite
similar to that found in the monodisperse experi-
ments.
Figure 7 shows that there was probably some
undercounting by the DRI instruments at very high
concentrations. This data is rather inGonclusive
except for the concentration of lO,O00 cm-°(Exp.24).
Such a graph tests the possibility of effects such
as vapor depletion in the cloud chamber or coinci-
dence losses in the OPC. It appears that one of
these is a problem in the DRI chambers at very high
concentrations.
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TABLE 4. POLYDISPERSE AND AMBIENT, 0.7%
Exp. No. Composition M C N I W
1 NaCl 960 700 73% 410 43%
2 NaCl 2000 1300 65% 820 41%
6 Ambient 1200 I125 94% 1300 108% I175 98%
I0 Bimodal/NaCl 800 950 I19% 800 100% 700 88% I150 144%
11 Ambient 1250 II00 88% 1030 82% 1040 83%
12 Ambient 2100 2000 95% 2000 95% 2000 95% I000 48%
13 Ammon. Sul. 2250 2350 104% 2150 96% 2000 89% 1200 53%
14 Ammon. Sul. 3150 2150 68% 2300 73% 2100 67%
16 Ambient 840 880 I05% 800 95% 820 98%
22 Ammon. Sul. 1200 720 60% 720 60% 700 58%
23 Ammon.Sul. 250 225 90% 235 94% 225 90%
24 Ammon. Sul. 10800 6500 60% 5000 46% 5200 48%
26 Ambient llO0 ll40 I04% I150 I05% ll40 I04%
26 Run 2/Amb. 1250 1280 I02% 1150 92%
27 AaI__ 77_,,_ v,_=Ic _i_ 400 52% 650 84%
27 Run 2 510 320 63% 500 98%
Averages 86% + 20% 84% + 21% 85% + 16% 69% + 40%
TABLE 5. POLYDISPERSE AND AMBIENT, 0.3%
Exp. No. Composition M C N I
1 NaCI 500 435 87%
2 NaCl I010 890
6 Ambient 940 800 85% 700 74% 940 100%
lO Bimodal/NaCl 315 260 83% 280 89% 300 95%
11 Ambient 960 820 85% 700 73% 700 73%
12 Ambient lO00 1200 120% 1200 170% 1200 170%
13 Ammon. Sul. 1300 lOlO 78% lOlO 78% 990 76%
14 Ammon. Sul. 1500 llO0 73% ll30 75% lO00 67%
16 Ambient 600 670 I12% 540 90% 420 70%
22 Ammon. Sul. 525 450 86% 310 59% 415 79%
23 Ammon. Sul llO 115 I05% lO0 91% 120 I09%
24 Ammon. Sul. 3050 2800 92% 1300 43% 2500 87%
26 Ambient 600 600 I00% 460 77% 660 llO%
26 Run 2/Amb. 620 620 I00% 620 I00%
27 Agl 42 21 50% 65 155% 70 167%
27 Run 2 13 25 192% 42 323%
28 Agl 0.7 lOl
Averages 89% + 18% 94% + 39% 112% + 66%
5. CONCLUSIONS
The five continuous flow diffusion chambers
showed good agreement with each other in spite of
differences such as three types of optical particle
counters and three different wicking materials.
With the various aerosol distributions and types of
particles, the chambers nearly always agreed to
within 15% in number concentrations and supersatura-
tion determinations. Error analysis showed that
diffusion losses could account for most of these
differences.
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REVIEWOF ISOTHERMAL HAZE CHAMBER PERFORMANCE
J.W. Fitzgerald
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC
and
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Desert Research Institute, Reno, NV
ABSTRACT
Isothermal haze chambers (IHC) were present at
the 1980 International CCN Workshop (Reno, Nevada);
the theory of this method of characterizing cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) over the critical super-
saturation range of about 0.01% to 0.2% is re-
viewed, and guidelines for the design and operation
of IHC's are given. IHC data from the Internation-
al Workshop are presented and critically analyzed.
Two of the four IHC's agreed to about 40% over the
entire range of Sr's. A third chamber showed
similar agreement wi_hthe first two over the lower
part of the Sc range but only a factor of two
agreement at higher Sc'S. Some reasons for the
discrepancies are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the Second International Workshop on Con-
densation and Ice Nuclei in 1970, the measurement
of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) has been extend-
ed to the range of 0.015%-0.15% supersaturation
through the use of the isothermal haze chamber
(IHC), a new type of CCN counter first described by
Laktionov (1972). The principle of operation of
the IHC derives from the almost unique relationship
which exists between the critical supersaturation,
Sc, of a particle and its equilibrium size, r_o0, at
I00% RH. In the IHC, nuclei are grown to their
equilibrium sizes in an environment of I00% RH and
are then counted as a function of size. From these
data and the relationship between Sc and rlo o, one
obtains the CCN supersaturation spectrum. Alofs
and Podzimek (1974) are credited with bringing Lak-
tionov's work to the attention of the Western cloud
physics community.
Four groups operated IHC's at the Internation-
al CCN Workshop, Reno, NV, 6-17 October 1980: the
Desert Research Institute (DRI), the University of
Missouri at Rolla (UMR), the Naval Research Labora-
tory (NRL), and Colorado State University (CSU).
All of these instruments are described in companion
papers. In addition, descriptions of the DRI and
UMR instruments have been published by Hudson
(1980) and Alofs (1978), respectively.
The purpose of this review is threefold: (1)
to describe the S_ - rlo o relationship; (2) to dis-
cuss some of th_ critical design aspects of the
IHC; and (3) to present some results of the IHC
intercomparisons conducted at the Workshop.
2. THE Sc - rlo0 RELATIONSHIP
From the relationship between Sc and dry parti-
cle radius (ro) and that between r and r_ one ob-
tains the following relationship b_E_een ScVand r 00.
(2oc" (oVi,oo l
Sc(%) = 38.5 \pw--w-R-_T-] \ o _OOIc/ r_ o.
(I)
In this equation ac" and ic are the surface ten-
sion and van't Hoff factor of-the solution droplet
when it has attained its critical radius; o" 0 and
i.oo are the surface tension and van't Hof_ _actor
o_ the droplet in equilibrium at I00% RH; Pw is the
density of water; T is the temperature; and Rv is
the gas constant of water vapor.
The relationship between Sc and r depends on
• . O0
particle composltlon only to the extent that the
value of o_" (or" i /o" ic)_ depends on compo-
100 100. .
sition. I_ we assume that l_o o = ic and that %oo =
°'c t_ °w being the surface tension of pure wat-
er, Eq. (1) reduces to
[ 2°w _ -I
Sc(%) = 38.5 _PW-_] rl°° '
(2)
which is the relationship used by Laktionov (1972).
At T = 2O°C, and with r expressed in microns,
Eq. (2) may be written loo
0.041
Sc(%) - 7 (3)
I00
Taking into account the temperature dependence
of ow, we find that Sc varies approximately as
T-3/2 for a fixed value of r 0o.
Corrandini and Tonna (1979) analyzed the Sc vs.
rlo o relationship for the main electrolytes compos-
ing continental and marine aerosol particles. They
found that the uncertainty in the actual electrolyt-
ic composition of CCN results in a maximum devia-
tion from Eq. (2) of approximately 6%.
Hoppel and Fitzgerald (1977) examined the ef-
fect of insoluble material in aerosol particles on
the relationship between Sc and r . Their calcu-
100 .lations showed that insoluble mater_al wlll not
cause a significant departure from Eq. (2) as long
as soluble material accounts for at least 5% of the
dry particle mass.
The largest departure from the Laktionov re-
lationship [Eq. (2)] is likely to be caused by the
presence of surface-active organic materials in the
particles which will lower the droplet surface ten-
sion below the value for pure water. In the
presence of organic material Eq. (2) overestimates
Sc by (Ow/Oc'), where _c" is the actual surface
tension Of the droplet at its critical radius. The
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surfacetensionof the dropletsformeduponatmo-
sphericaerosolparticles is notwell known.Hanel(1976)madea fewmeasurementsof the surfaceten-
sion of dilute aqueousolutionsof atmospheric
aerosol samplescollected in central Europeand
foundvaluesI0%to 30%belowthe valueof pure
water.
3. CRITICALDESIGNASPECTSOFTHEIHC
In additionto theerrors in IHCdataarising
fromthe lackof specificknowledgeabouthechemi-
cal compositionof the aerosolparticles, theaccu-
racy of CCNspectraobtainedwith the IHCalso
dependson the accuracywith whichthe equilibrium
particle sizedistributionat I00%RHcanbedeter-
mined. In orderto achieveanaccuratemeasurement
of this size distribution, the humidifyingsection
of the IHCmustbe truly isothermal,the relative
humidityof the air samplemustbebroughtaccept-
_hly r1_ ÷_ Inn_ _^ aerosol particle_ must be
allowed enough growth time to reach r and the
droplets must be accurately counted an_°_ized. We
shall now discuss each of these requirements in
turn.
3.1 Isothermal Operation
The diffusivities of heat and water vapor in
air are not equal (at standard conditions, the
latter exceeds the former by about 15%). There-
fore, if an air sample containing CCN flows through
a tube having wet walls, the temperature of which
increases in the direction of flow, a small super-
saturation will be experienced by the CCN. Con-
versely, if the temperature of the tube decreases
along the direction of flow, undersaturation may
result. Under either of these conditions, the size
of the CCN can depart significantly from r . It
I00
is important, therefore, that the humidifying sec-
tion of the IHC be accurately isothermal and that
its temperature be known to sufficient accuracy.
It is, of course, also important to take into
account the inherent dependence of r upon temper-
I00
ature. From Eq. (2) we find that knowledge of T to
an accuracy of l°C easily suffices for I% accuracy
in Sc .
3.2 Humidification of the Air Sample
It is not possible to humidify the air enter-
ing the IHC to exactly I00% RH since this would
require an infinitely long chamber. In practice,
then, the sample is brought close enough to satura-
tion that the error in S_ resulting from the depar-
ture of the actual equilibrium particle size from
r is acceptably small. Figure l shows the rela-
_00
tlve error in Sc as a function of the deviation in
relative humidity from saturation. The quantity l-S
plotted along the abscissa is one minus the satura-
tion ratio. The error has been computed for differ-
ent values of dry particle radius (ro) having the
indicated values of Sc. For the purpose of these
calculations it was assumed that particles are com-
posed of pure ammonium sulfate. We see from Fig.
l, for instance, that in order to operate an IHC as
low as Sc = 0.015% with an error (in Sc) of no
more than IO%, the sample must be humidified to
99.99% RH. If we require an error of less than 5%
then we must humidify the sample to 99.996% RH. It
is also seen that, should the maximum humidity
achieved be only 99.95%, then errors in S of as
much as 40% can be expected. If the CCN _pectrum
can be described by the relationship N : CSck, then
the error aN in particle concentrations due to an
error ASc in critical supersaturation is given by
AN/N = -kaSc/S c.
We now turn to the question of how long the
humidifying section must be to attain the desired
relative humidity. Since most IHC's are of cylin-
drical geometry, we shall consider the case of air
flow through a tube. For flow through a wetted
tube, the increase in relative humidity depends
only on the length of the tube and the volume flow
rate and not on the radius (R) of the tube. The
reason for this is that both the time constant for
diffusion of water vapor from the walls and the
residence time of the sample in the tube are propor-
tional to R2. Figure 2 shows the relative humid-
ity at the center of a wetted tube as a function of
distance from the inlet and volume flow rate, ¢, for
the case of an air sample havinq an initial rela-
tive humidity of 50%. Figure 2 is based on analyti-
cal solutions to the diffusion equations for lami-
nar flow through tubes (Goldstein, 1965). These
solutions assume Poiseuille flow and neglect the
axial diffusion term. For initial relative humidi-
ties of 30% and 70%, the tube length required to
raise the relative humidity of the sample above
99.9% is about 5% greater and I0% less, respective-
ly, than the length needed for air entering at 50%
RH.
The volume flow rate through the humidifying
section is usually determined by the flow require-
ments of the optical particle counter (OPC) used to
count and size the droplets. The Royco 225 optical
counter, for instance, uses a flow of 47 cm3s -l (or
2.8 liters/min). For this flow rate, a tube length
of 140 cm is required to humidify the sample from
50% RH to 99.99% RH.
3.3 Residence Time Needed to Achieve Droplet
Equilibrium
When an aerosol particle is exposed to an
environment of increasing relative humidity its ac-
tual size will lag behind its equilibrium size. The
smaller the critical supersaturation of a particle,
the larger is its equilibrium size, r 0 ' and the
longer it takes to grow to that size. _ _herefore,
the humidifying section of the IHC must provide
enough residence time at ~I00% RH so that the CCN
can grow acceptably close to r .
I00
Laktionov (1972) presented, without documenta-
tion, calculated values of the time required for
droplets to grow to within 5% of r in an en-
laO
vironment of I00% RH. These values have been used
in determining the length of, or time required in,
the humidifying section of the IHC. Recently,
Robinson and Scott (1980) computed growth times of
water solution droplets in an IHC, using a new drop-
let growth equation derived from first-principles
kinetic theory. This equation was shown to agree
with a conventional growth equation to within 5%
for droplets smaller than l _m and to within 0.1%
for large radii. Table l is taken directly from
their paper and shows the time needed for nuclei of
varying Sc to grow from their dry size to 95% and
99% of r. o0 in a saturated environment. The computa-
tlons of Roblnson and Scott assumed that nuclei are
composed entirely of sodium chloride and that the
condensation coefficient of water is 0.036. Table
l also lists Laktionov's values of the time needed
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TABLE I. TIME REQUIRED FOR DROPLET GROWTH FROM DRY SIZE
TO 95 AND 99 PERCENT OF r AT S = l.O, T = 20°C
leo
Sc(%) 0.I03 0.063 0.051 0.041 0.033 0.026 0.021 0.016
r 0(_m) 0.40 0.65 0.80 l.O 1.25 1.6 2.0 2.510
t(S) to .95 r o° 1.6 4.6 7.4 12.5 21.3 38.9 68.1 121
t(S) to .99 r 3.3 9.8 16.7 26.6 45.5 84.1 148 262
Ioo
t(S) [Laktionov] 4 10 15 25 40 65 lO0 180
to .95 r
Ioo
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to growto 95%of r . It is seenthat Laktionov's
l_O . .
growth times are slgmflcantly greater than those
computed by Robinson and Scott.
Since Laktionov did not give the details of
his calculations, we do not know the reason for the
discrepancy in growth times. If we accept the
values of Robinson and Scott, then we see that an
IHC must provide over 120 s of growth time at a
relative humidity of ~I00% if it is to give accur-
ate results at supersaturations as low as 0.015%.
A conservative estimate of the total length
needed for the humidifying section may be obtained
by adding together the length needed to humidify
the air to an acceptable closeness to I00% RH (see
previous section) and the additional length neces-
sary to provide 120 s of residence time at ~I00% RH.
3.4 Droplet Sizin9 and Counting
The accuracy of CCN spectra obtained with the
IHC also depends on the accuracy with which the
droplets emerging from the isothermal (humidifying)
chamber are counted and sized. In order to obtain
an accurate measurement of the droplet size distri-
bution, the droplets must enter the OPC without
serious modification of their numbers or sizes, and
the response curve of the OPC must be well known,
both in terms of absolute accuracy and resolution.
(a) Entry of Droplets into the OPC
The IHC droplet size distribution can be modi-
fied as a result of impaction of droplets on the
walls of the inlet tube of the OPC and by evapora-
tion shrinkage of the droplets before they enter
the light beam. Alofs (1978) made a thorough inves-
tigation of both of these problems as part of an
analysis of the performance of his dual-range cloud
nucleus counter. In Alofs' device, these two prob-
lems may be amplified, compared to other IHC's,
because the droplets must pass through a tube 1.3
mm diameter by 12 cm long to reach the OPC.
Alofs (loc. cit.) checked the problem of impac-
tion by varying the flow into his OPC (a Royco at
that time) while keeping the main flow through the
humidifying chamber constant. The tests were made
for 2.5 _m and 5.0 _m radius droplets. For each of
these sizes, it was found that a plateau of count
vs. Royco flow existed (where presumably impaction
is not a problem) and that at higher flow rates the
count dropped off due to impaction. Losses due to
impaction set in at a flow rate of ~l.O liters/min
in the case of the 2.5 _m droplets and at a flow of
~0.5 liters/min for the 5.0 _m droplets. Alofs
attributed the loss in counts to the fact that the
aerosol stream was not exactly lined up with the
1.3 mm inlet tube. It seems reasonable to expect
that in an IHC in which the droplets do not pass
through a narrow tube to reach the OPC, higher flow
rates can be used before impaction becomes a prob-
lem.
The inlet tube of the OPC will normally be
warmer than the isothermal chamber temperature due
go electrically-generated internal heat in the OPC.
This will result in some evaporation of the drop-
lets before they are sized. Alofs (loc. cit.)
calculated the change in droplet size due to evapo-
ration in the OPC inlet tube of his device. One may
conclude from these calculations that, for nuclei
with 0.01% S Sc S 0.1%, evaporation will be relative-
ly insignificant in an IHC which uses the full
manufacturer's flow rate through the OPC (2.8
liters/min in the case of the Royco 225), even if
the inlet tube is as much as 0.5°C warmer than the
isothermal chamber. However, if the droplet resi-
dence time in the OPC inlet is significantly in-
creased due to the use of a reduced flow rate, then
it is necessary to avoid evaporation. Alofs showed
that the problem of evaporation (of nuclei with Sc
< 0.1%) could be effectively eliminated by thermo-
_tatting the OPC so that the inlet tube is not more
than O.l°C warmer than the humidifying section.
The problems of impaction and evaporation are
both very difficult to avoid completely by a priori
design provisions. It seems best to allow enough
adjustability in the IHC design, that these phenome-
na can be avoided by experimental adjustments.
(b) Sizing Accuracy of the OPC
In contrast with OPC use with continuous-flow,
parallel-plate counters, the OPC on an IHC must not
only count, but must also size accurately in order
to give the concentration of nuclei as a functinn of
S¢. This means that the response curve (i.e.,
slgnal strength as a function of particle radius)
of the particular OPC used must be accurately known
for the case of water spheres. OPC's are calibrat-
ed by the manufacturer with polystyrene latex
spheres which have an index of refraction, m, of
1.59. Therefore, use of the OPC with the IHC to
size water droplets (m = 1.33) means that the
manufacturer's calibration curve must be corrected
for index of refraction.
Cooke and Kerker (1975) used a Mie scattering
computer program to predict the theoretical res-
ponse curves of several widely used commercial
OPC's, including Royco and Climet devices, for a
range of values of refractive index. These curves,
for all but the Climet and Royco 220 devices, show
an initial monotonic increase in signal with in-
creasing particle size, followed by a region of
multivalued response. For particle sizes larger
than about l _m radius, the response of OPC's again
becomes single valued. The Royco 225, a popular
device used by Hudson (1980) and others, is not
treated by Cooke and Kerker, but its response
should be close to that of the Royco 245, which is
treated.
The calculated response curves of Cooke and
Kerker are presently the best available basis for
extrapolating the manufacturer's polystyrene latex
calibration to work with water droplets. In using
these curves to correct for index of refraction, a
problem arises in that the response curves are
calculated for refractive indices 1.33, 1.45, 1.54,
and 1.70, but not for index 1.59, that of polysty-
rene. The operators of IHC's, then, have been
forced to interpolate between the curves presented
by Cooke and Kerker, a procedure which is made
difficult by the oscillatory, mathematically com-
plicated nature of these curves. As pointed out by
Hodkinson and Greenfield (1965), the initial mono-
tonically increasing portions of the response
curves represent the large-radius end of the Ray-
leigh scattering region, the upper limit of which
occurs at a particle radius of about 0.05 _m. As
long as the monotonic character of the response
curves persists above the Rayleigh scattering re-
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gion, .the responsecan be expected to vary as
(m2-1) _ (m2+2)-_, and the interpolation between cur-
ves to provide response values for other indices of
refraction may be carried out on that basis.
However, the oscillatory (multivalued) region of
many OPC response curves sets in at values of
radius well below 0.5 _m, marking the end of any
resemblance to the behavior in the Rayleigh region.
Outside the Rayleigh region, the complicated nature
of the scattering functions (wherein m appears both
as the coefficient and argument of Bessel and Legen-
dre functions) precludes easy interpolation. One
then has the choice of either repeating the work of
Cooke and Kerker for m = 1.59 or simply doing a
visual interpolation based on the Cooke and Kerker
curves. There may, of course, be considerable
error involved in determining the response curve by
the latter method.
OPC size resolution on the order of O.l _m is
required to be able to distinguish between nuclei
differing by as much as 0.02% in Sc. Whitby and
Willeke (1979) have estimated that most OPC's in
good adjustment will artificially broaden a monodis-
perse spectrum to the extent that the resulting
geometric standard deviation is of order l.l. This
would imply, for example, that slightly over 68% of
the count of an ideal l.O micron aerosol would be
interpreted by the OPC as belonging to aerosol
sizes between 0.91 and l.l _m.
The actual calibration of any OPC should be
checked by the user but, in general, sizing errors
are a serious concern, especially if the OPC has a
multivalued response function in the radius range
of interest.
4. HAZE CHAMBER DATA FROM THE INTERNATIONAL
WORKSHOP
4.1 Preliminary Comments
While IHC's were operational during all 29
experiments of the International Workshop, useable
data resulted from only a subset of the total
number of experiments when the aerosol was large
enough to register and when other problems such as
fluctuations were not present. In addition, the
four instruments (#11, Naval Research Laboratory;
#14, Desert Research Institute; #21, University of
Missouri; #26, Colorado State University) were not
always simultaneously operational. Therefore, the
data to be discussed is a subset of the total data
file, which will generally cover those experiments
where the aerosol was suitable for IHC and all four
IHC's were operational.
A few remarks about the instruments themselves
are worthwhile. IHC #21 is unlike the others in
that it uses a Climet OPC for detection and sizing
of the haze droplets. IHC #11 is actually a
second-generation device, built by the Naval Re-
search Laboratory after considerable experience had
been gained with an earlier model. In particular,
a very efficient sheath air pre-humidifier is found
on this version. IHC #14 and #26 are related in
terms of design; #26 was constructed following, to
some extent, the mechanical details of #14 but was
only newly-completed at the time of this Workshop.
Some difficulties in the operation of #26 were
experienced, but allowance should be made for the
fact that it was a newly-constructed device. Final-
ly, one should generally note that iHC's are requir-
ed to respond to concentrations that span many (eg,
3-5) orders of magnitude, a considerable dynamic
range which is taxing under the best of circum-
stances.
In the process of analyzing the data, it was
discovered that somewhat different procedures were
used to deal with the index of refraction problem
cited in Section 3.4(b) of this report. Although
DRI and NRL both used Royco OPC's it was determined
that subtle differences in the procedure used to
correct for the index of refraction resulted in
some significant differences in the data. Specifi-
cally, this meant that different Sc's were deduc-
ed from voltage threshold responses which would
have shown identical sizes for the polystyrene la-
tex spheres used for size calibrations. After this
was discovered, the DRI data were redone using the
method similar to that used by NRL. Since the CSU
data were treated identically to NRL data, this
modification then allowed all Royco-equipped IHC's
to be compared on an equivalent basis. It is
difficult to determine which procedure is best, al-
though the NRL procedure does yield higher concen-
trations, at a given Sc, in better agreement with
the UMR chamber and with the mobility analyzer.
The operators of the UMR chamber accounted for
the index of refraction in an entirely different
manner. While the procedures used for the Royco-
equipped chambers were based solely on theory, the
UMR IHC relied most heavily on an empirical tech-
nique. Size thresholds were determined by passing
known sized NaCl nuclei through the UMR IHC; the
nuclei would form drops which were assumed to be
the equilibrium size of solution droplets at I00%
R.H. This procedure was followed for one or two
sizes and the rest of the curve was completed by
using the functional shape of the Cooke and Kerker
results. This circumvents the index of refraction
problems which have been described in Section
3.4(b) and in the last paragraph for the Roycos.
4.2 Best and Typical Agreement Cases
In Figure 3, the IHC results of Experiment 20
(monodisperse ammonium sulfate aerosol) are shown;
the data provide the best agreement between IHC's
found during the Workshop. The curve labeled #14'
is the original DRI data; #14 has been redone with
the index of refraction correction treated similar-
ly to the data of #11 and #26. This yielded much
better agreement with #11 and #21. Note that the
theoretical CCN spectra derived from the NRL mobil-
ity analyzer data (#12) are also plotted; these
were obtained by using the theoretical (Kohler)
relationship between Sc and dry particle size for
ammonium sulfate aerosols to transform the NRL size
distribution data into a CCN spectrum. (IHC #26
did not report data for this experiment.)
Figure 4 shows a count-versus-S c plot of Ex-
periment 9, monodisperse sodium chloride, and repre-
sents the more "typical" case from the Workshop.
Once again, it is apparent that #14' shows much
closer agreement with #11, #12, and #21. The
difference between #14 and #14' shows the sensitiv-
ity to the method used to correct for the index of
refraction. In contrast to Figure 3, it was more
frequently the case that the count magnitudes were
in the order shown in Figure 4 at the higher Sc's:
IHC #11 and #21 highest, #14' next, then #14, and
#26 lowest. At the lowest supersaturations, how-
ever, curves 14', II, and 21 were in no consistent
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Figure 3. Concentra4ton_ registered by i_o4he_ai
ha_e chc_nber_ and N'RL mobtii_y analyser as a _unc-
tton o_ _upersaJ:aro2ion setILng, _or Experiment 20.
Aerosol _a_ monodt_per_e c_mr_nium sulfate. Mobii-
i4g a_alyser data are labelled by tns4rument Number
12. Ha$a chamber data are _imi_ari_ labelled; see
text _or instrument number_.
order and agreement between the three IHC's was
much better.
Not shown in Figure 4 are the counts of the
continuous-flow CCN counters. In Figure 3 this
data shows a "plateau" in count; the mean Sc of this
nominally monodisperse aerosol was 0.045%, with the
smallest CCN in the distribution exhibiting Sc as
high as 0.06% to 0.1% supersaturation. For this
experiment the counts from those devices generally
fell in the range 500-600, or at about the same
magnitude as indicated at 0.15% by IHC #11, #21,
and #14. IHC's #21 and #14 (#14' also) detected a
plateau in number vs. Sc which allowed them to
estimate the Sr of the aerosol. These were all
overestimates o_ the theoretical value 0.045%; #21
saw 0.055%, #14' estimated 0.073%, #14 0.086%.
Although IHC #11 did not detect a plateau this may
have just been due to the OPC channel threshold
selections. If 0.15% were assumed to be a plateau
reading, #11 would estimate 0.073%. Experiment #8
was the only other experiment which used an Sc in
the IHC range, 0.045% as Experiment 9. Although
the concentration was lower in Experiment 8, the
results were nearly identical to Experiment 9. IHC
#26 often exhibited a kink in the region around and
immediately below 0.1%; this kink may correspond to
the double-valued region of the particular Royco in
use on IHC #26.
The relative order (by magnitude of count at a
given Sc) of the four instruments was preserved
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throughout most of the experiments. Considering
that three of the devices utilized a Royco OPC, the
double-valued response region of which falls in the
approximate Sc interval of 0.04% to 0.08% (r_0 o of
O.5xlO-4cm to l.OxlO-4cm), it may be inferred that
at least a given Royco OPC seems to consistently
place signals of the same magnitude in the same
electronic channel, even though the signals may
fall within the double-valued region. Otherwise,
interpretation of data from the IHC's using the
Royco (IHC #11, #14, #26) would be next to impossi-
ble in the 0.04% to 0.08% Sc range. (Even grant-
ing this consistency, it is not too surprising to
see discrepancies in this troublesome region of the
spectrum.)
4.3 Relative IHC Results as a Function of
Experiment
Fig._ _ _A _ _-_,, _--_---.. ............. ,v,s ,_v,a_ the relative
counts of each IHC as a function of experiment
number, where the relative count is shown as a
percentage of the NRL mobility analyzer count at
the same S_ (Sc = 0.09% for Fig. 5 and 0.15% for
Fig. 6). _he curves on Figs. 5 and 6 show disconti-
nuities where data are inappropriate or missing.
These S_ values were chosen somewhat arbitrarily;
• _ ° .
our intentlon is simply to display relative perform-
ance at representative points along the Sc spectrum.
In Figure 5 once again #14' is plotted. As in
the last two figures, this represents DRI data
which has been corrected for the index of refrac-
tion in a manner similar to that used by the other
I
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two Royco equipped IHC's. No. 14' is not plotted
in Figure 6 because at 0.15% the ratio of #14' to
#14 is only about 1.15 except in Experiments #22,
23 and 24 where it is about 1.5, causing only a
small change in the relative positions of the data
from the various instruments.
In examining these figures, it is apparent
that the relative order of the instruments is gener-
ally preserved although #11 and #21 seem to alter-
nate as the highest reading IHC. A similar figure
for SG = 0.04% was constructed, but had very large
gaps in data, and considerably more scatter than
seen in Figs. 5 and 6. Nevertheless, the order was
like that of Figure 5, except that #14' alternated
with #11 and #21 for highest readings. These data
cover ambient aerosols (Experiments 6 and ll), mono-
disperse sodium chloride (8 and 9), polydisperse
sodium chloride (l,2,10), monodisperse ammonium sul-
fate (15, 19,20) and polydisperse ammonium sulfate
(13, 14,22,23,24). The maxima and minima of the
curves of the four instruments sometimes seem to
occur in unison, but are not clearly related to any
particular type of aerosol. Rather, it appears
that a significant variable might be the response
of the NRL mobility analyzer, more than the type of
aerosol under study. From experiment to experi-
ment, small changes were occasionally made in the
sample flow rate (time of exposure of the sample to
saturation) of instrument #14. Although these
should have been within the region where counts
have plateau values as a function of carrier flow,
this may not have always been the case for all of
the OPC droplet size thresholds used.
FZW.zne 6. Same a._ _:£g.u4e 5, but for a .Jupe_.,z._aYJ.pza-
ZZon ._eC_ALn9 o_ O. 15%.
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Figure 6 takes on additional significance if
we regard 0.15% as representative of the supersatu-
ration range where haze chamber data overlaps that
of the static and continuous-flow CCN counters.
Inspection of the Workshop data shows that the HRL
mobility analyzer usually read somewhat higher than
the approximate average of the static and continu-
ous counters, by a factor between one and two.
Therefore, if those CCN counters were also shown on
Figure 6, their results would fall in about the
same range as given by the curve for IHC #21, a
result that is not too surprising because this IHC
always gave data which was continuous with the
higher supersaturation data given by the dual-mode
operation of chamber #21. Thus, both IHC #21 and
IHC #11 tended to agree well with other chambers
around 0.15% supersaturation. The other two IHC's
were less often in agreement in this region, al-
though often #14 seemed to give data which joined
well with the data of a continuous CCN counter from
the same institution, #15.
Although Figures 5 and 6 indicate that there
is a considerable counting discrepancy between the
various IHC's, it should be kept in mind that when
the slope of the CCN spectrum is very steep (as was
often the case in the range of Sc of the INC's),
a small absolute error in Sc can result in a large
error in particle count. Thus small discrepancies
in the sizes assigned to given water droplets by
various OPC's could lead to large differences in
count; ignoring for the moment all other sources of
the discrepancies, the primary calibFations (even
of OPC's from one manufacturer) of OPC's differ
from instrumento instrument. In regardto the
presentdata, clearly the mostdesirableapproach
wouldhavebeento comparethe OPC's(at least the
threeRoycos)ona non-wateraerosolsuchaspoly-
styrenelatexbeforeorduringtheWorkshop.
4.4 Conclusions
The general tradition in comparisons of CCN
counters has been to regard the instruments which
register the highest counts as the most correct.
That tradition should never be accepted without
scrutiny, for instruments may overcount as well as
undercount, although generally there are more rea-
sons for the latter. In the case of these com-
parisons, there are additional measurements which
drive one to the conclusion that the higher-count-
ing instruments are indeed to be favored; those
measurements are the continuous-flow and static CCN
counts, in the case of monodisperse aerosols where
.............. _vu,,_ ,=,_u_-o c is to be fuund,
and the results of the NRL mobility analyzer. It
would appear, then, that instruments #ll and #21
offer some advantages over the other devices.
The differences between #14 and #14' point out
the problems involved in correcting for the index
of refraction. Although these differences at first
appeared to be very minor, they resulted in signifi-
cant differences in the region of supersaturation
between 0.04% and 0.08%, corresponding to the
double valued region of the Royco. The steepness
of the aerosol distribution in this region results
in a very high sensitivity to this variability.
Fortunately all of the IHC's usually avoided using
voltage thresholds in this region of the spectrum.
Hence the differences involved in correcting for
index of refraction were usually not as serious as
they could have been. Although the differences
which resulted from variations in the procedure are
significant they are not overwhelming. Neverthe-
less, it would have been much better to use a
uniform method of correcting for index of refrac-
tion at the time of the Workshop as corrections
made later are not certain to be identical. In the
future, it would be desirable to look into the
whole question more thoroughly.
IHC #21 is different in that it uses a Climet
OPC. However, it is difficult to compare the
treatment applied by its operator to the index of
refraction problem, which unlike the Royco-equipped
chambers, does not strictly rely on theoretical
considerations. Hence it is difficult to determine
if the Climet OPC offers advantages in sizing water
droplets based upon calibration with polystyrene
latex spheres of a different index of refraction.
Nonetheless, the UMR IHC does show good number
concentration agreement with the NRL mobility analy-
zer as well as better agreement with the theoreti-
cal Sc's in the monodisperse experiments (8 and
9). This is understandable since the UMR chamber
was essentially calibrated with a mobility classi-
fier, which may be a better method for applied CCN
counting. Nevertheless even though the Royco equip-
ped IHC's have considerable calibration problems
they do at least use an independent method of
calibration. There are more occasions when IHC #11
counts higher than the NRL mobility analyzer, than
is the case with IHC #21, but such occasions are
rare enough that no conclusion can be drawn.
All IHC's in this study were basically stable,
rugged devices which at least showed an output data
signal which was proportional to the input aerosol
concentration, despite the taxing dynamic range and
requirement that OPC accuracy and resolution be
pushed to the limit. These devices clearly have a
promising future in certain measurements of hygro-
scopic aerosols, such as the counting of fog conden-
sation nuclei, or even in new applications such as
studies of aerosol retention in the human lungs.
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ABSTRACT
In orderto obtain identical samplespartici-
pating CCNinstrumentsandaerosolcharacterizing
equipmentwerelocatedalongandconnectedto a8.2
cmdiameteraluminumtube throughwhichthe test
aerosolswerepumpeddirectly fromthe sourceat a
rate of 200 to 600 _ min-_and at very slight
overpressure.
Of the total of 29experiments,18werecar-
ried out with artificial NaClor (NH4)2SO4 aero-
sols. Theseweregeneratedfromsalt solutionsbypneumaticatomizersof specialdesign(by DRI)to
ensurehighconstancyof the aerosoloutputconcen-
tration. In threeexperimentswith insolubleCCN(Agl, paraffin wax)the aerosolsweregenerated
thermally. In someof the tests, anelectrostatic
classifier wasusedfor narrowingthe particlesizedistributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Comparisonsor cross-calibrationsof smallpar-
ticle instrumentationareoftenperformed,for con-
venience'sake,with theaid of mosteasilyobtain-
ableaerosols,suchasthe onespresentin roomor
atmosphericair, the particlesof whichareusually
not well characterizedandare mostlyof a rather
complexnature. However,sincedifferent aerosol
instrumentsgenerallydiffer in their responsespec-
tra, thesedifferencescanonly be assessedand
ultimatelyunderstoodif aerosolsof distinct char-
acteristics are utilized. Thus,in orderto ach-
ievethe objectivesof the Workshop,it wasimpera-tive to providetest aerosolsof highmonodisper-
sity andchemicalpurity, andto take the utmost
carein conveyingthe sampleto the instruments.
2. AEROSOLDISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM
Basedon the favorableexperiencein previous
Workshops(WS),the primaryrequirementof supply-ing all instruments imultaneouslywith as nearly
identical samplesas possiblewasmetby locating
the instrumentsalonga sampleduct (or manifold)
in whicha flow rate wasmaintainedthat washigh
comparedto the sampleflowextractedfromtheduct
bytheinstruments.
A further requirementwasto providea steady
flow of aerosol in whichvariationsof particle
concentrationwith timewereless thana fewper-
cent (S±3%,accordingto recommendationsfromtheSteeringCommittee).In orderto achievethis cri-
terion, the choicewasto either usea largestor-
agebag(as hadbeenthe caseat the Ft. Collins
WS)or to operatea veryconstantaerosolsource.
Severalconsiderationsled to the decision to
deliver aerosols directly into the sampling duct
instead of using a large bag. With regard to
artificial aerosols, generation techniques at the
DRI had improved over the years to the point where
runs of one to two hours could be achieved with
about 90% probability of keeping the particle con-
centration within ±5% of a mean value whereby the
short term fluctuations (which are generally more
detrimental for instrument comparisons) usually
were even smaller; superimposed on this was a slow
drift in the particle concentration. Furthermore,
examination of the Ft. Collins WS data (Grant,
1971) indicated that samples stored in the 54 m3
bag were decaying at a considerable rate; total
NaCl particle concentration, -I0% hr-l; large sub-
micron particles, _ -50% hr-l; and -20 to -30% hr-l
for the CCN of atmospheric samples active at I%
supersaturation. These values did not point to an
advantage of a bag system, not even for the case of
ambient aerosol when compared with the low level of
fluctuations in the prevailing situations of wester-
ly winds usually experienced at the DRI during
routine direct measurements of the atmospheric aero-
sol.* Another disadvantage of a bag system is its
finite volume dictating the duration of an experi-
ment (which may be too short for certain investiga-
tions; some participants had indicated the desira-
bility of prolonging some experiments well beyond
an hour).
Since the DRI aerosol laboratory was already
equipped with a duct system to aspirate outside air
through an inlet 9 m above the roof (i.e., _ 25 m
above ground level) for distribution to instru-
ments, it was relatively easy to extend that system
to the WS room. Figure l shows the floor plan of
the 150 m2 WS area and the layout of the sample
duct. The numbers l to 28 refer to the sampling
outlets spaced about 0.6 m apart along the 8.2 cm
ID aluminum duct. The sampling outlets were of 5
mm stainless steel tubing having a 90 ° bend inside
the duct, pointing into the air flow; this resulted
in isokinetic sampling conditions for instrument
sampling rates of 0.0037 times the flow rate in the
duct (which was varied between 200 and 700 _ min-l
from one experiment to another). Also shown are
the sampling locations of all the instruments (iden-
tified by type and participating organization). In
order to minimize the risk of losing particles
Unfortunately, unusually calm weather persisting
during the period of the WS, combined with local
industrial sources, was causing considerable fluc-
tuations in aerosol concentration.
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through charge accumulation on surfaces, all instru-
ments were connected to the sample duct by electri-
cally conductive latex rubber tubing which had been
tested previously and found to have no adverse
effects on aerosol sampling.
Although the distance between the first and
last sample outlet was 18 meters, the sample time
delay between first and last instrument was only 8
to 25 seconds depending on the sample flow velocity
of 0.6 to 2 m s-l. Since significant changes in
aerosol characteristics (mainly concentration) gen-
erally were associated with considerably longer
time constants, simultaneous sampling by all instru-
ments can be assumed for all but a few circum-
stances. By measuring the total particle concentra-
tion at sample outlets 3 and 28 with the same
instrument (alternating between the two outlets) it
was determined that no significant decay of the
aerosol along the duct was taking place.
In order to prevent contaminants from entering
the sampling duct, the latter was kept at slightly
higher than room pressure, i.e., 0.05 to 0.5 mb,
depending on sample flow rate. When using artifi-
cial aerosols, the compressed air generation system
provided the needed overpressure while, in the case
of ambient air sampling, an axial fan (Rotron Model
TN3A2) built into the sampling duct upstream of the
WS area produced the pressure difference. It was
determined experimentally that the fan caused a
reduction in total particle concentration in the
ambient aerosol by about 5% but, more importantly,
that its motor did not generate any particles.
3. AEROSOL GENERATION SYSTEM
For reasons mentioned previously, more empha-
sis was placed on work with artificial, well de-
fined CCN which were used in 21 of the experiments
while the ambient aerosol served in only eight
comparison tests.
In order to cover the basic types of soluble, in-
soluble and hydrophobic aerosols, NaCl and (NH4)2SO 4
were selected for the first category due to their
relevance to the real atmospheric aerosol. The
choice for the water insoluble CCN material fell on
pure Agl, mainly due to the relative ease with
which this highly insoluble substance can be dis-
persed; it has to be pointed out that these Agl
particles most likely do not resemble the ones
generated for cloud seeding purposes which usually
possess a water soluble component. Originally, the
candidate material for hydrophobic CCN was Teflon
(briefly used at the Ft. Collins WS), but the lack
of a satisfactory dispersal method led to the use
of paraffin wax instead.
Parameters to be varied other than the chemi-
cal make-up were the total particle number concen-
tration (a few hundred to several thousand per
cm3), and the particle size distribution ("monodis-
perse", polydisperse and mode at several different
sizes).
The experimental set-up for producing these
aerosols is shown schematically in Figure 2. The
aerosol generator, in this case a pneumatic atomiz-
er for the production of water soluble CCN from
salt solutions, is depicted at the top right of _he
figure. While many types of atomizers, especially
inhalation therapy nebulizers, could, in principle,
have been used for the present purpose, the require-
ments of constant output and prolonged operation
demanded the design of a specialized and more versa-
tile device as described in detail by Dea and Katz
(1981) in a subsequent article.
In order to minimize contamination while pro-
viding a wide range of pressures needed for control
of output parameters, the atomizer was operated
with high grade compressed air from commercial
tanks. The salt solutions were prepared from J.T.
Baker and Fisher Scientific reagent grade salts and
HPLC water (J.T. Baker Chemical Co.). The concen-
tration of the salt solutions was varied according
to the particle size requirements of individual
experiments. After emerging from the atomizer, the
fine mist of solution droplets was diluted about
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l:l with dry filtered air, mainly to promote rapid
evaporation of the droplets, but also to help re-
duce coagulation which is considerable at typical
number densities of the order of 108cm -3.
After complete removal of liquid water from
the particles in the diffusion dryer (TSI Model
3062), the aerosol was brought to charge equilibri-
um by passing it through a charge neutralizer equip-
ped with a lO mCi Kr85 source. While this proced-
ure helped reduce particle losses caused by charge
effects, it was mainly preparatory to extracting a
quasi-monodisperse fraction from the total atomizer
output by means of an electrostatic classifier (EC,
TSI Model 3071). Since theory and operation of this
device are discussed extensively in a variety of
papers (Knutson, 1975, 1976; Hoppel, 1978), only
the following points most relevant to the WS appli-
cation will be mentioned: The fact that the parti-
cles are classified by electrical mobility means
that, in addition to particles of the desired size,
a small but not negligible percentage of larger,
multiply-charged particles were included in the nom-
inally monodisperse aerosol leaving the EC. Also,
the population of particles having essentially the
selected size is not truly monodisperse but has a
size distribution of finite width which
depends on the flow conditions through
the EC a typical geometric standard
deviation being about 1.2. Since laminar
flow inside the EC is essential, the aero-
sol flow in and out of the EC is limited,
in the present case, to about lO0 cm3s -l.
Due to this condition, it was necessary
to discard excess aerosol prior to enter-
ing the EC (the filter shown in that line
on Figure 2 serves to protect the flow
control valve and flow meter from salt
deposits). Furthermore, this flow limita-
tion in the EC, combined with a maximum
particle number concentration imposed by
coagulation rates, resulted in a maximum
rate on the order of 107s-l at which
"monodisperse" particles could be intro-
duced into the sampling duct.
In order to achieve the necessary
flow in the sampling duct (cf. previous
section), the aerosol was injected ax-
ially into a turbulent stream of 200 to
600 _ min -I clean dilution air. The 3
cm diameter dilution and mixing section
shown in the center of Figure 2 incorpor-
ated an optional 200 ¢ buffer volume to
smoothen high frequency fluctuations in
aerosol concentration. Due to the large
volume required, the dilution air had to
be drawn from the house compressed air
system which, in turn, necessitated par-
ticularly careful purification with over-
sized absolute and charcoal filters, es-
pecially in vieTof the fact that the
dilution air constituted 97 to 99% of the
air in the final aerosol delivered to the
sampling duct. For flows under 600
min-J, it was possible to keep the rate
constant within two percent.
As the bottom part of Figure 2 indi-
cates, the artificial aerosol was fed in-
to the sampling duct 26 m from the first
sampling outlet, just downstream of the
axial fan. A 6 cm ball valve was used to
seal off the ambient aerosol branch of the duct
during artificial aerosol experiments.
The upper left-hand side of Figure 2 displays
the location of an auxiliary aerosol generation
system which was essentially a duplicate of the one
described above. The auxiliary system was equipped
with commercial inhalation type nebulizers and oper-
ated with filtered compressed air from the house
supply. This system was used during some prelimi-
nary WS experiments and also during Experiment No.
lO where two "monodisperse" aerosols with different
particle size were mixed.
In those experiments where no monodisperse
aerosol was desired, the EC was by-passed as indi-
cated by the dashed line in Figure 2. In contrast
to the monodisperse case, the problem facing us
here was to produce a sufficiently low particle
concentration to be meaningful and acceptable for
CCN instruments. Reduction of the air pressure on
the atomizer to only a few psi drastically lowered
the number output but, at the same time, reduced
the output stability markedly. Similarly, when
nearly all the aerosol originating from the atomiz-
er was removed by aspiration into the excess aero-
sol line, the small differential flow into the
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samplingsystemunderwentamplification of the
small irregularities in the atomizeror excess
flows. However,byapplyingbothmethodsin modera-
tion it waspossibleto providea final particle
concentrationin the samplingduct as lowas 400
cm-3.
Forthe fewexperimentscarriedoutwithother
thansolubleCCN,theatomizerin Fig. 2 wasreplac-
edwith the deviceshowni Figs.3 and4.
Agl (purified, FisherScientific) wasaerosol-
ized thermallyby bringinga smallamountof the
substance(_ l g) slightly aboveits melting point(550°C)by meansof the arrangementshownin Fig.
3. TheAglwasplacedin a tantalumboatwhichwas
mountedon two copperelectrodesinside a Pyrex
flask. Thetemperatureof the Ta-boatwascon-
trolled bymanuallyregulatingthelowvoltageheat-
ing current. A streamof dryN2(several¢ min-l)
directedat the hotAgl_rvedto quenchthe vapors
thus inducingrecondensationf Aglparticles. The
resulting aerosol left the generatorthroughthe
sidetubulationandsubsequentlyunderwentthesame
handlingasthe solubleaerosols. In orderto pro-
videassurancethat nopartsof thegeneratorother
than the Agl wereparticipatingin aerosolforma-
tion, the devicewastestedwithoutAgl; not until
reachingtemperatureswell above600° Cdid parti-
cle generationfrom the hot Ta set in. While
temporalstability of the polydisperseAglaerosol
wasquite within the requiredtolerances,themono-
dispersecasesufferedfromdeviationsin concentra-
tion of upto I0%fromthemean.
N 2 (-8 I/rain)
Agl
A_I ON TA
2000ml PYREX FLASK
STEP - DOWN
TRANSFORMER
_ VARI_:
_L_ I10 VAC
Fipu_e 3. Ap]Ae.ro_oi _e_ze.,_a_or
Preparation of the paraffin wax aerosol follow-
ed similar procedures. About 50 ml of paraffin
were kept molten in a Pyrex flask at constant
temperature by immersion in a bath of boiling water.
A jet of dry N2 from a capillary tube was blown ver-
tically onto the liquid paraffin surface, again
triggering particle formation through a quenching
action. The polydisperse aerosol fluctuated in
concentration by about 5%. Since the particle
concentration was only in the vicinity of 400 cm-3
and most CCN instruments were able to detect only a
small percentage of the hydrophobic particles, no
experiment with monodisperse paraffin aerosol was
carried out.
In order to facilitate interpretation of the
CCN instruments' response to the test aerosols_ a
few WS participants measured size distributlons
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(Hoppel, 1981; Rogers, 1981) and total number con-
centrations (Rogers and McKenzie, 198l), while Mach
and Hucek (1981) performed some chemical analyses;
the reader is referred to the respective papers for
additional details.
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ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF AEROSOLS IN FOURTEEN EXPERIMENTS OF THE
CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEI WORKSHOP
William H. Mach
Richard R. Hucek
Department of Meteorology
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida
ABSTRACT
International Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN)
Workshop aerosols were collected with two Ci Impact-
ors and analyzed with proton induced X-ray emission
(PIXE) for chemical composition and to detect if
contamination was present. One of the impactors
sampled the generated aerosols; the other impactor
sampled droplets from a diffusion cloud chamber.
The purpose of the experiments was to test the
feasibility of a study of the transfer of chemical
elements from the fine particle sizes to the coarse
particle sizes, after CCN are activated and cloud
droplets are formed. The data indicated that
sulfur-containing aerosols did exhibit the expected
transfer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aerosols generated during fourteen experi-
ments of the International Cloud Condensation Nuc-
lei Workshop were collected with seven stage,
single orifice, Battelle-type cascade impactors
(Mitchell and Pilcher, 1959) and analyzed with pro-
ton induced X-ray emission (PIXE) (Johansson et al,
1975) for chemical composition. Seven experiments
were associated with the generation of aerosols of
ammonium sulfate, three with sodium chloride, two
with silver iodide, and two with ambient aerosols.
A sample of Agl powder used to generate the aero-
sols was also analyzed with PIXE. Katz and Dea
(1980) described the source of this Agl powder.
The aerosols were analyzed for the mass in nano-
grams of Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr,
V, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Br, Pb, Ag. The aerosols
generated during the workshop did not always con-
tain these elements; however, the aerosols were
analyzed to detect any contamination. Several ex-
periment6 were combined into one sampling period
with the impactors. The aerosols were sampled in
the experiments: 8-9, lO, 13-14, 15, 18-19, 20,
22, 24, 26, 27, 28.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT AND ANALYSIS
Two cascade impactors were used to collect
the aerosols. One impactor was connected to the
tube that supplied aerosols to each experimenter,
and a second impactor was placed behind a continu-
ous flow diffusion (CFD) chamber that is similar to
the CFD described by Hudson and Squires (1973,
1976). Both impactors have six stages with a Mylar
film for collecting the aerosols and one stage with
a 0.4 um Nuclepore filter. The six stages separate
the sampled aerosol into six size ranges with > 8,
8-4, 4-2, 2-I, I-0.5, 0.5-0.25 _m aerodynamic dia-
meter. Aerosols with aerodynamic diameters less
than 0.25 _m were collected on the seventh stage
with the Nuclepore filter. This Nuclepore filter
limited the flow through the impactor to approxi-
mately l I/min. The first five Mylar films were
coated with Vaseline and the sixth Mylar film was
coated with paraffin. Each set of six coated Mylar
films and one Nuclepore filter were matched with
Mylar films and Nuclepore filter that were not
exposed to the aerosol but were analyzed with PIXE
to establish the background chemical composition of
the filters.
The continuous flow diffusion chamber has two
aluminum plates that are 50 cm long, 33 cm wide,
and separated by 1.5 cm. The temperature of each
plate is maintained with a circulating water bath,
and the inner surface of each plate is covered with
a black cotton cloth. Each cloth is wetted with
water from the appropriate water bath. The chamber
was normally operated with a temperature difference
across the plates that produced a supersaturation
of approximately I%. The aerosol is sampled at the
entrance of the chamber through a capillary tube
that restricted the flow to about 0.25 I/min. A
sheath flow of air maintained the aerosol in the
middle of the chamber and provided air to supply
the l I/min required for the cascade impactor at
the exit port of the chamber.
In the analysis of the aerosols with PIXE,
the aerosol sample is exposed to 5 MeV protons.
The resulting X-ray spectrum is decomposed with a
modified version of a computer program described by
Kaufmann et al, 1977. Constants in this program
are specified after the analysis of the spectra
from a set of standards, which are samples of
compounds or elements whose mass is known to within
±5%. The analysis by PIXE can provide a mass
measurement to within ±5 nanograms.
3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of these experiments with the two
cascade impactors was to test the feasibility of a
study of the transfer of chemical elements from the
fine particle sizes, where d < 0.5 _m, to the
coarse particle sizes, where d > 4 _m, after conden-
sation of water vapor produces droplets. The chemi-
cal elements in those aerosol particles that are
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) will be transferred
to the larger sizes; those elements in the aerosol
particles that are not CCN, however, will remain at
the smaller sizes. Several experiments with the
two cascade impactors did indicate a possible trans-
fer of sulfur. For example, a comparison of the
sulfur collected on each stage of the impactor
during experiments 13 and 14 is shown in Figure I.
These two experiments were sampled with the same
filters to obtain more mass on each stage of the
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impactors. Stage 1 is the Nuclepore filter that
collects aerosol particles with d < 0.25 _m, and
stage seven collects particles with d > 8 um.
There is a smaller amount of sulfur, where the
amount is expressed as a percent of the total mass
of sulfur collected on all stages, on the Nuclepore
filter and a larger amount on the seventh stage of
the impactor behind the CFD.
Two problems made these experiments with the
cascade impactors difficult. There was usually
insufficient mass of a chemical element on a filter
to permit a good determination of the total mass of
each element on the filter. And some sulfur, as
well as other elements, was usually found on stage
seven of the impactor connected to the tube that
supplied the aerosol from the aerosol generator.
The CFD will be redesigned to provide more aerosol
for the impactor. Furthermore, a filter can be
placed in front of the CFD to prevent aerosol with
d > 8 um from entering the chamber.
The analysis of experiment 26, which was con-
ducted with ambient aerosols that were in the room
normally used to generate the aerosols, indicated
296 nanograms of bromine on the Nuclepore of the
impactor connected to the tube. The Nuclepore on
the CFD had 264 nanograms. The bromine was not
found on the filters that were analyzed to provide
an analysis of the chemical elements in the filt-
ers. The bromine, therefore, was on aerosols with
d < 0.25 _m; and these aerosols were neither deli-
quescent nor sufficiently hygroscopic to be CCN at
the imposed supersaturation of approximately I%.
The sample of Agl powder used to generate the
Agl aerosols was analyzed with PIXE to search for
contamination with trace elements. No contamina-
tion was found in the analysis of this Agl powder.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO AITKEN COUNTERS
AND WITH CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEI COUNTERS
AT THE 1980 INTERNATIONAL CCN WORKSHOP
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Desert Research Institute
Reno, Nevada
and
R.L. McKenzie
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, DC
ABSTRACT
Activities at the !980 International CCN Work-
shop (Reno, Nevada) included using a Pollak counter
and a TSI Model 3020 Condensation Nucleus Counter
to monitor the test aerosol concentration. The per-
formance of these two counters has been intercom-
pared and, when monodisperse CCN were used as the
test aerosol, these two counters have also been
compared to one of the CCN counters which gave
consistently good performance and is representative
of the CCN counters involved in the Workshop. The
Pollak and the TSI 3020 counters agreed to within
about I0% at concentrations below lO00 cm-3, where-
as above that concentration, substantial systematic
differences were observed. When the test aerosol
was monodisperse and the CCN counters were operated
at supersaturations that should nucleate all the
aerosol, the Pollak counter read about 6% to 20%
lower than the CCN counter in the concentration
range from 250 cm -3 to 1800 cm-3. This discrepan-
cy is similar to that reported by Emmanuel and
Squires (1969). The TSI 3020 read about 20% lower
than the CCN counter at concentrations less than
lO00 cm -3, and a factor of about two higher at
concentrations above lO00 cm-3. Post-workshop cali-
bration of the Pollak counter indicates that its
performance was essentially in agreement with expec-
tations for the instrument. Post-workshop evalua-
tion of the TSI 3020 performance suggests the cause
of the poor performance above lO00 cm -3 and indi-
cates the care one must use to be sure the instru-
ment is operated in such a way as to fulfill all
the theoretical assumptions its proper performance
is based upon.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of the October 6-17, 1980
International Cloud Condensation Nuclei Workshop,
held at Reno, Nevada, was the intercomparison and
performance evaluation of instruments which utilize
applied supersaturations of the order of I%. Such
supersaturations should activate most cloud conden-
sation nuclei (CCN), i.e., those nuclei capable of
initia_ing cloud droplet growth in atmospherically-
realistic conditions. Two inherently different in-
struments Aitken counters - were also operated
during the Workshop; these devices detect particles
which nucleate at supersaturations of the order of
200% (which includes the special class of CCN).
The Aitken counter data were used to monitor the
stability of the output of the Workshop's test
aerosol generation facility. The main purpose of
this paper, however, is to discuss the intercompari-
son of the two Aitken counters - a Pollak counter
and a TSI Model 3020 Condensation Nucleus Counter -
and to compare them with the CCN counters when the
test aerosol was a monodisperse aerosol under ex-
perimental conditions where it should be activated
and detected by all the various devices.
The Nolan-Pollak Aitken counter has, in its
present configuration, been in use about 20 years
(Pollak and Metnieks, 1960). Detailed descriptions
of this device and of its immediate predecessors
are readily available (e.g., Metnieks and Pollak,
1959; Pollak and Metnieks, 1960; Pollak and Met-
nieks, 1957). [We shall follow the custom of refer-
ring to this device in an abbreviated manner as the
"Pollak" counter, although the name of P.J. Nolan
was also associated with the critical, early years
of development of the instrument; see for example
Nolan and Pollak (1946) - a work establishing the
technical relationship and comparison of the Pollak
counter to the classical Aitken counter.]
Subsequent workers examined various aspects
of the operation and calibration of the Pollak
counter. Kassner, et al. (1968) responded to ear-
lier work criticizing the adiabaticity of the de-
vice, but concluded the reported discrepancies were
a function of inappropriate diagnostic techniques
rather than the Pollak counter itself. Emmanuel
and Squires (1969) used a laboratory version Aitken
counter in which activated droplets were recorded
photographically to calibrate a Pollak counter over
the approximate concentration range from zero to
lO00 cm-3. The resulting calibration curve gave
concentrations about 30% higher than the curve of
Pollak and Metnieks (1960). Liu, et al. (1975),
responding to reports that the Pollak counter did
not agree well with aerosol concentration measure-
ments by the electrical mobility analyzer, reported
careful comparison studies which indicated agree-
ment to better than I0% between these two vastly
different measurement techniques for concentrations
less than 104cm-3. In general, then, the Pollak
counter has found widespread acceptance and use,
particularly at concentrations below about 104cm -3
where vapor depletion by growing droplets does not
significantly depress the applied supersaturation.
The Pollak counter used in this stud_ is No. 7 of
the series manufactured by R. Gussman.
The newer Aitken counter at the Workshop w)_
a TSI Model 3020 Condensation Nucleus Counter
BGI Incorporated, Waltham, MA 02154
TSI Incorporated, St. Paul, MN 55164
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(Serial No. 12). This counter samples a continu-
ous, uninterrupted flow of aerosol through a satura-
tion chamber (using butyl alcohol as the working
fluid) and a chilling section, 25°C colder than the
saturator, where the supersaturation is achieved.
The commercial instrument was developed directly
from the laboratory design described by Bricard, et
al. (1976). The principle of operation and perfor-
mance were discussed at the Ninth International
Nucleation Conference (Argawal, et al., 1977). To
the best of our knowledge, this report is the first
published critical evaluation of the TSI Model 3020.
2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The layout of the Workshop laboratory is
shown in Figure l, indicating the arrangement of
the various participants along the sample supply
duct. The two Aitken counters received their sam-
ple from the same sample port, which was the last
port on the supply iine. Other papers in this
volume discuss the details and results of the other
instruments, and the nature of the aerosol genera-
tion and supply system. Twenty-nine separate ex-
periments were carried out during the course of the
Workshop (one of which had to be terminated due to
an accidental duct blockage). A chronological list-
ing and description of the type of aerosol used in
each experiment is indicated in Table I.
Excluding Experiment "0", for which no Aitken
data were taken, there were ten experiments involv-
ing artificial monodisperse aerosols, ten involving
artificial polydisperse aerosols, and eight involv-
ing natural (ambient) polydisperse aerosols. This
comparison is mainly concerned with the monodis-
perse aerosol experiments, in which the aerosols
were obtained by passing the polydisperse output
from an atomizer through an "electrostatic classi-
fier" which selects a monodisperse fraction of aero-
sol based upon electrical mobility. Aerosols thus
prepared are not strictly monodisperse; however,
examination of the results of these experiments in
the form of cumulative CCN counts plotted as a
function of individual CCN counter supersaturation
setting usually shows a "plateau" or region where
counts do not increase above a certain supersatura-
tion, indicating that the size distribution is in
fact very narrow. The results of these kinds of
measurements are discussed in more depth in the
papers describing the performance and intercompari-
son of the continuous-flow and static diffusion
chambers. For our purposes, it is sufficient to
note that when such a "plateau" exists, the nuclei
concentration measured with an Aitken counter
should be equal to the concentration measured on
the "plateau" by a CCN counter, i.e., the existence
of the "plateau" demonstrates that all the nuclei
in the sample have been. activated at the supersatu-
ration setting of the CCN counter at which the
"plateau" occurs and all nuclei will, of course,
have been activated in th_ Aitken counters which
operate at much higher supersaturations.
The operation of the Aitken counters was gen-
erally according to standard practice. The Pollak
counter was operated according to the recommended
procedure of Metnieks and Pollak (1959, op. cit.)
with two exceptions: the light beam was slightly
convergent (as recommended by Pollak and Metnieks
(1960, op. cit.)), and 152 mm Hg over-pressure was
used instead of the sea level value of 160 mm Hg in
order to compensate for the effect of laboratory
altitude above sea level upon the amount of liquid
water released during the expansion (cf. Emmanuel
and Squires, 1969, op. cit.).
The TSI 3020 CNC was operated according to
manufacturer's instructions, with extra care given
to maintain the sample flow rate through the instru-
ment at the prescribed value of 5 cm3/sec. Because
the instrument uses a mass flow meter to measure
and control flow, it is necessary to adjust the
instrument flow control in response to altitude
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TABLEI. LISTOFEXPERIMENTS
A=Ambient;
Aerosol
M=Monodisperse;P=Polydisperse
0 Tues 7 Oct A/4
l Tues PM
2 Tues PM
3 Wed 8 Oct AM
4 Wed AM
5 Wed PM
6 Wed PM
7 Thurs 9 Oct AM
8 Thurs AM
9 Thurs AM
lO Thurs PM
II Thurs PM
12 Fri lO Oct AM
13 Fri AM
14 Fri PM
15 Fri PM
16 Fri PM
17 Mon 13 Oct AM
18 Mon AM
19 Mon AM
20 Mon PM
21 Mon PM
22 Tues 14 Oct AM
23 Tues PM
24 Tues PM
25 Wed 5 Oct AM
26 Wed AM
27 Wed PM
28 Wed PM
29 Wed PM
M - (NH4)2S04
P - NaC1 - oscillating concentration
P - NaCl - higher concentration
A - quite fluctuating
M - NaCl - low concentration
M - NaCl - medium concentration
A
A - aborted - duct blockage
M - NaCl - slight drift down
M - NaCl - higher concentration
Bimodal - NaCl - "flat k"
A
A
p - (NH4)2SO 4
p - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4
A
A
M - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4
M - (NH4)2SO 4 - time variations
P - (NH4)2SO 4 - medium concentration
P ° (NH4)2SO 4 - low concentration
P - (NH4)2SO 4 - high concentration
Filtered air - noise check
A
P - Agl, "insoluble"
M - Agl, "insoluble"
P - paraffin, hydrophobic
lOl
effects on the densityof air if onewantsto
maintainthe volumetricflow rate at 5 cm3/sec.
Whencheckedwith a volumetricflowmeter(a bubble
meter),thevolumetricflowrate throughthe instru-
mentwas4,92cm3/sec.TheTSI3020CNCcontinu-
ousreal-timeoutput,displayedona chart record-
er, provideda valuablemonitorof the Workshop
aerosolgenerationanddeliverysystemstability.
3. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
A. Intercomparison of the Pollak and TSI CNC
The results of simultaneous measurements of
the concentration of both polydisperse and monodis-
perse aerosols by the two instruments are shown in
Figure 2. The results obtained with the TSI CNC
are dependent upon the operating mode of the instru-
ment, i.e., whether it was in the single-count mode
or the photometric mode. The agreement between the
two _,struments is quite good when the TSI was
operating in the single-count mode (lower curve in
Figure 2), with the Pollak reading consistently
about I0% lower. When the TSI operated in the
photometric mode (upper curve) a nonlinear response
occurred in the concentration range from lO00 cm-3
to 2000 cm °3, and above that concentration the TSI
gave values twice those of the Pollak. The discon-
tinuity in the results of the TSI between the two
operating modes and the nonlinear portion of the
response curve will be discussed below in the sec-
tion on TSI Performance Evaluation. We have post-
Workshop evidence to suggest that the Pollak per-
formed according to expectations and we conclude
that the upper curve in Figure 2 indicates that the
TSI performance suffered from a systematic calibra-
tion error in the photometric mode. This error did
not seriously detract from the value of the instru-
ment as a continuous monitor of the relative aero-
sol concentration during the course of the various
experiments performed during the Workshop.
We can also compare the Aitken counters with
a representative CCN counter when all three instru-
ments were sampling monodisperse aerosols. Monodis-
perse sodium chloride of nominal diameter 0.036 _m
(Experiments 4 and 5) and 0.18 _m (Experiments 8
and 9) and monodisperse ammonium sulfate of nominal
diameters 0.092, 0.04, 0.14 and 0.08 _m (Experi-
ments 15, 18, 19, and 20, respectively) were the
test aerosols. Monodisperse silver iodide of nomi-
nal diameter 0.12 _m was the test aerosol in Ex-
periment 28. (The tenth monodisperse aerosol ex-
periment was Experiment 21, a repeat of No. 20 for
the purpose of evaluating the measurement reproduci-
bility of the various instruments; it is not includ-
ed here because the CCN counter selected for compar-
ison to the Aitken counters was operated as an
isothermal haze chamber during that experiment.)
B. Intercomparison of the Pollak and TSI
with a CCN Counter
It has not been a trivial task to select a
"representative" CCN counter for use in this com-
parison. Many devices, both static diffusion and
continuous-flow diffusion types, appeared to oper-
ate well during the course of the Workshop. We
have selected the continuous-flow diffusion (CFD)
chamber from the University of Missouri at Rolla
for the comparison, as it consistently provided
concentration values that were higher in comparison
to the average of all CCN counters, but not so high
as to indicate a malfunction. Results from this
chamber on monodisperse aerosols usually exhibited
a well-defined "plateau" in the plot of cumulative
CCN concentration as a function of supersaturation
value. The higher-than-overall-average count values
for this chamber may suggest it had fewer sampling
and detection losses. In another paper in this
volume, comparing this chamber (hereinafter refer-
red to as the UMR CFD) with the other CFD chambers
in the Workshop, it was identified as showing good
comparative performance (Hudson and Alofs, 1981).
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Figure 3 shows a comparison of the Pollak
counter and the UMR CFD using count values taken
from the "plateau" regions. Error bars on the data
simply indicate the magnitude of the statistical
counting error. Only the lowest value shows per-
fect agreement (Exp. 24). The UMR CFD gives higher
values by 20% at the lower concentration experi-
ments to 6% at the higher concentration experi-
ments. It is interesting to recall that Emmanuel
and Squires (1969, op. cit.) reported that the
Pollak using the 1960 calibration values, under-
counted in comparison to their photographic devi_e,
by about 30% over the concentration range from
about 200 cm-3 to lO00 cm -3. In a post-Workshop
comparison of the DRI Pollak with another Pollak
counter maintained as a standard by Dr. Austin
Hogan, the DRI Pollak read high by some I0% to 20%
(to be discussed below). Taking this discrepancy
into consideration, the UMR CFD would be in agree-
ment with the photographic device results reported
by Emmanuel and Squires. These data, then, support
the suggestion that a good CFD chamber will typi-
cally indicate on the order of I0% to 30% higher
values than a Pollak counter when sampling monodis-
perse aerosol under conditions where the CFD is
operating in the "plateau" for aerosols of varied
chemical composition and of moderate concentration.
(The activity of silver iodide as CCN is still a
matter of some debate; here we present the one
available data point (Experiment 28) and note that
it is unremarkable in position on the plot.))
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A comparison of the results of the TSI CNC
and the UMR CFD is shown in Figure 4 where, again,
the values for the UMR CFD are the cumulative
concentration values determined from the "plateau".
The UMR CFD results correlate very well with the
TSI (with the possible exception of silver iodide),
being consistently 20% higher over the range up to
lO00 cm-3, where the TSI is operating in the
single-count mode. As one would anticipate from
the data presented in Figure 2, the TSI reads
higher by a factor of about 2 when operating in the
photometric mode.
4. POST-WORKSHOP CALIBRATION OF THE POLLAK
COUNTER
The DRI Pollak counter (No. 7) was built and
calibrated according to the published procedures of
its inventors, but had not been compared against
another Pollak counter in recent years before the
Workshop. At the kind invitation of Drs. Jim
Jiusto and Austin Hogan of the Atmospheric Sciences
Research Center, State University of New York at
Albany, a post-Workshop calibration was performed
in February, 1981 in their laboratory. Pollak
counter No. 7 was first compared to No. 12 "as is",
and then was dismantled and the internal alignment
of the light beam was checked. The "as is" calibra-
tion gave the result that the DRI Pollak No. 7
consistently read I0% to 20% higher than No. 12
over the concentration range for 400 cm-3 to 70,000
cm-3. Upon dismantling and inspecting No. 7, it was
found that although the light beam was of the
proper diameter at the photocell end of the fog
tube, it was off-axis by about 0.4 cm. Correction
of this misalignment did not, however, change the
systematic discrepancy that exisLed between the two
instruments.
Several possible sources of such a systematic
difference were explored, for example, by inter-
changing the photocells and the microammeters which
provide the output signals and readings of the
Pollak counters, and by interchanging operators.
None of these changes removed the discrepancy. A
potentially important parameter suggested in the
paper of Pollak and Metnieks (1960, op.cit.) led us
to investigate the rapidity with which the clean-
air overpressure was established in the two instru-
ments. Due to minor differences in the plumbing of
these instruments, No. 12 achieved overpressure at
a slower rate than No. 7. Standardizing both
devices to the overpressure rate of No. 12 led to
excellent agreement, with differences now less than
would be anticipated due to statistical counting
errors. It appears that the time to achieve over-
pressure in No. 7 (the Pollak used in the Workshop)
was less than that recommended by Pollak and Met-
nieks (1960, op.cit.), whereas the time required
for No. 12 was longer than the recommended time.
We can only estimate that Pollak No. 7 was reading
higher during the Workshop than an "ideal" Pollak
would have, by an amount less than lO to 20% of the
number concentration.
5. TSI PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A brief description of the operational modes
and the associated underlying assumptions of the
TSI CNC is necessary in order to evaluate its
performance during the Workshop. The sample stream
is first saturated with alcohol and then passed
through a chilled condenser tube where supersatura-
tion occurs; the nuclei are activated and the re-
sulting droplets grow to 5 _m to lO _m diameter.
The sample of droplets then passes into a viewing/
detection volume. There are two modes of operation
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for detectin_ the droplets. At concentrations be-
low lO00 cm--3, electrical pulses generated by
light scattered from individual droplets are count-
ed and this count rate is converted to particle con-
centration and displayed on the front panel and is
also available as an analog output. At particle
concentrations above 103cm-3, the photodetector cir-
cuit measures the light scattered from all the drop-
lets present in the viewing volume at any given
time. The photodetector output is calibrated as a
function of concentration, and the results of the
calibration are incorporated into the electronics of
the instrumen_ so that it displays the correct
concentration.
In the single count mode the instrument oper-
ates in an absolute counting mode and the accuracy
of the concentration is determined only by the
accuracy of the flow rate of the sample and correc-
tion for coincidence losses occurring due to two or
......... H,=_ passing through the viewing volume
simultaneously. (Statistical errors of counting
for low count values can be reduced to desired
levels by increasing counting times.) Because the
flow monitor and control system is based upon a
mass flow meter, the volumetric flow rate through
the instrument will be sensitive to altitude and
must be corrected if the instrument is operated at
altitudes other than that at which it was set up.
One can either reset the flow to give 5 cc3/sec
or calculate the actual volumetric flow and apply
an appropriate correction factor to the indicated
concentration (i.e., multiply bY [5 cm3sec-I/(actu -
al volumetric flow in cm3sec-l)]). The instru-
ment we used in the Workshop was adjusted to cor-
rect the flow to 4.92 cm3sec-l.
In the photometric mode additional conditions
must be met to assure that the instrument performs
in calibration. Because the final droplet size
determines the amount of light scattered per origin-
al activated nuclei, any parameter that affects
droplet size must be controlled to maintain the
conditions for which the photometric mode was cali-
brated. Changes in altitude in this case will
affect not only the flow rate (and therefore the
growth time in the condenser) but may also affect
vapor diffusivity and thermal diffusivity. These
effects have not yet been well studied for this
instrument. A second precaution one must be aware
of is the effect of dirty optics in the photodetec-
tor. In the single count mode, this will have no
affect because one is just counting pulses, not
scattered intensity. However, in the photometric
mode all scattered light contributes to the count
rate, whether it is scattered from dirty optics or
from droplets in the viewing volume. The error
will be most pronounced at low values in the photo-
metric mode and will become increasingly less impor-
tant as the concentration increases. We believe
that this is the cause of the non-linear portion of
the TSI response when compared tothe Pollak in the
log-log plot in Figure 2. Dirty optics will pro-
duce a constant, small D.C. offset that will be
integrated into the signal in the photometric mode
signal. As the total signal increases, it becomes
a negligible contribution to the signal and the
response then appears linearly related to the Pol-
lak response. (Unfortunately there has not been
opportunity since the Workshop to inspect the op-
tics as they were during the Workshop in order to
confirm this explanation of that portion of the
curve.) The linear portion of the photometric mode
response is parallel to the single count mode re-
sponse when extrapolated to the photometric mode
concentration range. This suggests that the discre-
pancy is due to an error in the calibration factor
for the instrument under the operating conditions
encountered at the Workshop. One instrumental para-
meter that is useful in helping determine if the
calibration may be in error is the photodetector
pulse height. For the instrument we used, the value
when the CNC was calibrated was 0.30 Volts peak-to-
peak. A post-Workshop reading indicated it was
0.55 to 0.6 Volts, indicating that the instrument
would not be expected to be in proper calibration.
It is tempting to note that the ratio of the actual
pulse height to the correct pulse height is the
same as the difference between the photometric mode
results and the extrapolated single count mode val-
ues, i..e, a factor of about 2. This cannot,
however, be applied in such a straightforward man-
ner because calibration will also depend on other
parameters. It is sufficient here to note that
there is reasonable evidence to indicate that the
photometric mode results are high because the cali-
bration is not applicable under the conditions in
which we used the instrument, but that the linear
response with concentration indicates that the TSI
CNC will still give reliable relative concentration
values under these conditions. These results again
demonstrate the importance of understanding the un-
derlying principles of the detection/measurement
process of the instrument.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The performance of a Pollak counter (No. 7)
of nearly standard specifications was compared with
that of a set of CCN counters as represented by the
UMR CFD under conditions where both were sampling
the same monodisperse aerosol. Nine experiments
are represented in the comparison data which indi-
cates that the Pollak underestimates the concentra-
tion by I0% to 30_ over the concentration range
from about 260 cm-_to 1800 cm-3 in comparison to
the UMR CFD. This discrepancy is of the same sign,
but of slightly smaller magnitude than that report-
ed earlier by Emmanuel and Squires (1969, op.cit.)
for a comparison of the Pollak counter with an
"absolute" Aitken counter which recorded the drop-
let concentration photographically for subsequent
counting.
A TSI 3020 CNC was also compared with the
Pollak and the UMR CFD counters. It gave concentra-
tion values 20% lower than the _MR CFD in th
concentration range from 260 cm -o to lO00 cm "_
(i.e., when the TSI was in the single-count mode).
It gave values I0% higher than the Pollak over the
same concentration range. Above lO00 cm-l,
when the TSI operated in the photometric mode, it
gave values about 2 times higher than the Pollak or
the UMR CFD.
This work, then, has demonstrated very good
agreement between three instruments of vastly dif-
ferent design and detection/measurement principles -
the Pollak counter, a continuous-flow CCN counter,
and a continuous-flow CNC. The present results
essentially confirm the earlier work of Emmanuel
and Squires (1969, op.cit.) which indicated a small
positive correction to the calibration of t_e Pol-
lak at aerosol concentrations below lO00 cm-_. The
apparent discrepancy between the Pollak and the UMR
CFD is somewhat accentuated by the fact that the
UMR CFD consistently read higher than the average
of the other CCN counting devices in the Workshop.
I04
Thecomparisonstudy by HudsonandAlofs (1981,
op.cit.) indicatesthat the UMRCFDwasoperating
properlyandprovidingaccuratedata. Theexcel-
lent agreementwith the TSI, whichis a self-
calibrating or absolutedetector whenin the
single-countmode,is particularly gratifying and
providesadditional confidencein the validity of
the largestoreof Aitkenconcentrationvaluesthat
havebeenobtainedthroughthe useof the Pollak
counteroverthepast20someyears.
TheTSI3020CNCexhibitedverygoodperform-
ancein the single-countmodeand,despitelossof
absoluteaccuracyin the photometricmode(asdis-
cussedin the text), it still providedvaluable
real-timerelative concentrationmeasurementswhich
wereof greatutility in assessingthe stability of
the test aerosolgenerationsystem.
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COMPARING DRY AEROSOL SIZE MEASUREMENTS
David C. Rogers
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming
Two instruments were used to size dry aero-
sols for the CCN experiments. The Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) instrument uses an electrical mo-
bility analyzer (Hoppel, 1978) to separate the aero-
sol size fractions and a diffusion chamber (Hoppel,
et al., 1979) to grow and count the particles. The
University of Wyoming (WYO) Aerosol Monitoring Sys-
tem (Rogers and Vali, 1981) consists of three de-
vices which are monitored and controlled by a mini-
computer. The devices are: a Thermo-systems Elec-
trical Aerosol Size Analyzer (Model 3030) which
covers the size range 0.005 to 0.18 _m radius, an
Environment One (El) Condensation Nucleus Monitor
(Model Rich I00) for Aitken particles, and an opti-
cal particle counter (Climet Model 6064A optics and
in-house electronics) to cover the size range 0.15
to 8 _m radius.
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Measurements from these two systems were u_u-
ally found to be in agreement during the CCN Work-
shop. Two examples are presented here to compare
aerosol size distribution measurements of the two
instruments: Experiment 8 (monodisperse NaCl) and
Experiment 27 (polydisperse Agl). Differential
(dN/dR) and cumulative plots are shown for both
instruments for Experiment 8 in Figure l and for
Experiment 27 in Figure 2; also shown are Aitken
particle measurements for comparison. The monodis-
perse peak of Experiment 8 was well defined by both
instruments, although information below 0.05 _m was
not discernible for the WYO system; this is likely
due to the low concentration, lower than the mobil-
ity analyzer is expected to detect reliably. Both
instruments indicated peak concentrations in the
range 0.08 to O.l vm radius and total particle
concentrations of 400 to 500 cm -3. The total
concentrations from the mobility analyzers are apo
I06
proximatelytwicethe valuesobtainedfromtheAit-kencounters.
Measurementsof the shapeof the aerosolsize
distribution of Experiment27werein substantial
agreementbelowO.l _m,evento detectinga slight
peakat 0.2 _mradius. At largersizes,theNRLin-
strumentmeasureda higherconcentrationthanthe
WYOoptical counter,andat smallersizes, the WYO
mobility analyzermeasuredhigher concentrationsthan NRL. Both instrumentsindicatedthat the
greatest concentrationsoccurredat the small
sizes, but the Aitkenparticle countersoffer lit-
tle helpin resolvingthe discrepancyin integrated
total concentration,sincetheir valuesrangeover
a factor of 3. Perhapsthe chemicalcomposition
andshapeof the aerosolwaspartly responsible,as
thermallygeneratedAgl is expectedto bewettable
but unsolubleandmayhavea linear rather than
globularshape.
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APPENDIXA
TABULATEDDIFFERENTIALSIZESPECTRARESULTSFROMNRL MOBILITYANALYZER
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, REFER TO WILLIAM A, HOPPEL PAPER,
"MEASUREMENT OF THE AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION WITH NRL'S MOBILITY ANALYZER"
CONTAINED IN SECTION VI,
A-l
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
11
NOTE THAT ABSENCE OF AN ENTRY IN DN/DR COLUMN INDICATES CONCENTRATION WAS VERY LOW OR ZERO.
Experiment #1 - Average of 3 Runs Experiment #4 - Average of 4 Runs
Cumulative Radius DN/DR Channel Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm 1.69xlO 5 l 3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm 3.24xi05 2 1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm 4.19xlO 6 3 1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm 1.87xlO 7 4 7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm 5.80xi07 5 5o03x!O-6cm
3.46x10-6cm 1.55xlO 8 6 3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-6cm 2.53xi08 7 2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm 3.09xi08 8 1.52xlO-6cm
1.15x10-6cm 6.05xi08 g 1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm 3.12xlO 8 I0 8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm 2.23x108 II 5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
2.70xi05
3.26xi07
3.57xi08
3.68xi08
3.54xi07
Channel
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
II
Experiment #2 - Average of 2 Runs Experiment #5 - Average of 3 Runs
Cumulative Radius DN/DR Channel Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm 2.11xlO 4 l 3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO°5cm 1.72xlO 6 2 1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm 1.07xlO 7 3 1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm 4.41xlO 7 4 7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO'6cm 1.15xlO 8 5 5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm 2.67xi08 6 3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO'6cm 5.14xlO 8 7 2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm 7.05xi08 8 1.52xlO-6cm
1.15xlO'6cm 1.35xlO 9 9 1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm 8.22xi08 lO 8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm 7.14xlO 8 II 5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
3.54xi06
1.51xlO 8
1.55xlO 9
1.60xlO 8
6.88xi06
Channel
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
II
Experiment #3 - One Run Only Experiment #6 - Average of 3 Runs
Cumulative Radius DN/DR Channel Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO°5cm 6.40xi06 I 3.09xlO-5cm
1.83x10-5cm 3.33xi07 2 1.83xlO-5cm
1.15x10"5cm 9.17xlO 7 3 1.15xlO-5cm
7.53x10"6cm 1.40xlO 8 4 7.53xlO-6cm
5.03x10"6cm 4.44xi08 5 5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm 7.06xi08 6 3.46xlO'6cm
2.37x10"6cm 8.23xi08 7 2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm 2.81xlO 9 8 1.52xlO-6cm
1.15x10-6cm 8.97xi09 9 1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm 3.41xlO 9 lO 8.10xlO'7cm
5.75x10-7cm 9.41xlO 8 11 5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
1.06x105
2.66xi06
3.06xi07
1.17xlO 8
1.74xi08
4.19xlO 8
9.75xi08
2.15xlO 9
7.26xi09
8.03xi09
2.54xi09
A-2
Experiment#8- Average
Channel CumulativeRadi
1 3.09xlO-5cm
2 1.83xlO-5cm
3 1.15xlO'5cm
4 7.53xlO-6cm
5 5.03xlO-6cm
6 3.46xlO-6cm
7 2.37xlO-6cm
8 1.52xlO-6cm
9 1.15xlO-6cm
lO 8.10xlO-7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
of 2 Runs
US
Experiment #11 - Average of 3 Runs
DN/DR Channel Cumulative Radius
1.08xl04 l 3.09xlO-5cm
6.22xi05 2 1.83xlO-5cm
7.83xi06 3 1.15xlO-5cm
7.67xi07 4 7.53xlO°6cm
6.13xi06 5 5.03xlO-6cm
1.77xi05 6 3.46xlO-6cm
7 2.37xlO-6cm
8.27xi04 8 1.52xlO-6cm
2.54x I04 9 1.15xlO-6cm
1.76xlO 2 lO 8.10xlO-7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
1.90xlO 5
1.77xi06
2.81xlO 7
8.86xi07
1.03xlO8
2.89xi08
2.35xi08
1.59xlO 9
5.69xi08
1.36xlO 9
3.95xi09
Experiment #9 - Average of 3 Runs
Channel Cumulative Radius
l 3.09xlO-5cm
2 1.83xlO-5cm
3 1.15xlO-5cm
4 7.53xlO'6cm
5 5.03xlO-6cm
6 3.46xlO-6cm
7 2.37xlO-6cm
8 1.52xlO-6cm
9 1.15xlO-6cm
lO 8.10xlO-7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
Experiment #13 - Average of 3 Runs
DN/DR Channel Cumulative Radius
4.86xi04 l 3.09xlO-5cm
1.49xi06 2 1.83xlO-5cm
1.58xi07 3 1.15xlO-5cm
1.39xi08 4 7.53xlO-6cm
8.82xi06 5 5.03xlO-6cm
6.89xi06 6 3.46xlO-6cm
7 2.37xlO-6cm
2.2 Ixl05 8 1.52xlO-6cm
4.72xi04 9 1.15xlO-6cm
3.19xlO 2 lO 8.10xlO°7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
5.49xi04
2.65xi05
4.76xi06
4.98xi07
1.93xlO 8
4.93xi08
1.02xlO 9
1.63xlO 9
3.39xi09
2.44xi09
2.26xi09
Experiment #10 - Average of 2 Runs
Channel Cumulative Radius
l 3.09xlO'5cm
2 1.83xlO-5cm
3 1.15xlO-5cm
4 7.53xlO-6cm
5 5.03xlO-6cm
6 3.46xlO-6cm
7 2.37xlO-6cm
8 1.52xlO-6cm
9 1.15xlO-6cm
lO 8.10xlO-7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
Experiment #14 - Average of 3 Runs
DN/DR Channel Cumulative Radius
l 3.09xlO-5cm
2 1.83xlO-5cm
1.33xlO 6 3 1.15xlO-5cm
1.19xlO 7 4 7.53xlO-6cm
3.38xi07 5 5.03xlO-6cm
4.75xi07 6 3.46xlO-6cm
5.06xi07 7 2.37xlO-6cm
1.07xlO 9 8 1.52xlO-6cm
8.61xlO 8 9 1.15xlO-6cm
1.58xi07 lO 8.10xlO-7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
4.22xI_ 4
6.92xi05
1.07xlO 7
5.86xi07
1.50xlO 8
6.23xi08
1.16xlO 9
1.54xlO 9
3.04xi09
1.98xlO 9
2.13xlO 9
A-3
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
Experiment #15 - Average of 2 Runs
Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm
1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm
Experiment #17 - Average of 2 Runs
Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm
1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm
Experiment #18 - Average of 3 Runs
Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm
1.15x]O-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO'7cm
DN/DR
3.09xi04
9.70xi05
3.26xi07
1.84xlO 8
5.43xi08
1.93xlO 6
5.20xi0
DN/DR
1.48xlO 5
7.51xlO 5
6.71xlO 6
3.53xi07
1.77xlO 8
4.49x108
9.97xi08
1.43xlO 9
4.67xi09
4.12x109
4.23xi09
DN/DR
1.77xlO 5
1.93xi07
2.71xlO 8
1.23xi09
1.17xlO 9
3.10xlO 8
1.21xlO 8
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
Experiment #19 - Average of 4 Runs
Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-Gcm
1.52xlO'6cm
1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm
Experiment #20 - Average of 4 Runs
Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO'5cm
7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm
1.15xlO-6cm
8.10xlO-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm
Experiment #21 - Average of 4 Runs
Cumulative Radius
3.09xlO-5cm
1.83xlO-5cm
1.15xlO-5cm
7.53xlO-6cm
5.03xlO-6cm
3.46xlO-6cm
2.37xlO-6cm
1.52xlO-6cm
1.15xlO-6cm
8.10x10-7cm
5.75xlO-7cm
DN/DR
4.95xi05
1.29xlO 7
1.03xlO 8
3.04xi08
8.90xi07
1.49xi07
4.04xi04
6.39xi02
DN/DR
9.62xi04
1.03xlO 7
7.06xi07
4.96xi08
3.14xi07
3.00xlO 5
DN/DR
1.92xi05
1.05xlO 7
6,84xi07
4.29xi08
1.59xi07
9.44xi05
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Experiment #22 - Average of 3 Runs (2,3 and 4)
[taken between II00 and 1220; early run (#I)
was taken when the count was higher
and remains as distributed at Workshop].
Channel Cumulative Radius DN/DR
I 3.09xlO-5cm 2"llxl04
2 1.83xlO-5cm 4"59xi04
3 1.15xlO-5cm 3"37xi05
4 7.53xlO-6cm 6"21xi06
5 5.03xlO-6cm 6"29xi07
6 3.46xlO-6cm I'67xi08
7 2.37xlO-6cm 3"43xi08
8 1.52xlO-6cm 8"69xi08
9 1.15xlO-6cm 4"13xi08
lO 8.10xlO-7cm 2"15xi08
II 5.75xlO-7cm I'52xi08
Experiment #27 - Average of 4 Runs
Channel Cumulative Radius _I_/DR
l 3.09xlO-5cm 2"llxl05
2 1.83xlO-5cm l'llxl06
3 1.15xlO-5cm I'32xi06
4 7.53xlO-6cm 8"76xi06
5 5.03xlO-6cm I'24xi08
6 3.46xlO'6cm 6"60xi08
1.20xlO 97 2.37xlO-6cm
8 1.52xlO-6cm l'41xl09
9 1.15xlO-6cm 3"16xi08
lO 8.10xlO-7cm 2"76xi09
II 5.75xlO-7cm 2"66xi09
Experiment #23 - Average of 4 Runs
Channel Cumulative Radius DN/DR
l 3.09xlO-5cm 2.64x I04
2 1.83xlO-5cm
3 1.15xlO-5cm 8.20xi04
4 7.53xlO-6cm 1.25xi06
5 5.03xlO-6cm 1.64xI07
6 3.46xlO-6cm 6 .55xI07
7 2.37xlO-6cm 1-19xl08
8 1.52xlO-6cm 1.19xl08
9 1.15xlO-6cm 1-50xl08
lO 8.10xlO-7cm 5.93x I07
II 5.75xlO-7cm 5.32xi07
Experiment #28 - Average of 2 Runs
Channel Cumulative Radius
l 3.09xlO'5cm
2 1.83xlO-5cm
3 1.15xlO'5cm
4 7.53xlO-6cm
5 5.03xlO-6cm
6 3.46xlO-6cm
7 2.37xlO-6cm
8 1.52xlO-6cm
9 1.15xlO-6cm
lO 8.10xlO-7cm
II 5.75xlO-7cm
DNIDR
1.78xlO 7
1.65xlO 8
2.23xi07
3.72xi06
8.17xlO 6
Experiment #24 - Average of 4 Runs
Channel Cumulative Radius DN/DR
l 3.09xlO-5cm
2 1.83xlO-5cm 3.09xi04
3 1.15xlO-5cm 7.78x I05
4 7.53xlO-6cm 1.59xi07
5 5.03xlO-6cm 2.78x I08
6 3.46xlO-6cm 1.72x I09
7 2.37xlO-6cm 4.04x I09
8 1.52xlO-6cm 3.60x I09
9 1.15xlO-6cm 5.28x I09
lO 8.10xlO-7cm 2.52xi08
II 5.75xlO-7cm 1.15xlO 9
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APPENDIXB
In this section, the complete 1980 Inter-
national CCN Workshop data file is presented, in
the form of both tables and graphs of CCN counted
as a function of supersaturation setting, for all
experiments. The reader is urged to consult the
companion review papers (covering the static diffu-
sion chambers, continuous-flow chambers, and iso-
thermal haze chambers by generic type) for impor-
tant commentaries and points necessary to interpret
these data. For example, as discussed in "Review
of Isothermal Haze Chamber Performance", the inter-
pretation of haze chamber results is dependent upon
understanding the method used to calibrate the cham-
ber optical counters for the sizing of water drop-
lets. Useful summaries of the data will also be
found in the review papers; discussions of the
methods of obtaining data from the various instru-
ments will generally be found in the relevent in-
strument description papers in Section V.
The data file is presented exactly as the
data were received during the Workshop, with the
exception of three post-Workshop revisions, all of
which were cases of straightforward errors in the
reporting of data. These revisions occurred in the
cases of data from instruments #13 (CSIRO, G.
Ayers), #14 (DRI, J. Hudson), and #25 (CSU, R.
Borys); below we summarize, in the words of each
instrument operator, the change in data together
with reasons.
Instrument #13 - Ayers
I learned upon my return to CSIRO that the
newly-generated calibration curves relate "film
count" to "peak reading", and that to get to an
estimate of the "true" CCN concentration, the "film
count" must be increased by 50%. Thus all the
concentration values I fed into your data system
should be multiplied by a factor of 1.5. This
factor is explained at more length in the notes. I
regret that I was unaware of it and hope that it
does not cause too much inconvenience.
Instrument #14 - Hudson
In the process of writing the review paper on
the IHC's, I looked back into my original Workshop
notebook. I discovered that, from experiment #12
to the end of the Workshop, the threshold supersatu-
rations for channel 3 were mislabeled in the data
file. According to the original notebook, this
should have been O.ll%. However, it was written
into the Workshop data sheets as 0.085% which it
had actually been set at for a couple of earlier
experiments.
Instrument #25 - Borys
CCN concentrations were revised for the CSU
static diffusion chambers for experiments 17-20.
The changes were made because of errors in reading
the original photographic film (i.e., counting the
droplet images visually) by being out of sequence
one frame for a 36 exposure roll of film. The
results were spectra shifted to the left on plots
done at DRI, thus artificially increasing the con-
centrations over all supersaturations. This was
easily done since there were plateaus in the curves
and the error wasn't noticed until the data were
reviewed in detail after returning to CSU. The net
effect is to simply correct a "human error". There
was no physical instrumental correction made.
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ExperimentNo:
Purpose:
CCNWORKSHOP
NUCLEIMEASUREMENTSDATASHEET
Date: / /
(yr) (mo) {day)
l
KUll I_IU; instrument No: Duct No: Observer:
NUCLEI MEASUREMENTS
Sample Time Plate Temp °C Volume
Sampled
Start End Cold Hot (_)
Sc(%) Nuclei _ EstCount K
Remarks 2
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
l
If more than one spectrum is run, please record the data on another sheet with a new run number.
2Only the first 25 characters of the remarks column will be recorded and displayed via computer processing_
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CCNWORKSHOPDATACODE
Inst. No. Group Graphics Code
2
5
7
9
lO
II
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Wyoming
British Met Office
York Univ.
Hebrew Univ.
SUNY
NRL
CSIRO
DRI
DRI
DRI
NRL
DRI
Washington
Missouri
Florida
Florida
France
CSU
CSU
Alaska
NBS
NBS
0
B
Y
H
S
Nh (Haze)
I
Dh (Haze)
Dn (Spec. NASA)
Di (Spec. Instant)
Ns (SDC)
Dc (CFD)
W
M
F
Cs (SDC)
Ch (Haze)
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